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SA I C E C E O

Meet SAICE’s new CEO –
Vishaal Lutchman
Vishaal, who has been a devoted member
of SAICE since 2004, moved into SAICE
National Office as its new CEO only a few
weeks ago, but within days he was already
‘part of the family’.
It was immediately obvious that he
is the right man to spearhead SAICE’s
operations and strengthen its goals. His
quiet, professional demeanour puts staff
at ease, and instils hope and confidence in
the planned way forward.
According to Steven Kaplan, SAICE’s
Chief Operating Officer, “Vishaal is a
proven leader with unprecedented engineering skills and business acumen. He
is a visionary and has the ability to build
relationships and get things done with
collaborative networks. He also has excellent communication skills, and with that
comes the ability to bring our members
into the SAICE fold, and to effectively
communicate with industry leaders and
decision-makers in the public sector.”
Before relocating to SAICE National
Office, Vishaal held the position of
Divisional Director in Development,
Transportation and Infrastructure at WSP
Group Africa.
Going further back, he graduated in
1999 from the University of Natal with
a Bachelor of Science in Engineering,
and registered professionally with ECSA
in 2005. His interests also lie outside
of engineering, as he pursued an MBA
through the University of KwaZulu-Natal
in 2008 and recently obtained his Master’s
in Philosophy Leadership from the
University of Johannesburg.
Vishaal began his engineering career
in 1998 serving as a senior engineer in
Capital Projects at the Transnet National
Ports Authority. He maintained executive
roles in the three companies he worked
for subsequently, namely SSI Engineers
and Environmental Consultants (where
he was the Head of Maritime, Advisory
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Family man Vishaal with his wife Mona, and
their two sons, Kaeshav in front and Darshik

and Strategy), Royal Haskoning DHV
(where he served as the Director Advisory
Group of International Business, Energy
and Industrial), and of course WSP Group
Africa, as mentioned above.
While working closely with Transnet
at various stages of his career, being
involved in some of the parastatal’s capital
projects and port infrastructure developments across South Africa, Vishaal
accumulated invaluable experience in the
ports and maritime sector. Needless to say
he is a member of SAICE’s Railway and
Harbour Division.
His extensive industry experience encompasses various other critical areas as
well, such as project management, short
and long-term strategy development,
project implementation, capacity planning, viability and business case development, best practice project governance,

and risk management. Vishaal has also
focused on integrating organisational
strategy, operations and technical capacity
with future-fit leadership for d
 evelopment
of African solutions. As a result, he has
been actively involved in guiding boards,
industry players and key clients in the
development of infrastructure, and
transforming thinking about existing approaches to implementation problems.
Vishaal hopes to unify and integrate
the civil engineering industry in both the
public and private sectors, and aspires
to build nurturing relationships, thereby
ensuring that SAICE serves its members in
the most productive and sustainable way.
In his own words: “I am truly humbled
to serve the Institution and its members,
and I pledge to serve with pride and
integrity, and in the spirit of tolerance and
respect for all.”
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FR O M T H E PR E S I D E N T ’ S D E S K

Between a rock and a hard place:

Navigating uncharted territories in the age of Covid-19
INTRODUCTION
A lot will have changed by the time of reading this piece, due to the
fluidity of the Covid-19 pandemic around the world. Its rapid spread
has caught the entire world by surprise, disquietingly unprepared for
this unknown-unknown. The full impact of its devastation on the
economies of affected countries will only become clearer in months
to come. Even before the announcement of the lockdown, many
companies had already decided to allow their employees to work
from home, where practical, to limit the spread of the virus – a commendable move, but one that required the support of all stakeholders.
The subsequent spirit of cooperation between business, government,
the institutions of culture and learning, and the general public has
been phenomenal, indeed.
Even just a brief look at the impact of the pandemic on the
economy, public transport, health, and construction and technology
sectors is enough to alert us to its extent.

ECONOMY
The cancellation of international and local flights by the South
African Airways and other airlines is a staggering indication of
how bad things are. This pandemic could not have come at a worse
time. It took only a week from when the Minister of Finance,
Mr Tito Mboweni, presented his much-welcomed budget speech (on
26 February), which provided some hope for our country, to the first
announcement of an affected person in South Africa (on 5 March).
All facets of life virtually came to a standstill – schools, universities,
restaurants, theatres, cinemas, sporting events, etc – while the public
and private sectors attempted to develop response strategies that
would cushion businesses and households from the ramifications of
the Covid-19 pandemic.
The 100 basis point cut on the repo rate by the South African
Reserve Bank on Thursday 19 March came as a welcome relief to
households and businesses, and further cuts by
the Bank in the near future have not been
ruled out. This, however, was before the
Moody’s blow. The announcements by
Moody’s on the first day of the national
lockdown (27 March), and Fitch a few days
later, to downgrade South Africa to subinvestment level was a severe blow to
all South Africans, resulting in difficult
terrain to navigate. Our economic
growth outlook will understandably
be negatively impacted by
these developments, as
has been seen by
the deterioration
of the rand to
the dollar, not
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helped by the already unsustainably high unemployment rate of 29.1%
(Stats SA 2019 O3).
In addition, the huge overreliance by South Africa on the Asian
market for imports, especially from China, has sparked some concern
over the medium to long term. China has been South Africa’s biggest
Asian trade partner for the past ten years or so, accounting for 20%
imports (including mining products, technology such as cell phones,
clothing and footwear, and medical supplies, among others) and 11%
of exports (such as agricultural products). With China being one of
the hardest hit by the coronavirus, that country’s reduced economic
growth outlook will have a direct and negative effect on our economy.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
The concept of social distancing is particularly relevant in the public
transport sector. This is where congestion is experienced most
prevalently, posing the highest risk for spreading the virus. Anecdotal
evidence shows that 70% of the public uses taxis as a means of
transport. If one includes trains and buses the figure could most likely
reach 80% or more, with the balance taken up by privately owned
vehicles. A total lockdown for a few weeks to prevent a rapid spread is
therefore a welcome preventative strategy, and should be embraced by
all. It has been seen to work successfully in other countries.

HEALTH
The MEC of Health in Limpopo Province, Dr Phophi Ramathuba,
urged the residents of Limpopo working in Gauteng and other provinces to avoid visiting Limpopo until the pandemic has been arrested
and put under control. This is bold and responsible leadership, and
should be embraced by all. The rural areas of our country should be
safeguarded, as so many of our elderly people live there, and the protection of their health must be a priority. Other rural provinces that
particularly come to mind are the Eastern Cape, KwaZulu-Natal and
Mpumalanga. Protection of the elderly (grandma koko and grandpa
rakgolo) in all our provinces should be our foremost priority.
It is estimated that there are about 87 000 beds in our hospitals
countrywide. Our role is to support the initiatives of government
to speedily curb the spread of this disease and flatten the curve to
avoid the health system being burdened beyond its limits. Supporting
the government to contain the virus within the control, capacity
and capability of the health system should be a priority for all of
us, as an overburdened health system will only bring undesirable
consequences to our doorsteps. Social distancing, as foreign to us as
it is, has proved to be one of the most effective tools to use, as seen in
China and other countries.

CONSTRUCTION
Some construction sites require the deployment of more than 100
staff or team members each day, especially sites involved in work on
roads, railways and buildings. The contracting strategies for these
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projects are largely based on the NEC 3, FIDIC and GCC suites of
contracts, among others. The question to be asked is whether these
contracting strategies would classify the new Covid-19 pandemic as
a force majeure. Force majeure is described by the FIDIC Red Book as
“… an exceptional event or circumstance, (a) which is beyond a party’s
control, (b) which such party could not reasonably have provided
against before entering into a contract, (c) which, having arisen, such
party could not reasonably have avoided or overcome, and (d) which
is not substantially attributable to the other party.” A list of possible
events which can be classified under this definition is provided in the
FIDIC Book, but the yet unknown, at the time, deadly Covic-19 pandemic is not on the list. NEC 3 (ECC and PSC) follows the concept of
compensation events (CE), which are events that stop the contractor
or consultant from completing the works or services, and which
neither party could have prevented, and which are not on the list of
CEs stated in the contract.
An equitable risk-sharing approach is the ideal route to follow, as
no party to the contract should be disadvantaged by the occurrence
and the aftermath of an unknown, but now known, pandemic.

TECHNOLOGY
The virus has, on the other hand, given us an opportunity to review
how we live our lives, e.g. the hygiene methods we use (washing hands
regularly, etc). It has also provided an opportunity to find innovative
solutions to problems facing the world. For example, using online
communication technologies to limit human contact has been fasttracked like never before. Google hangouts, Zoom, Skype business,

WhatsApp video conferencing, and distance education have become
the order of the day … the new reality. The long-awaited announcement by MTN and Vodacom to reduce the cost of data by 50% and
30% respectively has become a further stimulus to the expanded use
of technology.

CONCLUSION
The previously unheard of and uncommon phenomenon of social
distancing has become our new normal, but getting accustomed to
socialising without a proper Ubuntu greeting has been a huge challenge for most South Africans.
We should, however, all put our hands on deck and contribute
to speeding up the eradication of this pandemic from the face of the
earth. Our country cannot be left behind.
Afraid or not, we all have the revolutionary duty to put the fear
aside and enter the battlefield one way or another, based on the principles of patriotism and solidarity. Every country needs to enter into a
new social contract between government, business and the public at
large, because desperate times call for desperate measures. We need
to accept that the balance between individual rights and public safety
is an ever-changing equation.
Let us work together. The coronavirus must fall!
Fana Marutla
SAICE President 2020
fmarutla@gibb.co.za
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O N T H E COV E R

Artist’s impression of the Great River North West Bridge

Franki supports the
Great River Bridge in Mauritius
Paving the future for one of the most aesthetically pleasing infrastructure
landmarks in Mauritius, the Frankipile team achieved another milestone
with their successful completion of the foundations for a new iconic
ravine bridge.
Located south of Port Louis, the A1M1
Bridge – as it is commonly referred
to – will effectively connect the areas of
Chebel and Sorèze on either side of the
Great River North West Valley, and finally
join the main A1 and M1 arterial roads.
The Road Development Authority
of Mauritius (RDA) has been planning
a bridge to link these two areas on the
eastern and western sides of the valley for
some time in order to ease the growing
vehicular traffic congestion in the area
and provide a dedicated pedestrian
walkway between Chebel and Sorèze.
Finally, on 11 April 2018, the government
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of Mauritius and the RDA launched the
construction of the A1M1 link as part of
the larger road decongestion programme.
Frankipile Mauritius International,
a Keller company, was appointed by the
client to supply and install the specialised
piled foundations to support the two piers
of the bridge.
“The new bridge is based on a
classic extra-dosed design and is the
brainchild of Systra International Bridge
Technologies,” says Frankipile Mauritius
contract engineer and manager, Mirvesh
Jugurnauth. “Boasting a bridge deck
length of 330 m and supported by two

piers towering in excess of 80 m from the
river level, the bridge is set to become a
national landmark.”
The bridge deck incorporates a dual
lane asphalt surface for vehicles, a pedestrian walkway on each side and two observation decks, guaranteeing spectacular
sunset views over the Indian Ocean.

BETWEEN A ROCK AND A HARD PLACE
The comprehensive geotechnical report
provided by ARQ Consulting Engineers,
and the position of the two piers, posed
distinct logistical and technical challenges
to the foundation solution.
Firstly, it was clear that the piles
needed to be founded in the hard rock
basalt some 18 to 22 m below the river
bed level. Secondly, it was evident that
the final pier positions were located in the
largely inaccessible 100 m deep ravine,
making it extremely complex to move
April 2020 Civil Engineering

O-cell tests require no kentledge or
reaction piles, and are cost-effective for
tests with very high test loads. These tests
were carried out by Fugro Loadtest, to
a maximum load of 17.65 MN. The test
piles performed extremely well, with settlement of 7 mm at 14.5 MN and 11 mm
at 21 MN.

SAFETY FIRST

Preparation of the pile reinforcement cage with O-cells in place

heavy-duty piling equipment and materials to the site.
The underlying soil profile at each
pier position revealed a combination of
silty gravels, colluvium, clay, rock layers
and boulders, common in river beds. The
pile design called for a total of 40 piles
per pier, with each pile being 1 080 mm in
diameter. The piles were designed to carry
a working load of 8.85 MN.
Through careful coordination and
planning with the main contractor
(comprising the Transinvest-General
Construction Co-Bouygues TP / VSL
Joint Venture), the experienced Franki
team were able to mobilise the large
track-mounted piling equipment to the
engineered platforms at the pier positions in a safe and carefully controlled
manner. Franki used a combination of the
powerful Bauer BG20 piling rig to handle
the drilling, and a Liebherr 845 crane
to service the site, weighing in excess of
70 and 50 tons respectively. This robust
combination was well suited to handle
the installation of the 1 080 mm diameter
piles to a depth of 20 m.

This “Belts and Braces” approach
ensured that Franki was able to meet the
approved programme and complete the
project on time and within budget.
Due to the upper soil profile and the
high water table, temporary steel casings
were used to ensure the integrity of the pile
shaft. The piles had to be cast underwater
using a gravity-fed tremie pipe system. The
high-slump, self-compacting concrete mix
was transported to the pile positions using
traditional readymix trucks.
In order to meet the tight timeline of
the contract, the Franki team worked a
double shift each day.
“All things considered, and with
strong commitment from the team, the
project was plain sailing,” adds Yannis
Mongelard, Frankipile country manager.

OSTERBERG CELL (O-CELL) TESTING
As a first for Mauritius, two O-cell tests
were carried out to verify the design and
construction of the foundation piles.

The platform at Pier 2 was very close to a
steep cliff, which posed a safety risk due
to potential rock fall. A sturdy catch fence
was designed by ARQ and installed by the
main contractor above the pier position to
protect the works below.
In line with Franki’s stringent safety
standards, the “Think Safe, Work Safe,
Go Home Safe” mantra was always top
of mind, resulting in the piling contract
being completed with no lost time incidents recorded.
“This prestigious project emphasises
Franki’s diverse technical expertise and
capabilities to successfully overcome
the unique piling challenges related to
infrastructure of this nature,” comments
Dr Nicol Chang, Franki group technical
director.
Roger Feldmann
Business Development, Franki Africa
Info
Victor Ferreira
Franki Africa
+27 11 062 7718
victor.ferreira@keller.com

Preparing the pile cap encompassing
forty piles of 1 080 mm diameter each

BELTS AND BRACES
The Franki team were fully prepared for
the anticipated ground conditions.
“To overcome the complex soil profile,
a combination of rock augers, coring
buckets and a chisel was used. Where
thick rock layers were encountered, a
cluster drill was used to penetrate these
layers,” explains Mirvesh Jugurnauth.
“The cluster drill incorporates numerous
small down-the-hole (DTH) hammers
and is specifically designed to penetrate
hard rock. Having both methods available
on site enabled the team to reach the required founding depth with relative ease,
despite the ground conditions.”
Civil Engineering April 2020
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Profile

Ron Tluczek – 2019 recipient of
the SAICE Geotechnical Gold Medal
His daughter calls him a “ROCK star”,
but you won’t find him on stage
belting out his latest hit. No, Ron
is a hands-on ‘rock mechanic’
who absolutely loves his work
and thrives on solving the unique
challenges posed by tunnelling and
rock-support projects.
What makes Ron get up in the morning is
knowing that every new day offers an opportunity to help make the world a better
place through his geotechnical work.
He looks forward to applying his mind
purposefully, as every site is different and
in a constant state of flux, requiring him
to stay in touch with what is happening
on site all the time. He enjoys the daily
interaction with a wide variety of people,
in the process getting close enough to the
coalface to experience the true practicalities of the job to be done.

Ron and his wife Merryn

mechanised excavation ensures that the
sector remains globally competitive.
It is in this environment that Ron has
found his niche. Over the years he has
worked on some notable tunnelling and
rock support projects, of which the following are a few:

BEING PART OF THE RESURGENCE
OF TUNNELLING

Du Toit’s Kloof Pilot Bore Tunnel
(Huguenot Tunnel)

After a number of dormant years, tunnelling has come into its own again, mainly due
to increased urbanisation and the resulting
need for expanded infrastructure. Designers
are hence resorting to tunnelling to make
the development of parts of this infrastructure possible. And indeed, the technology
exists for mechanised excavation allowing
the construction of tunnels from as small
as 300 mm diameter to in excess of 18 m to
build road and railway tunnels, facilitate the
installation of utilities under central business districts or wetlands, and construct
large cavern-like spaces for railway stations
or for the storage of gas and oil. Also, in
the mining sector where speedy and efficient abstraction of raw mineral reserves
is of strategic importance, faster-paced

After graduating from the University
of Cape Town (UCT) in the mid-1970s
with a degree in Civil Engineering, his
first job was on the Du Toit’s Kloof Pilot
Bore Tunnel where he was initially put
in charge of the soil and rock testing
laboratory, later becoming the Assistant
Resident Engineer on the Eastern
Heading. His passion for rock mechanics,
and specifically for tunnelling, took
root on this project. While he had been
taught soil mechanics at university, rock
mechanics is what he learnt in this tunnel.
For Ron the project was a learning curve
all the way – from testing various geotechnical qualities in frozen samples (to
enable the design of the tunnel sections
that would be freeze-stabilised) to dealing
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with mud rushes in the pilot bore on the
Paarl side. His German mentor on the job
taught him not only what was required,
but also why, which further cemented
Ron’s growing passion for this line of
engineering.

Richards Bay Coal Line
On this route Ron was responsible for the
site investigation, rock support design and
the writing of relevant specifications for
two single-track railway tunnels and one
double-track tunnel and approach works.
The double-track tunnel had suffered a
serious collapse, where Ron supervised
the remedial works, which made this a
particularly interesting project.

Palmiet Pumped Storage Scheme
This project near Grabouw in the Western
Cape was done for ESKOM, and was the
first cradle-to-grave project that Ron was
involved in. Here he was responsible for site
investigation, laboratory and field testing,
design and relevant tender documentation
for underground works, and subsequently
supervised all tunnels, inclined shafts and
rock support of open excavations.
April 2020 Civil Engineering

Tubatse Pumped Storage Scheme
(previously the Steelpoort or Lima Scheme)
Here Ron initially supervised the site investigation and preliminary design for the
1 500 MW pumped storage scheme, followed by supervision of the investigation,
analysis, design and tender document
preparation for the tunnels and portals associated with the access and cable tunnels
to the machine hall.

Lesotho Highlands Water Scheme Phase 1
After initially being involved in the
site investigation, design and contract
documentation for the delivery tunnel,
he became the engineer in charge of the
geotechnical aspects of the Katse Dam
and appurtenant works, including the side
slope excavations for the dam wall and
assessing the founding conditions. He
is currently involved with the remedial
works to the Mohale Transfer Tunnel.

Construction in progress on the Gautrain
tunnel, illustrating Ron’s passion for tunnelling

Gautrain Rapid Rail Link
This project comprised the construction of
84 km of new rail in Gauteng, linking ten
stations (three of which are underground),
15 km of tunnelling (3 km of which were
excavated by means of a tunnel boring machine), and 20 km of viaducts (the majority
over dolomite/karst geology). Ron was
part of the Technical Advisory Team from
inception, where he was responsible for all
the geotechnical and tunnelling aspects
(drill and blast, as well as the tunnel boring
machine). This was a ground-breaking project where significant advances were made
in the site investigation, evaluation and
design of foundations over dolomitic terrain. Ron still acts in an advisory capacity
to the Gautrain Management Agency.

Kaaimans Slope Stability

The Kaaimans slip near Wilderness
after extreme flooding in August 2006
necessitated immediate remedial action
The probe being prepared for the
airborne electromagnetic surveys

After severe flooding in August 2006 near
Wilderness in the Southern Cape and the
resulting extensive slope failure on the
N2, Ron was responsible for the investigation, design and site supervision of the
geotechnical aspects of the slope remedial
work and the viaduct construction across
the unstable section of the N2.

INNOVATION
Whenever possible Ron utilises alternative
technologies to augment geotechnical
data. He for example made use of airborne
geophysical surveys (also known as
helicopter electromagnetic surveys) to
provide information that could be used to
Civil Engineering April 2020
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map the geology (especially the presence
of geological contacts or faults) and provide an estimate of overburden thickness
on three of the above-mentioned projects,
namely the Gautrain Rapid Rail Link project, the Kaaimans slope stability project,
and the Tubatse Pumped Storage Scheme.
Helicopter electromagnetic surveys are
utilised in the mining industry to map ore
deposits, but Ron was the first to apply
this approach in the civil engineering
industry. The probe (see bottom photo
on page 9) has transmitters with five different frequencies near its nose (the lower
the frequency, the deeper the penetration
into the ground), while the tail end houses
the antenna and keeps the probe moving
straight ahead at about 60 m above
the ground.

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Ron took over the chairmanship of the
South African National Committee on
Tunnelling (SANCOT) in 2014, and under
his leadership the body is increasingly
promoting the very important sharing
of underground excavation experience
between the mining and civil engineering
industries. SANCOT operates under the
wing of the Southern African Institute
of Mining and Metallurgy (SAIMM), of
which Ron is also an Affiliate Member.
SANCOT’s Working Group on Vertical
Tunnelling is currently busy collating a
book on The State of the Art in Vertical
Tunnelling, sanctioned by both the
SAIMM and the International Tunnelling
Association’s (ITA).
In addition Ron serves on the ITA
Working Group 2 (Research) as ViceAnimateur, and represents South Africa at
the annual ITA General Assembly.
He is also an Associate Member of the
Association of Arbitrators, where he acts
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as expert witness (currently on various
Gautrain claims) together with international specialists. He is furthermore
a technical review consultant for ITA’s
Working Group 2 (Research), SAIMM and
the Insurance Ombudsman.
Besides being a Fellow of SAICE, and
having authored and co-authored more
than 30 technical articles published locally and internationally, Ron also serves
on the SAICE Geotechnical Division
Working Group on the updating of the
Code on Lateral Support.
Currently he works for GIBB where he
is responsible for all the company’s tunnelling and geotechnical work in Africa.

MESSAGE TO YOUNG ENGINEERS
After more than 40 years’ experience
as an expert in tunnel design, pumped
storage schemes and rock support, Ron remains a firm believer in going back to the
basics when confronted with a difficult
problem. For him this entails observing
keenly, thinking three-dimensionally,
fathoming out and understanding the
mechanism of the problem – all of which
are crucial strategies in determining
what geotechnical solution is the most
appropriate and cost effective. He believes
that it is crucial to carry out simple checks
and balances (utilising charts and spreadsheets) before embarking on sophisticated
analyses (such as finite difference or
element analyses). So his message to
young engineers is: “Open your eyes to
everything you can see about a failure,
think about what you are observing, then
go back to the office and work out what
the mechanism of the failure is, which
in turn will point you to the appropriate
remedial action.”
He also encourages young engineers to
appreciate the multi-disciplinary nature

of geotechnical engineering and the resulting stimulating interaction and broad
grounding in geotechnics.

FAMILY AND OTHER INTERESTS
Ron was born in Kabwe (then Broken
Hill) in Zambia, but his family relocated
to Bulawayo in Zimbabwe where he completed eight A-level subjects (equivalent
to university first-year) at the Gifford
Technical High School. This achievement,
together with successfully passing a string
of aptitude tests, earned him a bursary
from Roberts Construction to study civil
engineering at UCT.
He has two daughters, Heather and
Meryl, and is married to Merryn, whom
he enjoys helping in her extensive garden
on their smallholding, from where she
supplies organically grown herbs and vegetables to various outlets. Recently he for
example installed a drip irrigation system
in her garden.
Apart from gardening, Ron likes
cooking and finds it relaxing after
a stressful day at the office. He is a
beekeeper, too, with six hives producing
dark honey from the surrounding nut
trees. His other interests include his dogs
(Dobermans), mountain-biking, photo
graphy and target shooting.

IN CLOSING
An unassuming man who prefers b
 eavering
away in the background making certain
that technical quality is assured and client
satisfaction achieved, Ron Tluczek is
undoubtedly a most deserving recipient
of the prestigious SAICE Geotechnical
Gold Medal!
Verelene de Koker
verelene@saice.org.za
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Hugh Feely
BSc (Geol)
083 413 0271
hugh@pilecon.co.za

Pilecon Geotechnical Contractors was
formed in February 2018 and has since
successfully completed more than 30
projects with its own world-renowned
Soilmec piling rigs for large-diameter
piling, and various smaller rigs for lateral
support and micro-piling.
The company is owned and directed
by Hugh Feely, and in March 2020
Petrus van Straten joined the company
as co-director and pile design engineer.
Between the two of them Pilecon
boasts some 50 years of geotechnical
experience. With the addition of Petrus
to the company, Pilecon can now offer a
one-stop shop – geotechnical investigations, piling and lateral support design

through Geo Simplicity Geotechnical
Engineering (Pty) Ltd, and geotechnical
construction through Pilecon (Pty) Ltd.
Currently the company is busy
working on the expansion at Arcelor
Mittal steel works in Vanderbijlpark. The
project involves the installation of 650
piles into the underlying dolerite and
sandstone formations, accommodating
severe groundwater seepage and associated sidewall collapse, and working
in confined spaces between existing
structures, with the various loads being
carried on 600 mm diameter piles and
203 mm diameter micro-piles.
In addition Pilecon is busy with the
installation of 450 to 750 mm diameter

Petrus van Straten
Pr Tech Eng
BSc Hons (Applied Sciences)
083 601 5189
petrus@pilecon.co.za

auger piles for the new Corkwood
Shopping Mall in Uitenhage. The
geology of the area is complex, and
comprises random cobble and boulder
layers through which the 250 piles need
to be installed.
The Roodepoort City Power erection
of high-voltage overhead lines required
that some mast poles be founded on anchored concrete pad foundations. Pilecon
is busy with the installation of 100 selfdrilling Titan anchors (SDA piles) drilled
and grouted into hard rock quartzites.
Over the past two years Pilecon has
completed geotechnical projects of
varying complexity for shopping centres,
office blocks, water towers, reservoirs,
silos, power masts and residential apartment blocks. With the equipment owned
by the company, Pilecon can undertake
both large and small projects requiring
lateral support, self-drilling anchors and
piles ranging from 130 mm to 1 500 mm
diameter up to a depth of 40 m.

www.pilecon.co.za
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The Pit Bull and the obstacle
course – journey of a dragline
Stèfan Fourie PrEng
Senior Geotechnical Engineer
Aurecon
stefan.fourie@aurecongroup.com

Reghardt Steenkamp PrEng
Engineering Manager
Aurecon
reghardt.steenkamp@aurecongroup.com

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
As part of the Khwezela LifeEx Project,
Anglo American Coal South Africa
(AACSA) recently successfully relocated a
dragline, colloquially known as the Pit Bull,
from its Kromdraai opencast mine to its
Navigation Pit reserves near eMalahleni,
Mpumalanga, to enable access to previously mined underground resources.
The Navigation Pit Project (forming part
of the Khwezela LifeEx Project) is strategically important to AACSA as one of the
main projects in an overall programme to
extend the life of the Khwezela Complex. It
will bridge the production gap between the
existing Kromdraai operation (which ceased

in 2019) and the future resource potential
(namely the Clydesdale Pit and the Landau 1
and 2 operations) identified in the Khwezela
Resource Development Plan, which forecasts production up to 2035.
The dragline relocation study was undertaken by Aurecon (which is currently
rebranding as Zutari). It forms part of a
larger study, including the development
of the Navigation Pit reserves by utilising
equipment servicing the mining operation
at Kromdraai. Aurecon was appointed
by AACSA to conduct a concept study
in 2015, a pre-feasibility study in 2016,
a feasibility study in 2017 and the detail
design in 2018 for the walkway associated
with the dragline relocation. Aurecon
was also appointed for supervision during
construction in 2019.
The alignment of the temporary
walkway for the dragline was about
18.5 km long, situated 20 km west of
eMalahleni. The walkway traversed both
greenfield and brownfield areas, characterised by arable and cultivated land, open
veld, existing coal mines and areas previously subjected to coal mining, as well as
manmade and natural wetlands.

Infrastructure traversed along the
alignment included the N4 national freeway,
surfaced and unsurfaced provincial roads,
a Transnet Freight Rail line, and numerous
overhead Eskom distribution and transmission electricity lines. Various gas, bulk
water and other buried utilities were also
traversed during the walk. The walkway
alignment is presented in Figure 1.

SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES
The project entailed the construction of a
temporary dragline walkway and electrical
supply infrastructure to energise the
dragline. Upon completion of the dragline
relocation, the walkway had to be removed,
and areas affected by the construction activities rehabilitated to their original state.
Aurecon’s study included all civil and
electrical designs associated with the
dragline walk. The geotechnical study
undertaken to support the study included
understanding and mapping ground risks,
geotechnical investigations, modelling,
and design of the dragline walkway.
The objective of the geotechnical investigation was to characterise the subgrade
conditions below the structural layerworks
The Pit Bull traversing the Transnet Freight
Rail crossing en route to its destination
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The master held at Aurecon, Gauteng
delivery centre, resources and manufacturing
unit, bears the original signature of approval
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Services crossings

Crossing no. Chainage (km)

Name

Crossing no. Chainage (km)

Electrical crossing (22 kV)

E1

0.484

Tee-off (22 kV)

E14

13.824

Ekangala–Kromdraai (132 kV)

E2

0.515

Duvha–Kusile (400 kV)

E15

13.96

Ekangala–Vulcan (132 kV)

E3

0.535

Clewer rural (22 kV)

E16

14.799

Minerva–Vulcan (400 kV)

E4

0.571

Electrical crossing (22 kV)

E17

17.510

Electrical crossing (22 kV)

E6

0.612

Rail crossing

S1

8.109

Duvha–Kendal (400 kV)

E7

2.618

Road crossing (N4)

S2

6.25

Duvha–Apollo (400 kV)

E8

2.655

Road crossing (R104)

S3

7.918

Local tee-off (22 kV)

E9

5.975

Road crossing (R547)

S4

17.438

Tee-off (22 kV)

E11

7.299

Road crossing (Apex Road)

S5

18.455

Electrical crossing N4 (22 kV)

E N4

6.218

Water pipe 160 mm

S18

15.118

Electrical crossing (22 kV)

E10

6.294

Water pipeline crossing

S19

13.640

Forfar–HSV One (88 kV)

E12

7.643

Transnet fuel/SASOL gas line crossing

S20

13.600

Tee-off (22 kV)

E13

9.618

DFA line crossing

S21

6.162

Figure 1 Detailed route layout indicating crossings
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QQ Laboratory testing of representative

Figure 2 Bucyrus 1 570 W dragline

of the dragline walkway, with the intention
of defining appropriate treatment to support the movement of the dragline.

DETAILS OF THE PIT BULL DRAGLINE
The dragline, a Bucyrus 1 570 W model,
shown in Figure 2, is approximately 60 m
in height, 25 m in width, and weighs
an incredible 3 600 metric tons. The
dragline is propelled by a combination of
two walking shoes (or feet) that are 19 m
long, and a tub, 18 m in diameter. The
“walking” load is transferred through a
series of steps from the tub to the feet, and
vice versa. The machine is equipped with
a boom that is 95 m long, which aids the
balancing of the dragline when it walks.

GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATIONS
Geotechnical investigations were undertaken in various phases.
QQ Test pitting investigations were
undertaken during the pre-feasibility

study to gain an overall appreciation
of the geotechnical conditions along
the walkway alignment, and to identify
ground risks that could impact the
walkway alignment.
QQ The initial studies were supplemented
by additional test pitting investigations
during the feasibility study.
QQ These additional investigations were
extended during the feasibility study
to obtain additional information on
one of the more challenging wetland
crossings. The presence of soft/compressible soils, as well as the presence
of a deeply weathered diabase intrusion, necessitated further investigation
to gain a better appreciation of the
geotechnical conditions at depth.
The investigation was undertaken
by means of rotary core drilling in
conjunction with thin-walled (Shelby
tube) sampling and in situ Standard
Penetration Testing (SPT).

samples was undertaken during the
various phases of fieldwork to establish
the geotechnical characteristics of soil
and rock horizons encountered along
the walkway alignment.
The geotechnical investigations identified significant ground variability along
the alignment of the walkway. Typical
subgrade conditions identified during the
geotechnical investigations consisted of
the following:
QQ Outcropping rock
QQ Cohesionless soils of varying thickness, exhibiting potentially collapsible
or compressible characteristics
QQ Deeply weathered cohesive soils of
residual origin, which are frequently
compressible owing to their inherently
low consistency
QQ Wetland areas consisting of alluvial
soils having considerable thickness and being generally highly
compressible.
The variable conditions along the
alignment necessitated implementing
ground-improvement methods appropriate for each of the typical subgrade
conditions along the route. The route
was zoned according to each typical
subgrade condition, and appropriate
ground-improvement methods assigned
for each zone.

GEOTECHNICAL DESIGN
A dragline propels itself using its feet
or shoes. The shoes are attached to an
eccentric trunnion (or shaft) that rotates
the shoes until they are placed firmly on
the ground, and then rotates the front
of the dragline to lift the tub to drag the
machine forward. The tub is only partially
lifted at a slight angle, while a small portion of the hind section of the tub (known
as the semi-tub) remains in contact with
the ground during the forward motion.

Figure 3 Maximum tilt phase
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Figure 4 Minimum tilt phase

The forward propulsion of the dragline
during the walk involves three phases,
which are required to complete one single
step. Each of these phases was evaluated
as a separate entity. The three load phases
involved in the completion of a single step
are presented in Figures 3, 4 and 5.
Nine consecutive steps are required
to pass an arbitrary position along the
walkway. The change in the tub position,
relative to the shoes, is also illustrated in the
figures. The three load phases comprise:
QQ

Maximum tilt phase

	Start of drag: 74% weight resting on the
shoes; 26% weight on the semi-tub area
QQ

Minimum tilt phase

	End of drag: 92% weight resting on the
shoes; 8% weight on the semi-tub area
QQ

Neutral phase

	Shoes lifted; 100% weight on the full
tub area.
The calculated vertical pressures for each
phase are summarised in Table 1. Each of
the three load phases within one step were
modelled.
The expected behaviour for each of the
identified subgrade conditions, and the
required improvement solution necessary
to support the dragline, were evaluated by
means of finite element (FE) soil-structure

interaction models using Bentley’s® Plaxis®
2D and 3D software. The FE software allowed the sequential effects of the steps to
be modelled, and the resultant stress and
movements for each step, after a series of
steps, to be analysed.
Mohr-Coulomb and soil-hardening
constitutive material models were used
in the analysis to model the soils. The
non-cohesive materials were modelled
as having drained behaviour, whereas
the cohesive materials were modelled as
undrained.
Analyses were conducted to determine
the global stability (in terms of the soil’s
bearing capacity), as well as the expected
settlement of the subgrade (taking into
consideration the ground-improvement
measures).

Owing to the loads exerted by
the dragline being transient (or non-
permanent), more liberal safety factors
were adopted in evaluating the bearing
capacity failure. In addition, the dragline
can accommodate approximately 300 mm
of differential settlement before significant
intervention is needed. The settlement
design tolerance is driven by the dragline’s
ability to lift each foot to take the next
step, as well as the ability to drag the tub.
In comparison with the design of more
conventional structures subjected to permanent loads, which are far less tolerant
towards settlement, these less stringent
requirements allowed for significantly
more freedom during design.
“Failure” as a limit state is defined in
respect to the dragline being unable to
continue walking where localised failures

Table 1 Summary of load distribution and applied pressures for each load step
Load distribution
Load step

Shoe area
(%)

Maximum tilt

74

Minimum tilt
Neutral

Pressure applied

Shoe
Tub/semi-tub (trapezoidal
area
max/min/
(%)
avg)
(kPa)

Design shoe
pressure
(0.9 x max)
(kPa)

Design tub/
semi-tub
pressure
(kPa)
415

26

282/172/227

250

92

8

351/214/283

310

128

0

100

0

0

144

Figure 5 Neutral phase (shoes in the air)
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Figure 6 Maximum tilt load case resulting in a tub bearing failure

The soil-structure interaction models
were also used to determine the settlement of the tub and feet during the three
load phases. The deformed mesh during
the maximum tilt phase is presented in
Figures 9 and 10, and the magnitude of
settlement encountered during this same
phase is presented in Figure 11.
An iterative analysis process was used
to determine the optimal ground-improvement method and imported fill thicknesses
required to accommodate the dragline loads
for each ground condition considered.
From the design, the following groundimprovement methods were developed to
address the various ground conditions:
QQ

Areas dominated by outcropping bedrock

	Wearing course to protect the dragline
feet from pressure points resulting
from exposed bedrock.
QQ

Shallow(er) cohesionless profile

	Compaction using a vibrating smoothface roller.
Figure 7 M
 inimum tilt load case resulting in a bearing/slope failure at the edge of the
selected fill

QQ

QQ

Figure 8 Neutral phase load case resulting in tub bearing failure

below the feet prevent the dragline from
taking the next step. Failure is also defined
by instances where overall stability is lost,
through bearing capacity failure resulting
in the dragline becoming immobilised.
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Typical resultant mechanisms
representing bearing and slope failure
for the maximum tilt, minimum tilt and
neutral phase load cases are illustrated in
Figures 6, 7 and 8.

Cohesive profile

	Partial removal of compressible soils
(where permissible), and importation
of selected crushed rock or rockfill to
specified thicknesses. These required
thicknesses were dependent on the
consistency of the in situ soil. In
some cases it was possible to reduce
the selected material thicknesses by
including a low-strain geosynthetic
grid which acted as a load-distributing
element at the base of the fill.
QQ

Figure 9 3
 D deformed mesh illustrating resultant settlement during the maximum tilt phase
after sequential load steps

Deep(er) cohesionless profile

	Compaction through impact rolling
with an impact roller.

Wetland areas

	Owing to environmental licence
requirements, the removal of any
problematic (i.e. soft or compressible)
soils was prohibited in wetland areas.
This required that the importation of
selected crushed rock or rockfill to the
specified thickness be done from natural ground level going upwards. This
was done in conjunction with multiple
geosynthetic grids placed at or near the
base of the fill. The geosynthetic grids
acted as load-distributing elements,
as well as separation layers (between
the fill and the in situ soils), which
mitigated the rehabilitation operations
after the dragline walk was complete.
These treatment methods were required
to limit excessive settlement of the
dragline during the walk. Although some
settlement could be accommodated by
April 2020 Civil Engineering

Figure 10 2D deformed mesh illustrating settlement during the maximum tilt phase

the dragline, excessive settlement could
immobilise the dragline for considerable
periods, which would require onerous and
time-consuming remedial measures to
allow the dragline to continue its walk.
Should such delays have occurred too
frequently, it would have had significant
commercial implications for the Khwezela
LifeEx project, and may have delayed the
start of mining operations at Navigation
Pit. The design was therefore tailored
to limit delays that could result in the
dragline becoming immobilised.

DESIGN OPTIMISATION
DURING CONSTRUCTION
Owing to schedule constraints encountered during construction of the walkway,
it was necessary to accelerate construction activities in some of the areas along
the dragline walkway. This acceleration
was largely necessitated by a defined
timeframe, during which the dragline was
obligated to traverse an existing Transnet
Freight Rail crossing. In order to reach
the crossing at the required time, it was

necessary to complete construction of
the walkway up to the railway crossing
by a certain date. Owing to Transnet
Freight Rail’s own operational schedules,
this window was fixed. If the dragline
was unable to traverse this crossing at
the appropriate dates, it would probably
only have been able to cross at a much
later date, influencing all other planned
service-crossing dates.
In order to realise the construction
acceleration, the ground-improvement
measures in some areas along the
walkway had to be optimised. The delayed
onset of the rainy season brought about
improved subgrade conditions, which
further served as a rationale to optimise
the design.
In optimising the design, Aurecon was
tasked with assessing conditions along the
walkway during construction and leading
up to the imminent dragline walk. The
purpose was to draw comparisons between
the geotechnical conditions on which the
design was based with conditions prevalent
just before the walk commenced.

Based on these comparisons,
geotechnical models were updated to
represent current conditions. These
updated models were re-analysed, and the
ground-improvement designs optimised
accordingly. The optimisation followed a
risk-based approach, whereby probability
of failure was determined for reduction of
the design fill thickness. These optimisations allowed the client to make an informed decision based on a balance of risk,
and resulted in a rationale for reducing the
thickness of some of the fill embankments.
This brought about significant cost savings, and allowed the dragline to arrive at
its destination with some time to spare.

OBSERVATIONS IN THE FIELD
Wetland crossing
The design optimisations resulting from
drier-than-expected conditions at the
wetland were successful, and allowed for
a safe walk across the wetland without
significant settlement. The measures
that were implemented mitigated impact
on the wetland and aided subsequent
removal of imported construction
materials according to the requirements
stipulated in the Water Use Licence
(WUL). These measures contributed
to the successful rehabilitation of the
wetland.
The dragline was parked just beyond
the wetland in anticipation of the imminent Transnet Freight Rail crossing.
One of the wetland crossings is illustrated
in Figure 12.

280 mm

160 mm

320 mm

Total displacements uz (Time 5.034*10 –3 day)
Maximum value = 0.08142 m (Element 2914 at node 43129)   Minimum value = –0.6665 m (Element 3741 at node 154)

(*10 –3 m)
120
80
40
0
–40
–80
–120
–160
–200
–240
–280
–320
–360
–400
–440
–480
–520
–560
–600
–640
–680

Figure 11 Magnitude of settlement after the maximum tilt phase following a number of sequential steps
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QQ

QQ

Figure 12 Wetland crossing

reinstated without significant deflections
or failure of the rail layerworks.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 13 N4 freeway crossing

N4 freeway crossing
The protection layer and fill traversing the
N4 freeway were successful, and enabled
the dragline to cross the freeway without
causing deflection in the road structure.
As no areas of the freeway were damaged,
and no areas had to be rebuilt, the freeway
could be reopened quickly. An aerial view
of the N4 crossing is presented in Figure 13.
The separation and protection layers
(as presented in Figure 14) supported
the weight of the dragline, and protected
the road surface layer against localised
indentation from the rockfill.

The success of the geotechnical aspects
of the project can be attributed to the
following:
QQ Staged geotechnical investigations
satisfied the level of detail typically required for each phase of the
engineering design lifecycle. The
investigations were allowed to evolve
from cursory investigations during
the pre-feasibility studies to detailed
investigations focusing on areas
of concern during the final design
phase. The investigations enabled the
identification and quantification of
risk, which enabled the project team to

QQ

QQ

make informed and timeous decisions
about the advancement of the project
through the various stage gates.
The sophisticated soil-structure interaction models developed during the project provided a robust tool for evaluating
the variable soil conditions encountered
along the walkway. These models allowed the designers to simulate the complex movement sequence of the dragline,
which resulted in a model representative
of the interaction between the in situ
soils, the ground-improvement interventions necessary to support the dragline,
and the dragline load itself.
The ability to modify existing designs
timeously to account for the current
site conditions, which differed from
those assumed for the original design,
added significant value to the project.
With the soil-structure interaction
models already developed it was possible to make swift amendments to existing designs. This ultimately enabled
construction acceleration, and realised
significant project cost savings.
The adoption of a risk-based design
approach, whereby probabilities of
failures were assigned to various
construction optimisation options,
enabled the project team to make
informed decisions about the acceleration of the construction schedule.
The collaborative, cross-discipline
approach adopted by the project team
was a contributing factor to the success of the project, delivering a simple,
optimised solution to a complex
problem. The approach stimulated
co-creation between the client, contractor, engineers and designers.

Figure 14 Dragline crossing the N4 freeway

Transnet Freight Rail crossing
A similar design as used for the N4
crossing was applied for the Transnet
Freight Rail crossing. This design enabled
the construction, the walk over the line
(see photo on page 12), and the rehabilitation to be completed successfully in only
56 hours. The combination of the geofabric as a separation layer and engineered
rockfill proved effective, and the line was
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South Africa has a wind energy potential on par with that of various other developed
and emerging economies; the photo is of the Capital Wind Farm in New South Wales

Wind energy powering a
changing landscape for South Africa
A SOUTH AFRICAN NARRATIVE
An elegant turbine slowly turning in the
distance as one drives through parts of the
Eastern and Western Cape has become a
more frequent sight – transforming the
South African landscape. The REIPPPP
(Renewable Energy Independent Power
Producer Procurement Programme),
coupled with the IRP (Integrated Resource
Plan), has been a catalyst in changing the
energy outlook in South Africa.
South Africa is still highly dependent
on fossil fuels, with over 90% of the country’s energy being derived from low-cost
coal. The IRP 2010–2030 aims to change
the energy generation contribution from
high coal (over about 90%) to medium
coal (less than 50%), with the bulk
increase coming from renewable energy,
and using electricity generated by IPPs
(Independent Power Producers).
More than ten years ago South Africa’s
response to an urgent need to diversify
energy supply, reduce its dependence
Civil Engineering April 2020

on fossil fuels and reduce the country’s
carbon footprint was the creation of a
supportive policy and legislative framework, namely the REIPPP, to exploit excellent local renewable energy resources.
South Africa’s renewable energy sector
has experienced rapid growth in the past
few years, with the REIPPPP attracting
US$14.4 billion of investment by December
2017 (according to an article by Prof
Samson Maphweli, Director for Renewable
and Sustainable Studies at Stellenbosch
University, published in ESI, Africa’s Power
Journal in 2019). This incredible growth in
investment resulted in South Africa being
named the ninth leading destination for
clean energy investment among a group
of 20 (G20) of the world’s developed and
emerging economies. Prof Maphweli attributes South Africa securing this leading
position to the implementation of a supportive policy environment, coupled with a
secure investment framework established
by the Department of Energy’s REIPPPP.

Dr Gabi Wojtowitz PrEng
Associate Geotechnical Engineer
Aurecon
gabi.wojtowitz@aurecongroup.com

Janice Foster
Technical Director Energy Generation
Aurecon
janice.foster@aurecongroup.com

However, this successful picture was
stalled as a result of several challenges
experienced by government and Eskom.
Projects awarded in bidding window 4
in 2015 were stalled until in April 2018,
leading to a three-year wait in signing
these long-pending PPAs into effect. The
P&R, Africa Wind Power Market Outlook
2019 Report by Wood Mackenzie predicts
that “construction activity in SA is set
to peak at more than 1 GW of capacity
in 2020 and 2021 as developers race to
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Table 1 Summary of 14 wind energy projects where Aurecon (currently rebranding as Zutari) has provided geotechnical input from 2012 to 2019
No

Project title/
description

Country

MW
for farm

REIPP
Round

Turbine
model

Hub
height

Turbine
MW

No of
turbines

1

Dassieklip Wind
Farm

Western Cape
South Africa

27 MW

1

Sinovel SL3000
3.0 MW

90

3.0

9

2

Cookhouse Wind
Farm Project

Eastern Cape
South Africa

139 MW

1

Suzlon S88
2.1 MW

79

2.1

66

3

Noblesfontein Wind
Farm geotechnical
investigation

Northern Cape
South Africa

73 MW

1

Vestas V100
1.8 MW

80

1.8

41

4

Tsitsikamma
Community Wind
Farm Project

Eastern Cape
South Africa

94 MW

2

Vestas V112 3.0
MW 1 540 rpm
HH 94 m IEC2A

94

3.0

31

5

West Coast 1 Wind
Farm BOP

Western Cape
South Africa

91 MW

2

Vestas V90
2.0 MW VCS
HH 80 m IEC3A

80

2.0

47

6

Grassridge Wind
Farm

Eastern Cape
South Africa

60 MW

2

Vestas V112 3.0
MW 1 540 rpm
HH 84 m IEC2A

84

3.0

20

7

Nojoli Wind Farm

South Africa

87 MW

3

Vestas V100 2.0
MW

80

2.0

44

8

Kinangop Wind
Farm

Kenya

60.8 MW

N/A

9

Golden Valley Wind
Farm

Eastern Cape
South Africa

120 MW

4

Goldwind GE
121/2500 90 m
IECIIIB

90

10

Wesley-Ciskei Wind
Farm

South Africa

33 MW

4

Vestas V126-3.45
MW MK3A GS
HH 117 m IEC3S

117

3.45

10

11

Wind Farm in
Development

South Africa

115 MW

In
development
stage

115

3.3*

35

12

Wind Farm in
development

South Africa

280 MW

In
development
stage

80

2.0*

140

13

Wind Farm in
development

Kenya

50 MW

In
development
stage

*

*

38

14

Wind Farm in
development

South Africa

249 MW

In
development
stage

121

5.3

46

48

*Consideration to change to larger turbines

operationalise projects that were awarded
through bidding window 4 in 2015”.
In addition, over the next ten years,
by 2030, the IRP calls for more renewable energy contribution through IPPs,
expecting to target more than 10 GW of
additional wind power capacity. President
Cyril Ramaphosa’s proposed power sector
reforms will also stimulate a more favourable environment for renewable energy
deployment. This comes as a welcome
message for the struggling construction
industry and the country’s energy crisis.
Renewable energy infrastructure can
be constructed quickly to address the
country’s need for electricity, assisting in
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solving the energy security and demand
crisis, and essentially keeping the lights
on. “South Africa, Africa’s most industrialised economy, boasts the continent’s
largest wind power market, with 2.1 GW
of operational capacity as of Q1 2019,”
noted Schaib Malik, P&R Senior Analyst
at Wood Mackenzie, in the report.

TECHNOLOGY ACCELERATING
A CHANGING LANDSCAPE
Technology is continuously evolving
and becoming more efficient, resulting
in lower capital investments being
required and leading to renewable energy
becoming a cost-competitive choice. This

acceleration in technology adaptation
is also changing the landscape of wind
energy projects, where larger turbines
with higher hub heights are planned for
the next bid window. Table 1 summarises
14 wind energy projects that Aurecon’s
(currently rebranding as Zutari) Ground
Engineering team has worked on in South
Africa and Africa. It shows the change
in turbine size and MW over the last
approximately eight years. In 2012 and
2013 (Rounds 1 and 2), turbine models
were generally 1.8, 2.0 and 3.0 MW with
hub heights ranging from 80 m to 94 m.
In 2015 (Round 4) this increased to 3.3
and 3.5 MW turbines with hub heights of
April 2020 Civil Engineering

Figure 1 Installation of 2.1 MW wind turbine models at Cookhouse Wind Energy Farm

approximately 115 m. For the upcoming
bid window, Round 5, IPPs are looking at
turbines of more than 5 MW and with
hub heights greater than 121 m. This
means that fewer turbines are required
to achieve an equivalent installed MW
capacity. Larger turbines allow IPPs to
construct fewer structures, essentially
requiring less infrastructure investment
cost to achieve a higher energy output.
Figure 1 shows the installation of 2.1 MW
wind turbine models at Cookhouse Wind
Energy Farm.
Civil Engineering April 2020

FOUNDING TALLER, LARGER TURBINES
What does this shift to larger wind
turbines mean for the design and construction of cost-effective wind turbine
foundations, and how do IPPs control and
manage the ground risks associated with
bigger wind turbine structures?
The design of wind turbine foundations
consists of the standard ultimate limit state
checks, such as overturning, sliding and
bearing capacity. However, wind turbines
are dynamically sensitive structures and
two additional very important design checks

are required, namely gapping and rocking
stiffness. Gapping considers the situation
where the foundation loses contact with the
ground and effectively bears the applied load
on a reduced footprint foundation. To reduce
the risk of excessive permanent settlements
and the negative influence of dynamic loads,
Vestas (2011) recommends that the foundation is checked for no (or very restricted)
gapping. Wind turbine manufacturers’
design loading documents explicitly state
under which design load cases no gapping
shall occur. In general, this is not very clearly
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specified and there is no single specific
industry guideline that clearly states the
gapping requirements. It can be assumed
that an allowance for very restricted gapping
is only viable in a ground profile where
softening cannot occur, and when it is safe
to assume that the long-term modulus
cannot degrade, such as when founding on
competent rock. However, “no gapping” is
the most widely applied requirement.
The natural frequency of the wind turbine structure is dependent on the stiffness
of the foundation which relies, in turn, on
the stiffness and strength of the founding
material. To avoid resonance of the
foundation-tower-turbine system and the
dynamic amplification of responses, which
would lead to larger tower deflections
beyond critical design limits (Lombardi
et al 2013; Bhattacharya 2014), it must
be ensured that the natural frequency of
the foundation never approaches forcing
frequencies. Wind turbine manufacturers
have accounted for this by defining a
minimum rocking stiffness – which is
related to a lateral stiffness – by which the
designer must ensure that the rocking stiffness of the system is always greater than
this defined minimum.
The driving variables to achieve the
minimum required rocking stiffness are
the foundation size and the mass ground
response (modulus) of the founding
material. The founding material will be
subjected to millions of cycles of loading
of varying strain and frequency. When
a representative design rocking stiffness
is determined for the wind turbine
system, any potential change in system
frequency because of cyclic loading must
be accounted for in the selection of an
appropriate mass design ground modulus.
With regard to the design checks, the
minimum size of a wind turbine foundation
is generally driven by achieving the gapping
and rocking stiffness requirements. An
important critical parameter in the design
is the level of the water table and whether
the foundation will be subject to buoyancy
forces, effectively reducing the resultant
vertical downward forces. This directly
affects meeting the gapping requirement.
The rocking stiffness is driven by the type
of founding material and the geological
profile. This also determines whether the
potential for localised softening within the
contact zone of the foundation and founding
material is a critical consideration for design,
necessitating a stabilised infill material.
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Figure 2 Map showing the locations of the wind farm projects listed in Table 1

GEOLOGY
The locations of the wind farms listed in
Table 1 are shown geographically on the
map in Figure 2. The underlying regional
geology associated with each wind farm
is summarised in Table 2 and shown
geographically in Figure 3. Depending on
the location, most of the wind farms are
located on sedimentary rocks of the Karoo
Supergroup comprising sandstone, siltstone
and mudrock. Dolerite intrusions were
present on a number of these sites. The
founding conditions ranged from founding
directly on shallow rock to founding on
deeper residual profiles where in some
cases a contact layer (infill material) was
placed between rock and founding level.
Pedogenic materials such as calcrete
occurred within a number of these wind
farm site locations. Calcrete is highly

West Coast 1
(91 MW)

Dassiefontein
(27 MW)
Tsitsikama
Community
Wind Farm
(94 MW)

variable and can occur as nodules or
hardpan deposits having rock strength.
Due to its highly variable nature, founding
of the wind turbine must be below calcrete horizons. The presence of calcrete
influences the geotechnical investigation,
especially at the preliminary stages when
generally only test pitting is undertaken.
Refusal on hardpan calcrete at shallow
depths such as 1 or 2 m below ground
level restricts the designer from obtaining
useful information on the potential material conditions at founding levels (around
3 to 3.5 m) in order to inform preliminary
foundation designs.
Two of the farms occurred on the Cape
Granite suite which is associated with
variable founding conditions ranging from
deep clayey soil profiles with rock at depth,
granite corestones or boulders occurring

Noblesfontein
(73 MW)
Nojoli (87 MW)
Cookhouse
(139 MW)
Golden Valley
(120 MW)
Wesley-Ciskei
(33 MW)
Grassridge
Wind Farm
(59.8 MW)

Figure 3 Map showing the locations of the wind farm projects on the geology of South Africa
as listed in Table 2
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Table 2 Summary of geological conditions for the wind farm projects
Project title or description

Country

Underlying geology

Dassieklip Wind Farm

Western Cape, South Africa

Shale, sandstone, siltstone and hornfels of the Bokkeveld Group of the Cape Supergroup

Tsitsikamma Community Wind
Farm Project

Eastern Cape, South Africa

Quartzitic sandstone of the Peninsula Formation, shale of the Cedarberg formation and
sandstone of the Skurweberg and Goudini Formations. All formations form part of the
Table Mountain Group of the Cape Supergroup

Cookhouse Wind Farm Project

Eastern Cape, South Africa

Sandstone and siltstone of the Balfour Formation of the Adelaide Subgroup of the
Beaufort Group

West Coast 1 Wind Farm BOP

Western Cape, South Africa

Granite of the Saldanha–Langebaan Pluton of the Cape Granite Suite

Grassridge Wind Farm

Eastern Cape, South Africa

Calcretised soils of the Alexandria Formation underlain by interbedded mudstone and
sandstone of the Sundays River Formation

Noblesfontein Wind Farm

Northern Cape, South Africa

Mudrock, siltstone and sandstone of the Teekloof Formation of the Beaufort Group of
the Karoo Supergroup. Presence of dolerite intrusions

Nojoli Wind Farm

South Africa

Mudrock, siltstone and sandstone of the Middleton Formation and Balfour Formation of
the Beaufort Group of the Karoo Supergroup. A dolerite dyke intersects the site and the
two formations

Wind farm in development

Western Cape, South Africa

Predominantly granite of the Darling Pluton of the Cape Granite Suite with limited
occurrence of shale, sandstone and greywacke of the Malmesbury Group

Wind farm in development

Northern Cape, South Africa

Mudstone, siltstone and sandstone of the Teekloof and Abrahamskraal Formations of
the Beaufort Group of the Karoo Supergroup with dolerite intrusions

Golden Valley Wind Farm

Eastern Cape, South Africa

Mudrock, siltstone and sandstone of the Middleton Formation of the Beaufort Group of
the Karoo Supergroup

Wesley-Ciskei Wind Farm

Eastern Cape, South Africa

Mudrock, siltstone and sandstone of the Middleton Formation and Balfour Formation of
the Adelaide Subgroup of the Karoo Supergroup, and Nanaga Formation (aeolian sands)
on hills

Wind farm in development

Northern Cape, South Africa

Mudstone and sandstone of the Adelaide Group of the Karoo Supergroup with dolerite
intrusions

within the residual clay profile and shallow
rock. Here, softening of the founding
ground profile was a driver for design,
along with the possible requirement for
a contact layer. Larger turbine sizes were
required for the deep clayey profiles to
achieve the required rocking stiffness.
Shallow gravity foundations were
applied for 13 of the 14 wind turbine sites.
One of the first wind farm designs for
Round 2 allowed for piled foundations
for the deeper clayey profiles; however, at
detailed design, the EPC requested that
these foundations be changed to shallow
larger foundations with contact infill layers
where required. Shallow gravity foundations are the preferred foundation type
due to the ease and cost of construction
and standardisation across the site. Where
conditions vary across the site, either
one foundation size is applied at all wind
turbine locations or optimisation is undertaken. For optimisation two or three wind
turbine foundation sizes are applied, with
smaller sizes where founding on rock and
larger sizes for deeper soil profiles. In the
latter case, the rocking stiffness required
for design drives the foundation size.
Deep aeolian sands were encountered
at one wind farm site. Aeolian sands are
associated with a collapsible structure
Civil Engineering April 2020

where collapse can be triggered by two
mechanisms: (1) where the presence of water
dissolves cemented bonds and, coupled
with loading, triggers collapse, and (2)
where long-term cyclic loading overstresses
the materials triggering collapse. In this
case, pile foundations were applied and the
loading was transferred to the rock socket,
accounting for the degradation of lateral
stiffness due to “collapse” in the shallower
depths.

MANAGING GROUND RISKS
FOR LARGER TURBINES
Larger turbines (more than 5 MW)
have hub heights of 120 m and higher,
resulting in larger moments being carried
down to the foundation. The minimum
foundation size is determined by the
restriction of this moment to ensure no
gapping of the foundation. The smaller
turbine models result in foundation sizes
ranging in diameter from approximately
16.5 m to an average of approximately
18 m, reaching a maximum of 20 m when
founding on deep clay profiles. The larger
turbine models require foundation sizes
of more than approximately 23.5 m when
founding on competent rock. These larger
foundation bases influence and mobilise
a deeper ground profile. Geotechnical

investigations should thus allow for
borehole drilling depths to at least the
expected diameter of the foundation.
The geotechnical investigation should
include information on the level of the
water table at each wind turbine site and an
interpretation of the potential for the formation of perched water tables. The effect of
buoyancy forces on the foundation base is a
critical parameter and could result in larger
foundation sizes to ensure that no gapping
occurs, or in elevated founding levels above
shallow water tables. Where founding levels
are elevated, designers are faced with the requirement to ensure the stability and integrity of backfill on top of the foundation base
over the lifetime of the structure. Erosion of
the backfill must be mitigated. This is very
important, especially when meeting the “no
gapping” requirement relies on the weight of
the backfill material. Subsurface drains can
be used, but the designer must account for
the event of the drains not working.
The geotechnical investigation gives
point data within the footprint of each
wind turbine, and the design is based
on an interpretation from this point
data. Larger foundation base sizes are
associated with a higher risk of variation
of ground conditions across the base and
could result in sections of the foundation
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Figure 4 Geotechnical inspection and verification
of wind turbine foundation excavation

Figure 5 Foundation
excavation with platform

base requiring infill material, a significant
additional cost with which contractors
could be faced during construction.
For sites occurring within the Karoo
Supergroup (which consists of alternating layers of siltstone, sandstone and
mudrock) when bedding is inclined, the
risk of founding on sandstone, mudrock
and siltstone across the foundation base
is high. Dolerite intrusions within these
deposits also influence this variability.
Within the Cape Granite Suite, the risk of
founding on corestones or large boulders
surrounded by residual clay is also high.
Variability of ground conditions
within the base is only determined at the
construction stage during the excavation
of the foundation. Verification of the
founding conditions is required and is a
hold point for construction. Verification
and inspection should be conducted timeously to ensure that founding materials are
not exposed for long periods, particularly
when founding on mudrocks. The excavation should be stopped at least 300 mm
above the founding level for inspection,
after which excavation to founding level is
undertaken, the base is thoroughly cleaned,
and blinding is placed. Figure 4 shows the
geotechnical inspection and verification
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of founding conditions for a wind turbine
base excavation. Figure 5 shows the foundation excavation with the platform.
Design founding level is generally taken
at the centre of the wind turbine foundation. When a wind turbine base excavation
occurs on sloping ground, there is a risk
of founding on the downslope side of the
foundation on incompetent shallower
deposits such as hill wash. In addition, the
height of backfill needed to meet “no gapping” is still required, and the designer and
contractor are faced with ensuring that the
backfill material remains intact throughout
the lifetime of the structure. Measures such
as upslope drainage and surfacing need to be
considered.
Excavatability is a key construction
variable in achieving the required foundation levels, especially in profiles with very
hard shallow rock, calcrete and hard boulders or corestones. In founding profiles
requiring piled foundations, due to the
large moments imposed on the foundation
from larger turbine structures, the pile cap
size cannot be too small in diameter as this
can result in large tension forces within
the piles. The design therefore requires a
balanced optimisation between pile cap
diameter and resultant pile tension force

to determine realistically safe design pile
loads. As with shallow gravity foundations,
fatigue design of the piles is required.
In summary, the ground risks driving
the design and construction of larger wind
turbine foundations are:
QQ Larger foundation sizes requiring
deeper borehole depths as part of the
geotechnical investigation (at least one
diameter depth)
QQ Depth of the water table and buoyancy
forces
QQ Variation of the founding material
across the larger foundation base and
the potential requirement for infill
materials to be placed to meet the
required rocking stiffness and achieve
a competent contact layer
QQ Founding on sloping ground where
the variation across the base results in
founding on incompetent shallower horizons, and at shallow depths where the
required backfill occurs above natural
ground level with the risk of erosion
QQ Excavatability of shallow hard rock,
hard-pan calcrete and granite corestones and boulders.
An understanding of the potential ground
risks at bid stage is key to pricing in
uncertainty and ensuring that ground
risks can be accounted for to a measurable
degree. Understanding of the ground
risks at each wind turbine site is also key
to controlling and managing risk during
construction. The designer should include
a construction verification plan for each
wind turbine foundation site, outlining
the ground risks applicable at each location, the required verifications and the
potential action measures if variability is
encountered. Timeous inspections are imperative, and the contractor and designer
should communicate and plan these in
advance as construction works progress.

IN CONCLUSION
As South Africa prepares for bidding
window 5 of the REIPPPP, the ground risks
associated with larger turbines should be
considered. In the not-too-distant future, as
one drives through the Eastern, Northern
and Western Cape, the sight of elegant taller
turbines slowly turning in the distance will
be a welcome sight as part of the South
African physical and energy landscape.

NOTE
Reference details are available from the
authors.
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Digging deeper – a review of
South African practice on deep
excavation design in urban areas
BACKGROUND TO THE REVIEW
A comprehensive questionnaire was
developed to gauge the current design
practices followed for deep excavation design in South Africa. This forms part of the
compilation of the revised SAICE Lateral
Support in Surface Excavation (LSSE) Code
of Practice incorporating limit state design
in accordance with EN1997 (Eurocode 7 –
Basis for Geotechnical Design). The
current LSSE Code was last revised in 1989
and is based on working stress design. In
November 2017 the SAICE Geotechnical
Division resolved to adopt EN1997 for
South Africa; this subsequently necessitated an update to the LSSE to include
limit state design and align it with the
requirements in Eurocode 7. The questionnaire, with 27 questions, was distributed
to design consultants and design-build
contractors who are routinely involved in
major lateral support (LS) projects.
A total of six responses were received.
These were from ARQ, Franki Africa
(in-house design team), GaGE, Jones &
Wagener, Kantey and Templer, and
Southern Geotechnical Engineering,
which represent the majority of deep
excavation designers in South Africa.
Descriptive answers and comments have
been paraphrased for brevity.

projects are typically undertaken on a
design-construct basis, and where the
project manager provides the design-build
contractor with a subsurface investigation
report undertaken by a third party that is
not involved in the design of the lateral support system. This practice is currently advocated by the LSSE Code of Practice which
states that “the geotechnical investigation
contract should normally be carried out as
a separate contract and use may be made
of …” These third parties are, however,
normally not equipped with the in-house
knowledge to undertake shoring designs
and therefore do not necessarily understand
what information is required for the design
of a lateral support system.
All six respondents indicated that the information provided by the project manager/
client is in most cases woefully inadequate.
Some of the design-built LS contractors/designers said that they have to take significant
risks in designing lateral support systems
competitively and that clients normally criticise the cost of these LS systems, but do not

Frans van der Merwe PrEng
Principal Geostructural Engineer
GaGE Consulting
frans@gageconsulting.co.za

Dimitrios Konstantakos
CEO Deep Excavation LLC
Adjunct Prof New York University
dimitrios@deepexcavation.com

appreciate the conservatism that has to be
built into the design due to the inadequate
investigation data provided.
The problem is aggravated by the procurement process through which the subsurface investigation consultant is chosen
on a competitive quotation process, but
with the scope left to the investigation
consultant to determine. The result is that
(under)scoping rather than price actually
determines the outcome; in other words,
the party that proposes the least amount
of investigative work will normally be
Figure 1 Deep excavation in
Sandton CBD (Franki Africa 2015)

SITE INVESTIGATION REQUIREMENTS
The respondents were asked the following
question:
Are you satisfied with the subsurface
investigation and laboratory test
results provided for deep excavation design by project managers or
subsurface investigation consultants
not involved in the design?

This question stems from the practice
where geotechnical works for commercial
Civil Engineering April 2020
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Figure 2 Distress to pavement due to
excessive displacement of a basement

awarded the tender. While the Code does
provide guidance on the scope of investigation, this guidance is considered very
broad and is not compulsory.
The above practice normally advantages the client in that he pays a low price
for the investigation which he does not
want to do in the first place, and it disadvantages the contractor and the insurers
who “accept” much of the risk on most
projects, until things go very wrong.
Myburgh (2018) highlights problems
encountered during the construction
of two basements in Sandton where
inadequate or incorrect investigation
techniques in what would be considered
the well-understood geological conditions
of Sandton (Johannesburg Dome granites)
resulted in significant distress to adjacent
buildings, including a building that then
needed to be demolished.
In these two cases the programme
delays resulting from the retroactive design
had significant cost implications to the
clients. As Myburgh stated, “The increased
cost to the project, including programme
delays, far exceeded the cost of conducting
a competent geotechnical investigation
from the outset, in accordance with the
requirements of the codes.”
To date, it is perhaps fortunate that
the consequences of this practice appear
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to have been limited to just financial
and programme delays. However, this
may not always be the case and, given
the responses to the survey, it is deemed
important to update the investigation
section of the SAICE Lateral Support
Code – in particular minimum investigation and testing requirements must be
better defined and more prescriptive.

PREFERRED LATERAL
SUPPORT SYSTEM
The respondents were asked the following
question:
If you are looking at a particular
site, how do you decide to use a
passive soil nail or an active tieback
anchored secant, contiguous or
soldier pile wall?

This question was asked to assess how
respondents consider two facets, namely:
QQ The effect of stiffness of the LS system
on the expected displacement, and
QQ The effect of the groundwater table
and soil properties on the use of
certain systems. Typically, designers
rely on their previous experience in
selecting a particular LS system in
certain parts of South Africa, with
preference being given to a soil-nailed

solution or a multi-anchored soldier
pile solution.
A range of answers to this question was
received. These answers are summarised
below.
QQ Active (stressed ground anchors)
versus passive (soil nails): Soil-nailed
systems are most economical and are
typically used up to 10 m depths (Van
der Merwe & Schulz-Poblete 2019)
when no large structures are to be
retained and no groundwater table or
weak soils are present. This 10 m depth
may be reduced or the soil nail system
not used at all, depending on the soil’s
ability to “stand up” and the proximity
to adjacent structures. In the latter scenarios, a multi-anchored system such as
soldier piles would be selected.
QQ System stiffness (EI): The stiffness of
the system influences the amount of
movement that may occur. As indicated
by one respondent, if a soldier pile is
used, the spacing between piles should
be decreased to reduce lateral displacements next to sensitive structures.
Another respondent indicated that, if
soil nails or ground anchors are not
allowed below the adjacent property, a
“stiffer” cantilever piled wall would be a
good option. However, most cantilever
systems are limited to maximum
depths of approximately 6 m, and
braced or strutted excavations should
be considered if ground anchors cannot
be installed below adjacent properties.
QQ Groundwater and soil cohesion: The
selection of a “drained” soil nail or
soldier pile solution is driven by the
water table and the soil’s stand-up
ability before shotcrete can be applied.
A “tanked” system, such as a secant
pile wall or a diaphragm wall, can
prevent significant movements due to
dewatering and flow of soils.
QQ Perimeter column loads: Two
respondents indicated that perimeter
columns will necessitate the requirement for column-bearing piled lateral
support systems. In such cases, the
lateral shoring system has to be
designed with permanent structure
criteria once the temporary construction phase is completed.

SOLDIER PILES BELOW THE
GROUNDWATER TABLE
The respondents were asked the following
question:
April 2020 Civil Engineering

The above mindset may be detrimental
to the performance of adjacent structures
and therefore respondents were asked the
following question:
Do you consider the effect of dewatering on the settlement of adjacent
structures, and if so, how do you
address this?

This question was asked to see whether it
is understood that lowering the groundwater table outside the excavation can
cause settlement if compressible strata
are present; this is because lowering
the groundwater table will increase the
effective stress due to the reduction in
porewater pressure.
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Four respondents indicated that they
will consider the effect of dewatering on
the settlement of adjacent structures, and
the other two indicated that they seldom
do so. One respondent indicated that
the contractor would in most instances
prefer to dewater the site rather than
install additional piles at the risk of
losing the job.
On the question of whether recharge
wells are utilised, only one respondent indicated that recharge wells had been used
for two major projects in Cape Town.
Once again this indicates the importance
of undertaking a proper site investigation
and of testing and measuring the groundwater table fluctuation over a period of
time to improve project success.

SOLDIER PILE SPACING

The respondents were asked the following
question:
How do you decide on your spacing
between soldier piles (available pile
type/diameter, 3 times diameter, 3 m
maximum, etc)?
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etoria

SuperSupervisviosnion

DEWATERING AND SETTLEMENT
DUE TO DEWATERING

Roa
Roa

All respondents indicated that they would
do so, but indicated that dewatering must
take place during construction and that
the soil must be free-draining. In addition,
the drainage of water behind the “drained”
lateral support structure must be ensured
in the long term by including sufficient
drainage measures so as to avoid attracting
additional water pressures. Another participant indicated that a cohesionless sand
will cause problems if it is saturated.
The Goldberg-Zoino table
(FHWA-IF-99-015) states that medium
dense to dense clayey sands (SC) and cohesionless silts or fine sand (ML, SM-SL) below
the groundwater table are difficult geologies
in which to construct a soldier pile wall, and
that soft clays (CL, CH), slightly plastic silts
(ML) and loose clayey sands (SC) below the
groundwater table are questionable geologies
in which to use a soldier pile wall.
Given that these soils are prevalent
in the areas of South Africa where deep

basements are typically constructed, and
that soldier pile systems are still preferred
even when there is a potential risk of
higher groundwater, the answers received
perhaps indicate the risk tolerance and/or
competitive nature of the industry.

Atterbury
Atterbury
Atterbury
Atterbury
Atterbury
Road
Road
Road
Road
East,
East,
East,
East,
Pretoria
Pretoria
Pretoria
PretoriaAtterbury

Will you use a soldier pile wall when
the water table is above the base
excavation line (BEL)?

Respondents concurred that pile spacing
is dictated primarily by soil properties, e.g.
likelihood of flow/collapse between the pile,
and secondly economic considerations, determined by the bending capacity of the pile
and material/installation cost. The ground
profile and past experience in a particular
area also determine the pile spacing.
Based on the responses, the pile
spacing could be determined from the
following iterative steps, assuming that
the soils between the piles are stable:
QQ Assess the applicable pile type and
available pile diameters suited to the
soils found on site.
QQ Calculate the expected anchor force
per metre run of wall, based on the
proposed excavation depth.
QQ Assess the allowable anchor load for a
certain fixed length.
QQ Space the anchors as widely as possible, based on the allowable individual
ground anchor loads, but not more
than 3 m c/c.
QQ Review any take-down column spacing
of the superstructure and space the
piles below the columns grid; try to
space the piles at the same spacing as
the anchors (otherwise waler beams
are required) between the columns.
QQ Model various pile spacings in BOE
(beam on elastic) with a certain pile
diameter to ensure that the yield
moment is not exceeded and that
displacements are within the permissible range.
Soldier pile walls in the residual granite
profiles in Sandton and Rosebank are typically spaced at 4–5D (for a 600/750 mm
diameter pile), and at 2-3D in Umhlanga
and Cape Town. Smaller pile spacings
often necessitate waler beams between
ground anchors, as the latter are expensive
to drill and group effects could negatively
affect capacity at closer spacings. When a
smaller spacing is used between piles, the
required pile diameter normally decreases,
unless designed as a tanked system.
However, it is unclear how designers
assess the likelihood of soil flow and the
arching stability of soils, especially when
working in an unknown area and with poor
information from the subsurface investigation. Goldberg-Zoino’s Chart provides
guidance on this topic and gives maximum
clear spans between piles of 2.0–3.0 m,
depending on the soil type. The flexural
wall stiffness, EI, also plays a significant
role in limiting displacements. As a general
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Table 1 Required analyses for various depths of excavation (Ballouz 2017)
Excavation depth

Method

Small <5 m

Medium (5–15 m)

Deep >15 m

×

×

×

Beam on Elastic (SSI)

×

×

Finite Element

×

×

Limit Equilibrium

Supporting Elements (anchors, struts)

×

×

×

Monitoring

×

×

×

× = recommended   × = required

Table 2 Required analyses to assess damage to adjacent structures (Ballouz 2017)
Adjacent structures

Method

Far (s>4H)*

Medium (S<3H)

At risk (s<2H)

×

×

×

Beam on Elastic (SSI)

×

×

Finite Element

×

×

Limit Equilibrium

Supporting Elements (anchors, struts)

×

×

×

Monitoring

×

×

×

× = recommended   × = required
* distance added to table based on Shanghai Urban Construction and Transportation Committee
(SUCTC 2010)

trend, the weaker the soils are, the greater
the displacement that is likely to occur
during excavation, which is a consideration
often governing the required pile spacing.
Additional guidance is provided by Van der
Merwe and Engelbrecht (2019) on the use
of unsaturated soil mechanics principles
using 3D FEM to assess temporary stability
in “cohesionless” soils.

EUROCODE 7
The respondents were asked the following
question:
Have you ever used Eurocode 7
methods to design deep excavations;
if so, do you have any comments on
how this compares to working stress
design methods?

One participant indicated that he has
never used EN1997-1 for the design of
lateral support systems, whilst another indicated that he has started experimenting
with EN1997 (DA2) which has resulted in
conservative answers when compared to
working stress design.
Another participant stated that there is
lack of clarity on anchor design in conjunction with EN1997 and that clarification
needs to be provided in the revised LSSE.
This has been addressed by the 2013 corrigendum to EN1997 and will be included in
the new Lateral Support Code of Practice.

One participant stated that he used
EN1997 in his slope stability LE analyses,
but that his FE suites cannot incorporate
this. He also stated that EN1997 results
are easier to interpret compared with
working stress design. A section incorporating applicable methods for numerical
modelling with EN1997, including FE, will
be added to the new LSSE.
South Africa is considering to adopt
Design Approach 1 (DA1), Combinations
1 and 2. Konstantakos (2010; 2013)
outlined the advantages and limitations
of ultimate limit state design methods
for braced excavations. In the authors’
experience, both Eurocode 7 and Load
Resistance and Factored Design (LFRD)
are inappropriately calibrated for deep
excavation designs and can lead to major
design inconsistencies. Under certain
conditions Combination 2 can result
in unrealistically conservative designs.
Furthermore, Combination 2 can seldom
be applied and generate reasonable
results, especially for multilevel braced excavations in non-linear or FE simulations.
The effect of using EN1997-1, DA1, is
currently being assessed for South African
practice and being compared with conventional working stress solutions.

EARTH PRESSURE DIAGRAMS
The respondents were asked the following
question:
April 2020 Civil Engineering

Table 3 Summary of maximum support reactions for different analyses
Conventional Analysis

Non linear analysis with Winkler Springs
No Arching No Arching No Arching

Finite Element Analysis

Pressures

FHWA

EAB

Arching

–

–

–

Beam method

Caltrans

Blum’s

–

No Friction

–

–

–

–

–

Prestress

N/A

N/A

0

0

80% FHWA

80% FHWA

0

RS2

80% FHWA 80% EAB

0

EL. (m)

(kN)

(kN)

(kN)

(kN)

(kN)

(kN)

(kN)

(kN)

(kN)

(kN)

–2

649.77

383.4

188.79

267

522.96

524.97

295.83

530.7

452.19

220

–5

553.2

751.77

299.31

411

452.4

454.77

353.76

489.33

548.4

350

–8

619.2

815.76

418.35

663

515.82

559.89

394.5

573.3

596.16

460

–11

662.67

753.9

380.82

846

577.95

633.3

306.78

630.45

633.18

390

–14

407.67

240.12

69.42

276

331.47

341.97

7.14

335.67

364.2

50

Total Force (kN)

2892.51

2944.95

1356.69

2463

2400.6

2514.9

1358.01

2559.45

2594.13

1470

Which empirical methods do you
use to analyse multi-anchored
embedded retaining walls, if any
(Terzaghi and Peck Apparent Earth
Pressures (AEP), FHWA, Caltrans,
triangular distribution, etc)?
QQ Anchor loads: Three participants

indicated that they use the FHWA
method, two also indicated that they
may use Terzaghi and Peck apparent
earth pressure diagrams, another the
Caltrans methods, and two others
triangular distribution to calculate the
Deflection
(cm)
–8 –4 0 4

total anchor force required which they
will then redistribute between anchor
positions, but not necessarily equally.
QQ Pile structural loads: The authors
recommend that pile structural loads
(bending moment and shear forces)
should generally be calculated using two
or three different methods as a check,
which could include simplistic apparent
earth pressure methods (one respondent
indicated that he uses FHWA with
Caltrans and 20% negative moment),
beam on elastic (BOE) Winkler spring
methods and/or finite element methods.

Moment
(kN-m/m)
–450 –50

Ballouz (2017) recommends that the
analyses detailed here in Tables 1 and 2
should be undertaken, depending on the
depth of excavation and the locality of
adjacent structures, and the results from
the methods should then be compared.
One participant indicated that they use
Prokon BOE with triangular distributions; another indicated they only use
finite element methods.
It should, however, be noted that slickensided joint planes dipping into the excavation might govern the required resisting
force and that apparent earth pressure

Pressures
(kPa)
–300 –100

Elevation 0 m
2m

26.7 kN-m/m

3m

62.93 kN/m

10°

99.77 kN/m
10°

3m

139.45 kN/m
10°

3m
3m
1m

126.94 kN/m

–6.83 cm

10°
–409.2 kN-m/m

23.14 kN/m

Elevation 15 m
4m
0.48 cm

257.2 kPa
56.1 kPa

10°

F
yt = 19.625 kN/m3
φ’ = 30°
E = 45 000 kPa
rEur = 3 e = 0.5

170.5 kPa
Wall 1
Reinforced concrete piles (lag.)
Pile diameter: 60 cm, 6 rebars #6, @ 3 m O.C.
Fy’rebars = 413.8 MPa, Fc’ = 35 MPa
Supports: Beam analysis
Wall δ = 66% Φ
Wall δ.drive = 66% Φ

Effective horizontal soil pressures
Wall bending
Wall displacement

Figure 3 DeepEX (BOE) analysis without prestress
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0 kN Axial Force

465.266 KN Axial Force

Figure 4 RS2 (FE) staged analysis without prestress

diagrams may not be applicable in such
scenarios (Day, Wardle & Krone 1995).
To understand the impact of these differing approaches a parametric study was
undertaken by setting up a test model to
establish the maximum anchor forces that
will be attracted to ground anchors when
applying 0 kN prestress load in the installation stage using staged excavations in both
DeepEX (2020) and RS2. These loads were
then compared against the loads predicted

by the FHWA and German EAB methods.
Non-linear and FE analyses were also
performed by assuming an 80% prestress
of the maximum design load as obtained
from the FHWA or EAB methods.
The example is for a 15 m deep excavation with anchors spaced at 3 m vertical and
horizontal intervals, and 600 mm concrete
piles at a 3 m c/c spacing with shotcrete infill
panels, using both the Hardening Soil Model
(RS2) and the Exponential Soil Model in

Moment
(kN-m/m)
–100

0

DeepEX for a residual granite profile. Table 3
summarises the maximum ground anchor
forces from the various analyses that were
conducted with DeepEX. The German EAB
approach predicts a smaller load for the top
ground anchors and the bottom ground
anchors, and greater loads for the 2nd, 3rd
and 4th row compared with the FHWA approach. Figures 3 to 6 present model outputs
for various analysis scenarios.
Figure 7 presents the anchor forces determined by various analysis methods and
compares them with the empirically calculated FHWA (FHWA-IF-99-015) loads.
It should be emphasised that FHWA
apparent pressures have been traditionally associated with preloaded anchors,
where the anchors are prestressed to 80%
of the design load. In this article, FHWA
pressures were established by ignoring
wall-soil active interface friction, whereas
in the non-linear/Winkler spring and FE
simulations an interface delta of 66% of
the available soil friction was assumed.
The triangular distribution will
result in a, 0.5 × 19.6 × 0.33 × 152 ×
3 (0.5γKaH2s) = 2 182 kN load. One
respondent indicated that he will factor
in the working load. When using an
FoS = 1.3, this will result in similar total
loads when compared with the FHWA
(1999) total load of 0.65γKaH2s for sands.

Pressures
(kPa)
100

–400 –200 0

200

Elevation 0 m
209.71 kN/m
65.6 kPa

2m
63 kN-m/m
3m

10°

178.54 kN/m
10°

3m

199.85 kN/m

15 m

10°

3m

199.85 kN/m
10°
–65.5 kN-m/m

3m

135.89 kN/m

Elevation 15 m

1m

F
yt = 19.625 kN/m3
φ’ = 30°

10°

94.2 kPa
4m
374.1 kPa

119.3 kPa
Wall 1
Reinforced concrete piles (lag.)
Pile diameter: 60 cm, 6 rebars #6, @ 3 m O.C.
Fy’rebars = 413.8 MPa, Fc’ = 35 MPa
Supports: California Trench Manual 2011
Wall δ = 66% Φ
Wall δ.drive = 0% Φ

Figure 5 FHWA model with Caltrans beam analysis method
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For the specific example both the
BOE analysis (DeepEX) and the FE
analysis (RS2) showed that the anchors at
depths closer to the base excavation line
(BEL) will attract more load when not
prestressed, compared with the anchors
located closer to the top of the wall.
A sensitivity analysis was undertaken
on the DeepEX model and the ground
anchors prestressed to 80% of the FHWA
working load (WL) in both the BOE and
FE models. Considering arching in the
WL analysis results are in much better
agreement with the prestressed FE DeepEX
and RS2 models. The bending moments
in the soldier piles using FHWA with a
Caltrans beam model results in much
lower bending moments compared with
the BOE and FE analyses when prestressing
to 80% of the FHWA anchor load. There
are obvious trade-offs between ground
anchor prestressing and experienced system
displacements. Philosophically, ground
anchor prestressing is almost a self-fulfilling
prophecy, where the final developed ground
anchor load after further excavation stages
depends on the initial prestress level. If

Moment
(kN-m/m)
–200 –100

0

Pressures
(kPa)
100

–300 100

500
Elevation 0 m

12.6 kPa
174.03 kN/m

2m
61.4 kN-m/m
3m

10°
163.11 kN/m
10°

3m

190.95 kN/m

15 m

10°

3m

209.51 kN/m
10°

3m
1m

–175.1 kN-m/m

111.89 kN/m
10°

Elevation 15 m
24.5 kPa
260.4 kPa
324.7 kPa

Figure 6 DeepEX finite element analysis results for 80% FHWA prestress

anchors are stressed to the loads derived
from no prestress applied (ignoring friction
and arching) in the model above, slightly
smaller bending moments and deflections
result (similar approach followed by some
designers in Brisbane and Melbourne in
weak sedimentary rocks (discussion with
Haberfield 2020)).
An additional sensitivity analysis was
undertaken to assess the effect of using a

different configuration of strand anchors
(i.e. k = AE/L is less stiff) with only a
minor change in the attracted load. The
stiffness of the wall was also reduced by
70% due to creep in the construction stage
and 50% in the long term (CIRIA C760),
with very similar anchor loads attracted
when 0 kN initial prestress is applied.
As can be seen, the various methods
and assumptions made result in potentially
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Figure 7 Maximum anchor forces developed using different analysis methods

very different stress distributions and it is
important to check designs using several
methods, especially for deeper excavations,
to arrive at a conservative design.

PRESTRESS LOAD APPLIED TO ANCHORS
The respondents were asked the following
question:
What prestress force do you use to
lock-off the anchors (80% working
load (WL), 100% WL or values
exceeding the WL)?

Four respondents indicated that they lock
their anchors off at 105–115% WL. This is
in line with the current LSSE. Another indicated that they lock off at 80% WL, which is
in line with US practice. In our experience,
locking should remain at 80% FHWA WL,
because tiebacks will attract more load as
the excavation progresses deeper, resulting
in about a 100% load. Otherwise, tiebacks
are guaranteed to exceed their design loads
if the design loads are set at 100% of WL.
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Four respondents indicated that they do
not allow the formation of hinges, while
one indicated that they allow the formation
of a single hinge. In the authors’ opinion
hinges should not be allowed to develop in
structural sections, especially not in softer
soils or in the permanent scenario, as this
will result in large displacements.

The question, however, remains: What
do South African practitioners assume
the WL to be, as this could be calculated
using numerous calculation methods and
some place a Factor of Safety (FoS) on the
required working load to achieve an FoS of
1.5 or 2.0, and state that this factored value
is the working load? When the FHWA
method and a simple tieback wedge (Tw for
and FoS =1.0) are compared, the FHWA
typically results in 1.3Tw, which indicates
that an unfactored wedge-stabilisation
load Tw can be used to lock the anchors off
when considering US practice.
It is the authors’ experience that, when
further factors are placed on the working
load, damage to underground utilities could
occur when locking off at these loads.

FORMATION OF HINGES
The respondents were asked the following
question:
Do you allow the formation of hinges
in your structural section?

A survey was conducted to assess the
current design practice of multi-anchored
walls in South Africa and to evaluate
the need to incorporate certain topics in
the revised SAICE Lateral Support Code
of Practice in light of the adoption of
Eurocode 7. The respondents’ answers to
certain questions differed significantly
from one another. This highlights that one
of the major challenges in current geotechnical engineering practice is the lack of and
inconsistent use of geotechnical design
codes or design methodologies in South
Africa (Pequenino et al 2019).
Substantial reliance is placed on
intuition and past experience in similar
geological profiles to choose an appropriate system, possibly as a result of the
poor standard of subsurface investigations. These systems normally comprise
either soil nails or multi-anchored soldier
pile walls.
Various analysis methods are used to
assess anchor forces, with most respondents using apparent earth pressures (AEP)
to estimate required anchor forces, and
both BOE SSI methods and FE analysis
to assess structural forces in piles and
displacements. A parametric study was
undertaken to establish how ground anchors, if not prestressed during installation,
would attract load in a staged excavation
using both BOE and FE with significantly
higher loads attracted to lower anchors.
Prestressing ground anchors to 80% of
the design FHWA loads resulted in similar
loads and bending moment diagrams
between Winkler spring and FE solutions.
Special attention should be paid to deeper
excavations with multiple bracing levels,
where conventional analyses may severely
underpredict wall bending moments. In
such cases, Winkler spring and FE simulations are strongly encouraged in addition
to the conventional analyses.

NOTE
Reference details are available from the
authors.
April 2020 Civil Engineering

Geotechnical considerations
and challenges faced during
the widening of Sani Pass
INTRODUCTION
The Drakensberg (uKhahlamba, or barrier of spears) forms the eastern portion
of the Great Escarpment of South Africa
and defines the border between the
west of KwaZulu-Natal and the east of
Lesotho (Figure 1). This barrier of rock
comprising basalt of the Jurassic Era,
underlain by sandstones and mudstones
of the Triassic Era, intermittently
intruded by doleritic dykes and sills,
proved impenetrable to early travellers
and explorers seeking passage to the
interior of South Africa and Lesotho. An
access route to the Lesotho Plateau was
discovered at Sani Pass, which was scaled
along various tracks by foot, often with
the aid of pack mules. The scars of the
early routes are still visible today on the
mountainous slopes.
In 1948 a Willys Jeep was the first
vehicle to scale the Pass over a very
gruelling 14-hour trip. This vehicle used
a route very similar to that which is

Figure 1 Sani Pass locality
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today known as the Sani Pass Road P318.
The Pass winds and twists its way up
the valley traversed by the Mkhomazana
River, eventually reaching the Sani Flats
at an elevation of 2 835 m above mean
sea level.
Over the years, numerous upgrades of
varying scope and intensity were implemented on the Pass. However, the Pass
has remained a rough-hewn and rugged
route, popular among 4x4 enthusiasts
nationwide. The largest upgrade to date
is currently being implemented, which
will result in the formalisation of a 7 m
wide surfaced road, allowing sedan-type
vehicles and trucks, up to 7 tons, to travel
the Pass.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
The global Sani Pass upgrade (Main Road
P318) comprises three phases, namely,
QQ Phase 1: km 0.0 to km 13.6
QQ Phase 2: km 13.6 to km 25.0
QQ Phase 3: km 25.0 to km 33.0

Katy O’Brien
Geotechnical Engineer
ARQ Geotech (Pty) Ltd
katy@arq.co.za

Thomas O’Brien
Geotechnical Director
ARQ Geotech (Pty) Ltd
thomas@arq.co.za

Phase 1 was completed some ten years
ago. Phase 2 is currently under way with
an envisaged four-year construction
period (estimated completion July 2021).
Phase 3 is still in the design phase, and it
is envisaged that this 8 km section will
involve a five-year construction duration.
The project is funded by the KwaZuluNatal Department of Transport, represented by a Joint Venture professional
team called the Sani Pass Consortium,
which comprises Royal HaskoningDHV,
SFC Engineers and Ndizani Civils,
with ARQ Geotech fulfilling the role of
specialist geotechnical subconsultant and
GIBB as the environmental consultant.
The construction contract for
Phase 2 of the upgrade is divided into
two portions, with the structural scope
of works (eight major culverts and one
bridge) being constructed by Chris Africa
Civils cc and the roadworks portion by
Leomat Construction (Pty) Ltd. Specialist
geotechnical subcontractors Wepex and
Bay Drive Geotechnical were employed
by Leomat to complete soil nail and
shotcrete lateral support works. Chris
Africa Civils completed its scope of works
in April 2019, while Leomat is currently
busy with works.
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Figure 2 The Sani Pass with lateral support shotcrete and
soil nails on the cut side and Terramesh wall on the fill side

approximately 14 000 m2 of shotcreted
cut faces and 13 500 m3 of gabion and
Terramesh baskets.
Figure 2 depicts “Nip and Tuck”, the
first switchback portion of the Pass which
required cut-and-fill lateral support
as shown. The fill side is retained by a
240 m long Terramesh structure with a
maximum height of 5 m, while the shotcreted and soil-nailed cutting has a length
of 70 m and maximum height of 11 m.

Shotcrete, soil nails and rock bolts
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Figure 3 F inite element analysis of a soil nail and shotcrete stabilisation solution for one of
the cuttings along the route: (a) shows the nail forces and stresses within the model,
and (b) is the SRF output

GEOTECHNICAL WORKS
As the specialist geotechnical subconsultant, ARQ is responsible for the design
and construction supervision of lateral
support and other retaining structures
which facilitate the widening of the road
in both cut and fill.
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Lateral support was implemented
on the larger cuttings in the form of soil
nail and shotcrete walls and rock bolting.
Gabion and gabion-faced mechanically
stabilised fill (Terramesh) retaining structures were used to retain fills and minor
cut slopes. The scope of works comprises

Due to the highly variable geological
conditions along the route and the limited
geotechnical investigation during the design phase, detailed design of lateral support took place during the construction
operation. This necessitated assessment/
confirmation of geotechnical conditions,
development of the geotechnical model,
and undertaking stability design as the
cutting was exposed in lifts during earthworks operations.
Soil nail designs generally entailed the
installation of 20 mm diameter threadbar
500 galvanised bars grouted into 100 mm
drilled holes. Faces were then flashcoated
with 25 mm shotcrete. Galvanised weld
mesh was then secured to the slope using
spiders and anchor plates fixed to nail
heads. The 75 mm thick final coat of
shotcrete was then applied.
Stability of the designs was assessed
using, among other methods, finite element software. A typical analysis output
is provided in Figure 3 for one of the
cuttings along the pass. Nail axial forces
and pull-out (Figure 3a), horizontal and
vertical displacements, maximum shear
strains within the structure, as well as the
strength reduction factor (Figure 3b) were
assessed during this process.

Cramped for space – restricted width
The road falls within the Mkhomazi
Wilderness Area, and in an effort to
minimise disturbance of this protected
zone, a contract requirement is that
works are limited to the road reserve, i.e.
15 m on either side of the road centreline.
Therefore, slopes which could potentially
have been cut back to safe angles and left
unsupported were steepened and laterally
supported. This reduced the footprint of
the project and ensured compliance with
environmental requirements.
April 2020 Civil Engineering

Figure 4 Juggling construction width and motor vehicle access at a large cutting

It is also a requirement that traffic
be accommodated at all times during
the implementation of the upgrade. This
implies that sufficient width needs to be
created for excavation and lateral support
plant, as well as public motor vehicles,
all within the 30 m wide road reserve.

Cutting slope alignment and construction
sequence was at times, and not surprisingly, driven by width requirements. An
example of this can be seen in Figure 4,
where a steep embankment separates the
lateral support crew above from motorists
on the original roadway below.

Challenging geology
Slopes generally comprise talus, friable
mudrock or sandstone material with
occasional dolerite dykes. In some cases,
historic slope movement has resulted in
disturbed and open-jointed (even highly
voided) rock masses. Figure 5a shows a
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Proudly

Proudly

Proudly

Proudly

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5 ( a) signs of historical movement in the rock mass, (b) and (c) highly voided rock mass
with soil nail positions marked out on the slope

(b)

(a)

(c)

shear zone exposed in one of the faces,
which caused about 1 m relative displacement of a sandstone stratum.
In instances where soil nails were
installed into open-jointed rock mass, a
thicker grout (mixed with sand) was tamped
into the holes and allowed to cure before redrilling and installing nails. This technique
was often successful in plugging open joints
and cavities, and in preventing loss of the
more flowable water cement grout.
Where highly sheared and shattered
rock was encountered, mass grouting
of the rock fabric was performed prior
to soil nail installation to create a stable
mass and prevent grout loss. This was
both a time-consuming and a costly
operation.
Groundwater aquifers daylighting in
slopes, along with poor-quality in situ
material (sub-G9 COLTO classification),
caused localised failures in exposed and
cut-back faces before support in the form
of nails or shotcrete could be provided.
This resulted in slope heights, and therefore the costs of lateral support works,
being higher than initially envisaged. In
the case shown in Figure 6, a 2.5 m high
wall comprising talus material failed due

(d)

Figure 6 (a) slope directly after initial failure, (b) groundwater exiting slope in a localised zone, (c) progressive failure of the slope, (d) completed slope
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to localised groundwater daylighting
within the slope. Final shotcrete heights
were in excess of 12 m. Drainage adits,
comprising PVC perforated pipes wrapped
in a non-woven geotextile sock, were
installed in these slopes where localised
water egress was noted. These appear to
be functioning well.

Extreme weather
Another major challenge for the project is
extreme weather conditions. Sani Pass lies
simultaneously within one of the coldest
regions of South Africa during the winter
months, and one of the wettest regions
in summer. With an average annual
rainfall of around 1 800 mm, 50 rain days
were claimed by the contractor between
October 2017 and March 2018. Sub-zero
temperatures, reaching less than –6°C,
were recorded on the site and snowfalls
occur most winters. These factors affect
production and therefore activity planning must be conducted very carefully.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7 (a) contractor shotcreting mudrock while preventing spraying of adjacent
sandstone, (b) shotcrete covering a mudrock seam, while leaving the adjacent
sandstone untouched, (c) sandstone was left untouched in this cutting, while
weaker soil and mudrock were shotcreted

Aesthetics
In order to create a more natural finish
to the slopes, great care was taken to
minimise shotcrete cover and leave the
more competent and durable portions
(sandstone) of cutting faces exposed. This
involved considerable time and effort
by the subcontractors. Where required,
sandstone faces were stabilised with rock
bolts to mitigate structurally controlled
failure in localised zones (Figure 7).
Where possible, uneven, “bouldery”
cutting faces were preserved during the
shotcreting process to provide a more
natural-looking finish. The reinforcing
mesh was bent and pegged to follow the
slope closely. In addition to this, and
specifically where smoother slope faces
were encountered, indentations and ledges
were fixed onto cut slopes and shotcreted
to facilitate plant growth on the cutting
faces. Figures 8 and 9 show indentations
during and after construction. As with all
exposed and visible concrete works constructed for the project, biological stain
will be sprayed onto the shotcrete surfaces, turning them brown and blending
them into the surrounds.

(a)

Gabion and Terramesh structures
Design
Where the road runs directly adjacent
to the Mkhomazana River, gabion and
Civil Engineering April 2020

(b)
Figure 8 (a) cutting, during nailing and shotcreting process, (b) finished cutting, with uneven,
natural-looking surface
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(b)

(a)

Terramesh retaining structures were
specified to prevent fill batter slopes from
extending into the riverbed, and to provide erosion and scour protection to the
road structure. In addition, these sections
required Reno mattress protection against
scour during flooding events, as shown
in Figure 10. These structures were also
required where fill slopes, if prescribed,
would extend outside of the 15 m road
reserve.
For cuttings, a cost saving resulted
from providing lateral support in the
permanent case in the form of gabions as
opposed to soil nail and shotcrete structures. This was, however, only practically
possible for cutting heights less than 3 m
in order to meet the required levels of
stability.

Community participation and
skills development

(c)
Figure 9 ( a) indentation during construction, (b) completed indentation, (c) shotcreted and
stained slope with indentation, which has been recently vegetated

Five teams of local small, medium and
micro enterprises (SMMEs) were tasked
with packing gabion and Terramesh
baskets for the project. A team consisted
of some ten members, each with a
supervisor, who utilised dolerite handstone – blasted, crushed and imported
from the quarry – for packing. One
of the challenges faced regarding the
gabions was that the subcontractors were
compensated for works on a production
basis (per m3) and not on a time-cost
basis. Teams therefore increased production in order to maximise profits, to the
detriment of packing quality. For this
reason these teams underwent initial
and ongoing training from Maccaferri/
Bazobona, the supplier of the baskets, to
maintain the standard of packing.

CONCLUSION

Figure 10 A section of the road running adjacent to the Mkhomazana River, with Reno
mattresses for scour protection
Sincere appreciation and gratitude to:
Main Client
Sani Pass Contracts Engineer
Sani Pass Resident Engineer
Main Contractors
Geotechnical Subcontractors
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KZN Department of Transport
Hans Glietenberg of Royal HaskoningDHV
Sandile Manqele of SFC Engineers
Chris Africa Civils cc and Leomat Construction (Pty) Ltd
Wepex and Bay Drive Geotechnical

We hope that we have given an overview
of the geotechnical challenges encountered during the design and construction
of the lateral support and retaining
structures for the Sani Pass upgrade.
The challenges include highly variable
and poor soil conditions, groundwater
daylighting in slopes, poor accessibility of
construction sites, and maintaining traffic
flow during construction. The design
engineers have attempted to develop
functional solutions that are adaptable to
site conditions, but that at the same time
remain visually appealing and minimise
environmental impact, keeping the iconic
route attractive to its visitors.
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Figure 1 View across the basin of Marula’s
new tailings dam, which is under construction

Challenges and opportunities
with lined tailings dams
Tailings are currently classified by South
African environmental legislation as potentially hazardous waste. When assessed
against the legislated Waste Acceptance
Criteria, platinum tailings are often classified as requiring a high-density polyethylene (HDPE) liner as a pollution-control
barrier. This relatively new requirement
brings environmental benefits, but does
complicate the design, construction and
operation of a tailings storage facility
(tailings dam).
Traditionally, tailings dams in South
Africa have been built on top of the in situ
soils, which may have acted as a natural
drainage medium for the tailings dam.
Among the new challenges to be faced
in tailings dam design and construction,
then, is that all drainage must now be
artificially added. Also, the stability of
the tailings dam needs to be assessed in
new ways to consider different possible
failure mechanisms, and management of
stormwater during construction must be
carefully planned.
Civil Engineering April 2020

This article presents a case study that
highlights how some of these challenges
were addressed in a tailings dam project at
Implat’s Marula Platinum Mine, where an
HDPE liner was included in the design.

LINERS FOR SOUTH AFRICAN
TAILINGS DAMS
Under the regulations of the National
Environmental Management Act (NEMA,
Act 107 of 1998), waste such as tailings is
assessed in terms of Waste Acceptance
Criteria for Disposal to Landfill. In accordance with these regulations, various
mineral residue deposits are found to
require some type of geomembrane liner,
and therefore a liner is being included in
the construction of a growing number of
new tailings dams.
The protection of water resources and
the prevention of contamination are being
prioritised, in preference to the traditional
philosophy of mitigating the spread of
contamination and pollution clean-up.
A lining under a tailings dam prevents

Linda Spies
Senior Geotechnical Engineer
SRK Consulting
lspies@srk.co.za

polluted leachate from seeping into the
groundwater, and also allows more water
in the tailings system to be captured and
returned to the plant. This is particularly
useful in a water-scarce country such as
South Africa.
However, since the tailings dam
industry has not always included liners
in its design or construction, there is still
much to learn, even by seasoned tailings
consultants and contractors. Although
there are proposed amendments to the
regulations, which could see a possible

This article is a shortened version of a
paper that the author presented at the
SAIMM Tailings Storage Conference held in
February 2020.
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DESIGN CHALLENGES
TSF lining requirements
Waste body
300 mm thick finger drain of
geotextile covered aggregate
100 mm protection layer of silty sand or a
geotextile of equivalent performance
1.5 mm thick HDPE geomembrane
300 mm clay liner (of 2 × 150 mm thick layers)

Under-drainage and monitoring
system in base preparation layer
In situ soil

Figure 2 C
 lass C landfill engineering requirements (NEMA Reg 636)

future relaxation of the regulations on a
case-by-case basis following a risk-based
approach, such regulations have yet to be
promulgated into law. In the meantime,
the current regulations apply to the
disposal of tailings in the same way they
apply to the disposal of any other waste
to landfill.

NEW TAILINGS DAM FOR
MARULA MINE
Marula Platinum Mine near Burgersfort
in Limpopo Province is constructing a
new tailings dam to accommodate the
mine’s future tailings production. With
a footprint of 77 hectares, the new tailings dam is planned to abut the existing
unlined facility, which is approaching the
end of its life. It will rise to a maximum
height of 47 m and is planned for a design
life of 20 years.
The site for the new tailings dam
inclines gently, at an approximate slope of
1:60, downwards toward the north-west.
The geology of the site comprises part of
the Eastern Limb of the Bushveld Igneous
Complex (BIC). Typically, the top 1.5 m
of the soil profile consists of topsoil and
firm-to-stiff clay of residual norite – also
known as black turf or black cotton soil.
Beneath this, soft gabbro-norite rock is
encountered. About 500 m to the west of
the new facility is the Moopetsi River.
Since the new tailings dam will receive
tailings from the same source as the
existing tailings dam, its design is based
on material properties derived from in situ
and laboratory testing of the tailings on the
existing tailings dam. Various studies were
undertaken, which show that the Marula
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tailings classify as Type 3 waste, according
to NEMA Regulation 635 (2013). This is
due mainly to the tailings leachate having
elevated nitrate (N03) levels.
According to Regulation 636, a Class C
landfill barrier system, or a barrier of
equivalent performance, is required for
disposal of Type 3 waste. The components
that make up a standard Class C barrier
system consist of a 1.5 mm thick HDPE
geomembrane over a 300 mm thick
clay liner as barrier components, and
geotextile or fine material to preserve
the integrity of the barrier components.
The system also includes vital drainage
installed both above and below the barrier
components.

Drainage
As soon as a low-permeability barrier
system is introduced as part of a tailings
dam design, drainage needs to be carefully considered. It is generally the drains
that add to the cost of a lined tailings dam
design, rather than the cost of the liner
material itself.
The above-liner drains draw down
the phreatic surface, which is loosely
equivalent to the water table, for structural stability purposes. They also reduce
the head on the liner, thus reducing the
seepage gradient, and decrease the liquefaction potential of the tailings material.
Above-liner drains need to be designed
for protection from stormwater damage.
The design must also ensure that the
fine tailings that are first deposited over
the drains do not cause them to blind, as
this would render them useless for the
remainder of the tailings dam’s life.
The under-liner drains mitigate against
construction issues related to water
trapped beneath the liner forming “whales”
or softening the foundations. They also
provide a leakage-detection layer and, due
to the abutment of the new tailings dam
against the existing tailings dam, they
drain seepage from the existing dam.
Various alternatives were considered
for the drainage above and below the liner.
The final drainage design consists of a
herringbone structure of drains on a 50 m

Toe and blanket
drain outlets
Toe drain
Blanket drain

Herringbone
drain outlets

Herringbone
drains across basin

Figure 3 Above-liner drain layout
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Stormwater
protection bund
1

2

2

A6/A8 LAP heatwelded together

Sacrificial geotextile
Coarse tailings
Filter sand
1

1

2 mm thick HDPE liner

1

2
A8 geotextile

2

2

2

1

1

Slotted drainage pipes

Compacted clay layer

Filter stone

Figure 4 Section through a typical drain

spacing. Steady-state finite element seepage
models confirmed that this spacing
reduces the head on the liner to 5 metres.
This reduces the seepage gradient and
hence possible seepage across the liner.
Robust blanket and toe drains were
included in the above-liner drainage.
These are the primary drains responsible
for drawing down the phreatic surface
under the outer slope, which is required
for structural stability of the tailings dam.
The outlets from the blanket and toe
drains are separate from the rest of the
basin drainage, also on a 50 m spacing.
This means that, in a worst-case scenario
where some of the inner basin drains become blocked, the blanket and toe drains
could continue to operate independently.

The herringbone drains across the
basin of the tailings dam collect into three
major arterials, which serve as outlets to
these drains. In addition to reducing the
head on the liner, these drains attempt
to mimic the basal drainage observed
through piezocone test work on the
existing tailings dam. There, downward
seepage in the tailings basin can flow (to a
limited extent) into the in situ soils, which
act as a natural drainage medium for the
flows. In the lined tailings dam, however,
drains that will permit equivalent flows
need to be artificially added.
In a typical drain, there are 0.5 m high
bunds, covered with the liner, on both sides
of the drain to protect it from stormwater
damage. Sacrificial geotextile, which is

removed before deposition, temporarily
covers the drain and also protects it from
stormwater damage. A layer of coarse
tailings is included as the top-most filter
layer of the drain to prevent the sand layer
of the drain from blinding were the finest
tailings material to be deposited directly
over it. A substantial geotextile (A8) is
included in the drains between the lowest
gravel filter layer and the geomembrane.
This is to protect the geomembrane from
being punctured by the gravel, and to limit
strains in the geomembrane, which would
reduce its service life.

Liner design
The liner design selected for this project
consists of an HDPE geomembrane 2 mm

Figure 5 Construction of underdrains
through the new tailings dam’s starter wall
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Figure 6 The Marula return water dam which is also being lined with HDPE as part of this project

thick overlying a compacted layer of clay
300 mm thick. The geomembrane exceeds
the stipulated Class C landfill 1.5 mm
thickness, and was chosen as it would
be more robust and resistant to damage
during installation and until the liner was
covered everywhere with a protective
layer of tailings. A double-sided textured
liner was chosen beneath the crest of the
tailings dam to improve the interface friction between the liner, the underlying clay
and the overlying tailings.

Ensuring dam stability
The stability of a tailings dam is commonly determined using limit equilibrium
methods. The dam and its underlying
soil horizons are considered as one
“combined structure” when undertaking
slope stability analysis. A factor of safety
(FoS) of more than 1.5 against large-scale
slope failure is considered acceptable
(under steady-state drained conditions)
for the stability of the combined structure. If there are significantly weaker
layers within the tailings dam or its
underlying soil horizons, the failure slip
circle will generally pass through these
weaker layers.
In the mine’s existing tailings facility,
which is unlined, the black turf horizon
presents a weak layer with a friction
angle of 21°. In the case of the new lined
facility, the weakest layer is the interface
of the soils/tailings with the liner. This
interface is taken to have a friction angle
of 16°, based on specific shear interface
testing which was undertaken on samples of the actual materials from site and
the actual chosen liners. An overall outer
slope of 1:4 is required to achieve an FoS
of at least 1.5, which is flatter than the
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slope of 1:3 used in the existing facility.
The flatter slope means a reduction in
the airspace available for material storage
within the sloped areas of the lined
tailings dam compared with the unlined
tailings dam.
The use of a double-sided textured
liner beneath the crest of the tailings dam
is also expected to improve the interface
friction above the conservative design
value of 16°. This will increase the level
of confidence in the expectation that the
material properties on site are at least as
good as the design properties.
The geometry or width of the coarser,
more permeable tailings, i.e. the outer
desaturated zone, is known for the
existing tailings dam from the results of
piezocone test work undertaken there. By
ensuring that the boundary conditions for
the existing and new tailings dams are as
similar as possible, knowledge of the tailings behaviour, i.e. the width of the outer
desaturated zone on the existing tailings
dam, can be inferred and applied to the
new tailings dam.

Quality of construction
The success of a lined facility in limiting
the seepage of leachate relies on all components of the facility being constructed
to the highest standard. The liner is
manufactured to high quality standards
and micrometre accuracy, and is passed
through numerous tests in accordance
with GRI-GM13 before even leaving the
factory. Once construction starts, much
of this quality assurance can be lost if the
same diligence is not applied during the
installation process.
Each roll of liner that arrives on site
comes with its own quality certificate, so

it can be traced to a particular production
batch at the factory if there is a problem
during the site inspections. A panel
layout is generated for the deployment
of the liner panels, with each position
in the layout carefully numbered. Many
kilometres of welded seams between the
panels need to be inspected and tested,
and records need to be kept relating back
to the panel layout. Such onerous quality
assurance requirements during construction require a trained and meticulous
workforce of quality inspectors.

PROTECTING AGAINST
STORMWATER DAMAGE
The timing for the construction of this
project is such that a large portion of
the liner installation may need to be
constructed during the rainy season.
Stormwater can flow very rapidly over the
liner as it does not have the roughness of
the natural vegetation, and it can pond on
top of the liner as it cannot infiltrate into
the natural soils. High-speed stormwater
flows and ponding of water can cause
significant damage to the above-liner
drainage system.
In addition to the drain-specific
measures that have been taken to protect
the drains from stormwater damage, a
permanent stormwater cut-off trench
has been included on the upslope eastern
and southern sides of the facility. It is also
likely that temporary cut-off trenches
will be needed upslope of sections of the
basin to protect the liner works as they
are proceeding. In addition, intermediate
penstocks have been included in the design near the lowest point of the basin to
assist with decant of ponding stormwater
during construction.
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Figure 7 Rolls of HDPE stockpiled on site awaiting installation

SEQUENCING OF CONSTRUCTION
The sequencing of construction works
around the installation of a liner is complex
but important. Once the liner has been
laid, traffic cannot be allowed to pass over
it as this can damage the liner. Even pedestrian traffic must be limited and labourers
educated: simply dropping a cigarette or a
pen knife onto the liner can have serious
consequences. With the herringbone
drains spaced every 50 m, the liner and
the drains have to be constructed concurrently; the liner cannot be trafficked over
later to place drainage materials over it.
It is important to note that the
liner cannot all be laid at once. Rather,
placement of the liner will depend on
the rate of the drain construction. The
contractor either has to order shipments
of liner in batches, which increases the
risk that materials are not available on site
when required, or they must store large
quantities of liner on site for a long time.
There are about nine months between the

first liner and last liner being laid in the
Marula tailings dam project programme.
Deterioration of the liner is a risk if it
is stored for a long time exposed to the
elements. Rolls of black liner can heat up
considerably if ventilation is not allowed
through the stacks of liner; the upper
exposed surface of a liner was recorded to
heat up to 83–86°C at midday at various
sites in Limpopo. It was found that if the
liner was covered with a thin layer of soil
or tailings (about 100 mm), its temperature and the number of associated wrinkles reduced significantly. Getting a layer
of tailings over the Marula tailings dam’s
liner as soon as practical is a priority.

COMMISSIONING
Although the project is not yet at the commissioning phase, there are areas that will
require careful attention at that stage. For
instance, protection of the drains against
blinding is a challenge when commissioning any tailings dam. In a lined tailings

dam, there are many more drains that need
to be protected, so this activity needs to
be that much more rigorous. There is also
a need to remove the sacrificial geotextile
covering every drain before depositing over
it. The geotextile has not been designed
as a filter layer, but instead is in place to
protect the other filter layers from eroding.
In conclusion, the requirement for
liners under new tailings dams clearly
brings benefits that should be embraced,
including the opportunity for mines to
become more water-efficient within the
tailings system. However, the requirement
adds considerable complexity to dam design and construction which will involve a
steep learning curve.
Project team
Client

Marula Platinum, Implats Group

Contractor

Fraser Alexander Construction

Consultant

SRK Consulting
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Cross Hole Analyzer (CHAMP-Q)
Pile Dynamics’ CHAMP-Q:
The CHAMP-Q System uses the crosshole sonic logging method to evaluate concrete
quality in deep foundations. The system is ideal for testing four probes (six profiles) in just
one pull, saving time and money. CHAMP-Q performs real-time analysis on site, as well
as data transfer with CHA-W software for additional analysis.
To learn more about CHAMP-Q, visit www.pile.com.
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Bridges with Reinforced Earth® abutments
Abutments fall into two categories – true abutments which carry both deck and earth loads, and mixed
abutments which carry earth loads only.
Andrew Smith Pr Eng
Director
Reinforced Earth (Pty) Ltd
andrews@recosa.co.za

FOUNDATIONS
Foundation improvement is required
should there be concern regarding overall
stability or excessive post-construction
settlement of the embankment. Foundation
improvement for flexible structures is less
expensive than for rigid structures.

ABUTMENTS
These abutments behave as coherent earth
gravity masses with essentially the same
settlement properties as the approach embankments. They are constructed together
with the approach embankments, and
consequently the foundation is incrementally
loaded as the construction of the approach
embankments and abutments progresses.
They settle together, and markers on the
abutment cladding allow the settlement to

be easily tracked against time and the height
of the growing embankment. Due to the
granular nature of the specified backfill, all
internal settlement of the abutment should
be complete after it has been constructed and
only foundation settlement might be ongoing.

the abutment or within the Reinforced
Earth mass. A transition slab allows a
smooth transition between the flexible abutment and the rigidly founded
bridge deck.

SEAT BEAMS – TRUE ABUTMENTS

For true abutments the bridge deck
should be simply supported and able to
withstand torsion after construction. This
is necessary should differential foundation
settlements occur after construction.
In practice the span of the bridge deck,
depending on the abutment loading, will
be between one and three metres greater
than the clear span per abutment.

A seat beam is placed on the top of the abutment to transmit the vertical and horizontal
bridge loads onto the abutment. It is proportioned to transmit an acceptable bearing
pressure onto the abutment. Should the seat
beam have a backwall, then a transition slab
will prevent differential settlement between
it and the earth behind. Extrapolation of the
construction settlement graphs enables the
determination of safe levels to which the
seat beams should be constructed in order
to maintain the clearance requirement
throughout the bridge service lives.

TRANSITION SLABS – MIXED ABUTMENTS
Bridge columns topped with distribution
beams are positioned either in front of

BRIDGE DECKS

TIME AND COST
When the approach embankments are
complete, so are the abutments, the
pacing item being the earthworks. The
abutment then allows easy and safe access
for construction of the deck. Needless to
say – these abutments can provide large
savings in time and cost.

Completed structure
Preparation of seat beam

Columns in front of the abutment
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Columns within the abutment
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RETAIN
CROSS

Botswana

Uganda

Reinforced Earth® Bridge Abutments
Since the first Reinforced Earth bridge abutment was constructed in 1969 thousands have been constructed worldwide.
We work together with bridge designers and geotechnical engineers to provide cost effective bridge solutions.

Reinforced Earth® retaining structures
are custom designed to meet unique
technical and environmental requirements.
An upgraded section of the historic
Cogmanskloof Pass, which was
originally designed by Thomas Bain
in the mid 1870s, runs through
the Langeberg Mountains of the
Western Cape. Being sensitive to
preserving the historic and scenic

character of the pass, infrastructure
firm AECOM combined Reinforced
Earth TerraTrel® retaining walls with
local stone cladding. This technical
aesthetic solution
solution provides
provides an
an
and æsthetic
improved experience for road users
of the pass.
South Africa

Lesotho

Reinforced Earth® RETAIN, CROSS and PROTECT techniques are used for the following applications:
Bridge Abutments, overpasses & underpasses, approach ramps, access road and railway retaining walls, dump walls,
storage bunkers, reclaim tunnels, reservoirs…
Contact our team and let us know about your next project.

Email: resa@recosa.co.za

Phone: +27 11 726 6180

Reinforced Earth Applications
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& Waterways
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Water
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Reinforced Earth (Pty) Ltd South Africa
2nd Floor, 1 Park Road,
Richmond, Johannesburg
Tel: +27 11 726 6180
www.recosa.co.za - www.terre-armee.com
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Bridges

Benchmark your
geotechnical designs
INTRODUCTION
At the XVI Danube European
Conference (Skopje, Macedonia, June
2018), the question was raised: “Are
we overdesigning?” Although the
question originated from the Asian
Region of the International Society
for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical
Engineering (ISSMGE), it is valid globally
where different countries and users of
various testing techniques or design

Pu , P25 mm?
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OUTLINE OF THE SURVEY
The survey is based on two soil profiles,
one in clay and the other in sand. Soil test
results, typical of those one would find
in a geotechnical investigation report,
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codes tend to follow local practice in
geotechnical design.
In response to this question, the
Corporate Associates Presidential
Group of the ISSMGE (CAPG) compiled
a survey to assess the consistency of
calculation models and design methods
for a variety of geotechnical structures
and, where possible, to compare the
results with full-scale tests and reliability
analyses.
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are provided for each soil profile. The
data provides the results of in situ tests
including SPT, CPT, pressuremeter,
cross-hole seismic and dilatometer
tests. Laboratory tests results are given
for grading analysis, moisture content,
density, shear strength and consolidation
tests. The data is presented in graphical
and digital format to minimise the effort
required in analysing the results. An
example of some data for the clay site is
given in Figure 1. The data is real and is
taken from extensive investigations of the
two sites.
The survey covers ten typical
geotechnical structures including
concentrically and eccentrically loaded

1 m deep toe drain

Clay 1

n.g.l.

Hu , δ?

0.8 m
4.6 m

Dr Peter Day
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6m

–2.9 m

L, S h?

–4.4 m

d?
Sand 5

Sand 6

Figure 2 Ten geotechnical design problems included in the survey
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Figure 1 Example of laboratory test data from clay site
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Thailand
1

The prediction problems are
aimed at assessing the selection
of parameters and calculation
models. The design problems are
aimed at assessing the provisions
made for safety and serviceability
in geotechnical structures.

Turkey Argentina
1
2

Australia
8
South Africa
12

Austria
1
Bahrain
1
Brazil
3
Philipines
2
New Zealand
3
Netherlands
Lebanon Japan
1
1
1

Canada
1
China
1
France
2

Ethiopia
1

PREVIEW OF SOME RESULTS TO DATE

Egypt
2

Figure 3 Responses received to date

spread footings, axially and laterally
loaded piles, retaining structures and
slopes, as shown in Figure 2 (see page 46).
Each problem requires the calculation
of a dimension of the structure, the load
the structure can carry or the predicted
settlement. The idea is to keep the problems easy to analyse and representative
of every-day geotechnical practice.
Some problems require the prediction
of performance of the geotechnical structure, while others call for the design of

A separate form is used to record the demographics of the respondents. Names are optional. Respondents may submit answers to
as many or as few problems as they choose.
Partial responses will also be accepted.
Details of the survey may be found at:
https://www.issmge.org/news/
are-we-overdesigning-a-survey-ofinternational-practice

the structure as it would be constructed.
The prediction problems are aimed at
assessing the selection of parameters and
calculation models. The design problems
are aimed at assessing the provisions
made for safety and serviceability in
geotechnical structures.
The responses to each problem are
submitted on a standard form. Respondents
are requested to provide the answer to
the problem together with details of the
parameters used and the method of analysis.

Thus far, 50 responses have been received.
The responses come mainly from the
southern hemisphere, with Australia and
South Africa leading the way, as shown in
Figure 3. About a quarter of the responses
have been from students. Most of the
respondents are experienced geotechnical
designers.
Although the survey still has some
months to run, some preliminary analysis
of the results has been carried out. Figure 4
shows the prediction of the load at failure
of a concentrically loaded footing on sand.
The range in predictions is significant.
Clearly some respondents have misread the
problem – or the soil profile. This problem
assesses the respondent’s interpretation of

20 000
18 000
Sand 1
P

0.75 m
2.25 m2
Predict failure load

Failure load (kN)

14 000

n.g.l.
1.2 m

Meyerhof φ’ = 38°

16 000

12 000
10 000

φ’ = 34°

8 000
6 000
4 000

φ’ = 30°

2 000
0
Students

Practitioners

Figure 4 Responses to problem Sand 1 – prediction of failure load of a concentrically loaded footing on sand
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5
Sand 3

4.5 m

H = Qwind = 50 kN
V = G + Qwater
= 320 kN + 100 kN
n.g.l.
0.75 m
L=B

Footing size L = B (m)

4

3

EN 1997-1 φ’ = 30°– 38°

2
e > B/2
1

Design footing
0
Students

Practitioners

Figure 5 Responses to problem Sand 3 – design of footing on sand subject to inclined eccentric load

the geotechnical data and the calculation
model used to predict the bearing capacity
of the foundation.
Figure 5 shows a more consistent result,
this time for the design of a footing on sand
subject to inclined and eccentric loading.
In this case, about 70% of the respondents
designed the size of the footing consistent
with that required by Eurocode 7 for
“plausible” values of the friction angle for
a sand. However, closer analysis of the
results shows a poor correlation between
the friction angle given by the respondents
and the width of the footing. In addition to
assessing the interpretation of the geotechnical data and the calculation model, this
problem also assesses the provision made
in the design for safety.

Geotechnical engineers in South
Africa and throughout the
world are invited to participate
in this survey and help us to
achieve our aim of 200 responses
before the end of 2020.
CONCLUSION OF THE SURVEY
This survey will run until the end of 2020.
The results of the survey will be analysed
by members of the international community and compared with the results of fullscale tests where possible. The findings
will be presented at the 20th International
Conference of Soil Mechanics and
Geotechnical Engineering which will take

place in Sydney, Australia, from 12 to 17
September 2021.

INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE
Geotechnical engineers in South Africa
and throughout the world are invited
to participate in this survey and help
us to achieve our aim of 200 responses
before the end of 2020. Respondents
are not obliged to make submissions
to all ten problems, but may choose
only those that fall within the scope of
their experience.
To participate, download the survey from
https://www.issmge.org/news/are-weoverdesigning-a-survey-of-internationalpractice and submit your responses or
queries to overdesign@issmge.org.
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South Africa

“... every pile be load tested ...”
The purpose of this article is to stimulate debate about the amount of load testing of piles that is desirable.
The title phrase could be in a specification included in a future tender document for a structure’s foundation.
The possibility of that occurring can be considered by adding a question mark after the phrase and each of the
following words before it: could, should, would.
Dr Irvin Luker
School of Civil and Environmental Engineering
University of the Witwatersrand
irvin.luker@wits.ac.za

COULD EVERY PILE BE LOAD TESTED?
There are basically four ways of load
testing a pile: maintained load, constant
rate of penetration, rapid test and
dynamic test. The first two require a reaction structure to generate the test force
and are therefore expensive. They are too
expensive to be used as a quality control
test, but show whether a pile design can
do the job – provided neither unusual
ground nor an accident occurs during
installation of the rest of the piles.
The latter two types of load test are
most commonly done by dropping a
large mass onto the pile’s head and using
electronic devices to measure sufficient
parameters to derive force, acceleration,
velocity and displacement. Using the
derived parameters the force versus
displacement graph that would have been
seen if a maintained load test had been
done instead, is calculated (or perhaps
one should say “estimated”). Both these
tests could potentially be used to test
every pile.
At present the dynamic test, as done in
South Africa on a working pile, requires
its projecting reinforcement to be encased
in a concrete extension of the pile,
which must afterwards be demolished to
construct the pile cap. Also at present, the
interpretation of the test’s measurements
into maintained load behaviour is
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sufficiently complex to need to be done by
overseas experts. These two aspects could
prevent the dynamic test being used on an
“every pile tested” job.
In the rapid test, the drop-mass
strikes a spring on the top of the pile
which causes the force pulse to be sufficiently “soft” to enable a movable steel
column to be used to transfer force past
the pile’s reinforcement. Self-propelled
mass-dropping rigs are used overseas for
the rapid test, a small one of which has
been seen by the author to be capable
of testing twelve piles in a day. The
interpretation of the rapid test is simple
and can be done by an engineer after
little training. After piles are installed on
a site, access for testing all of them by a
self-propelled rig will be a problem, but
provided the rig is sufficiently small and
manoeuvrable, it can probably be done
on most sites.

How close to an economic optimum
is the production of piled foundations
in South Africa? How close in the wider
world? It is suggested by the author that
the number of foundation failures that
occur is so small, and their collation and
discussion so infrequent, that we cannot
directly answer these two questions
because of lack of data.
However another less direct approach
to answering the question, “Should every
pile be tested?” is to look for clues in the
codes of practice. The only one with a
relevant guide known to the author is
Eurocode 7, Table A11. An extract from
that table is shown below.

SHOULD EVERY PILE BE TESTED?

In the table n is the number of pile tests
and ξ is a safety factor applied to pile resistance. Simply expressed, increasing the
number of tests from 2 to 20 increases the
strength of the pile allowed by the code by
approximately 10%.
If the cost of doing more tests were
less than the saving that could be made by
reducing ξ, then a foundation design engineer might also have sufficient confidence
in the experience that produced Table A11
to increase the number of tests and slim
down the design.
But Table A11 does not apply to the
situation where all the piles on a site are
tested. The decrease in ξ as n increases

This is a more difficult question to
answer. Perhaps it is useful here to
adapt a structural engineer’s dictum:
“Geotechnical engineering is the
art of working with materials whose
properties we do not fully understand,
in circumstances we cannot precisely
analyse, to withstand influences we
cannot properly assess, in such a way
that the public has no reason to suspect
the extent of our ignorance.” This is
true enough, but it does not address the
possibility that the public may be paying
too much to avoid seeing (and paying for)
foundation failures.

ξ for n =

≥2

≥5

≥10

≥15

≥20

ξ5

1.6

1.5

1.45

1.42

1.4

ξ6

1.5

1.35

1.3

1.25

1.25
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“Geotechnical engineering is the art of working with materials whose
properties we do not fully understand, in circumstances we cannot precisely
analyse, to withstand influences we cannot properly assess, in such a way
that the public has no reason to suspect the extent of our ignorance.”
seems to be derived from probability
theory that would apply if the parameters
that could cause failure of a foundation
(e.g. soil shear strength) were each
randomly distributed. However, the
events that cause pile failures are likely
to be what the economists call “black
swan events”. Those are rare but serious
changes from usual conditions – for
example, soft soil falling to the bottom
of a bored pile hole just before concrete
is poured. Statistical analysis is not of
much use in application to such rare
events. The testing of all piles on a site
would remove the uncertainty associated
with using sample testing to predict
the behaviour of the whole population
of piles.
The conclusion of the author
regarding the answer to the question:
“Should every pile be load tested?” is that
it depends on (1) the balance of costs
and savings, and (2) the “gut feel” of pile
design engineers about the amount of
risk they and their clients presently have,
or should have.

WOULD EVERY PILE BE TESTED?
This question needs circumstances to be
added, which are “… if a practical system
of testing were offered”. We can think of

an answer in terms of risk, time for the
piling operation, and money. Of course
risk and time can be expressed in units of
money, but we cannot easily do that, so
let us keep them separate for the present
discussion.
Considering money first: The financial
pressures on the consulting profession
and the piling industry are presently such
that more load testing must be seen to
have enabled sufficient cost saving to pay
for it. Otherwise a client will say something like, “We presently have a system of
designers and contractors that seems to
be working, why should I pay more for a
different one?”
Considering the time-on-site aspect:
The sequence of piling and pile cap construction these days is often very close.
The concrete of a cast-in-situ pile must
have sufficient strength before the pile
can be load tested. This means a time gap
of approximately two weeks from casting
to testing. If such a gap is a problem, it
can be reduced by putting more cement in
the concrete and/or automatically logging
the temperature of the concrete at the
top of the pile to determine its strength
maturity.
The most difficult parameter
to assess, in this and many other

circumstances, is risk. It is defined
as: (probability of an event) × (effects
of the event). In the case of piled
foundations the effects of a failure are
bad (but limited to financial loss), so
the probability of failure must be kept
down to a small number. It is the pile
designer who manages this risk on
behalf of the client and the contractor,
without the benefit of being able to do
calculations on it. However, risk is also
what insurance companies deal in, and
fundamental principles of theirs are
(1) an insured event must cause some
loss to the insured party, and (2) they
are in business to make profit. The
cost of these principles to the insured
pile designer is built in to the present
system of piled foundation production.
However, apart from the financial risk of
a failure to the pile designer, there is also
a risk of his/her reputation and career
being damaged.

CONCLUSIONS
QQ Not much has been concluded, except

perhaps that the present system of
production of piled foundations depends on the pile designer’s perception
of risk.
QQ Because load testing every pile reduces
the probability of a failure to effectively zero, it may be a situation worth
striving for.
QQ If the purpose of this article, of
stimulating debate, has succeeded,
the author would be pleased to hear
opinions and facts that are aired.
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Judgement in
ground engineering
As digital processes increasingly impact practice, each individual within the geotechnical and wider civil
engineering fraternity needs to ask how he or she will respond. Computerised methods are not a substitute for
thinking, judgement, intuition and experience.
INTRODUCTION
The role of engineering judgement appears to be on the executioner’s block considering the predicted future role of computers
in design (Simpson & Tatsuoka 2008). Before we can make this
judgement, it is necessary to delve back into the past to look at
the role of engineering judgement. Ground Engineering (a magazine targeting geotechnical professionals) published Talking
Point articles in the late 1970s and early 1980s. These short
opinion pieces were written by prominent engineers on subjects
of their choosing. Many of these articles addressed the need for
thinking, judgement, intuition and experience in geotechnical
practice. A review of some of these articles is presented to show
the crucial and continuing role that judgement will play in
future practice.

SITE INVESTIGATION
A vital part of geotechnical engineering is investigating ground
conditions. While it may seem that a site investigation is a
standard activity consisting of “three boreholes, a cloud of dust
and a report” (quoted in Marr 2006), a review of the Talking
Point articles shows that much thinking is required to produce
meaningful information. John Prentice (1976) argued that investigations need to be guided by an informed site walkover and a
review of anticipated geology rather than a simple grid pattern.
He suggests that if a grid pattern is adequate, then ground conditions are probably so simple that boreholes are not required and
the pattern was chosen as it “saves the site engineer the necessity
of thinking or getting his shoes dirty”.

Experience is needed to plan investigations
carefully to identify problem soils and areas
critical to the foundations of individual projects.
This planning requires a general intelligence
that is difficult to replicate artificially.
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Experience is needed to plan investigations carefully to
identify problem soils and areas critical to the foundations of individual projects (Fawcett 1980). This planning requires a general
intelligence that is difficult to replicate artificially. Wood (1980)
highlighted that, by necessity, investigations contain interpretation relevant to individual projects, saying it is the “engineer’s
duty to interpret factual information in the light of his own
experience and the needs of his particular client”. This projectspecific planning and interpretation should not be overlooked
in today’s efforts to create and analyse “big data”. Analysing
data stripped of context can result in erroneous extrapolation to
different situations.
While it is often impractical for the engineer responsible
for interpreting results to be present for every borehole drilled,
Stanley Serota (1977) emphasised that the engineer should be
present for at least the most important boreholes. Judgement is
required to interpret drilling conditions and in logging profiles.
Thought is required to decide where to carry out in situ tests and
take samples. If the engineer responsible for interpretation is not
present, these nuances may not be appreciated in subsequent
analysis. The engineer then places considerable reliance on the
intuition of the driller.
Despite experience playing a large role, Malcolm Puller (1979)
reminded readers that as far back as 1861 Isambard Brunel
complained that designs were being based on “mere speculation”
rather than “make[ing] the plan suit the ground.” Puller also
bemoaned the tendency to “pontificate” in reports and that practitioners should use “their eyes” and simple sampling rather than
complex tests. So, while experience is necessary to know (and
see) what is important, it cannot be a replacement for carrying
out work.

DESIGN
It is undeniable that site investigation practices have not advanced
in step with design methods. Equally, advanced standards of
design are often not matched by comparable standards of site
April 2020 Civil Engineering

supervision and workmanship. Barry Boden (1976) emphasised
that, “The fundamental condition to be satisfied is that the
method of analysis must be matched by a compatible standard
of site investigation and construction control on site. If this
condition is not satisfied, then at best our designs are likely to
be uneconomic[al], at worst, we will be in danger of producing
expensive structural failures.” The need for practical experience
to ensure that these conditions are satisfied remains a reality
44 years later.
All methods used to analyse and predict how geomaterials
will behave when subjected to change require making assumptions and approximations. Edmund Hambly (1979) pointed out
that engineers may tend to focus on what can be calculated accurately rather than what is important. Often only bounds can be
estimated for important aspects and judgement is then required
to interpret results. Due to this uncertainty, Hambly advocated
simple adaptable designs, adding that, “If you are going to be
wrong in any case, it is better to be wrong in a simple way than in
a complicated way.” This adage remains equally applicable today.
The danger of an overreliance on analytical methods was
emphasised by Eric Steger (1979), quoting from Sir William
Anderson’s 1893 James Forrest lecture: “There is a tendency
among the young and inexperienced to put blind faith in
formulae, forgetting that most of them are based upon premises
which are not accurately reproduced in practice and which in any
case are frequently unable to take into account collateral disturbances which only observations and experience can foresee and
common sense provide against.” The blinding effect of modern
computer methods is even greater, and it is no longer just the
young and inexperienced who are in danger. Results presented
in dazzling colours and to multiple significant figures can easily
make us forget that the inaccessible code contains several assumptions and simplifications.
The modern geotechnical engineer now has several tools
to provide information to aid decision-making. At times, this
information may be overwhelming and contradictory. In these
cases, the words of Leslie Blake (1975) are insightful: “… the most
successful expert is not necessarily the one who has the most information but the one who makes the best use of the information
available to him.” Judgement is required to take all the available
information and ensure that a proposed design always errs on the
conservative side. Yet it remains true that many problems are very
particular and not solvable by individual research but require
one “to find the right person who had previously encountered
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a similar problem and found a way of solving it or avoiding it”
(Hambly 1979).
As analytical methods continue to develop it must be remembered that often calibration exercises show “that differences in
the application of judgement between different predictors are
more significant than in the method of analysis” (Poulos 1982).
Considering analytical advances of his day, Robert Semple (1982)
cautioned with the following quote from Sir Alan Muir Wood:
“If analytical methods are allowed to become too complex ... the
edge of engineering intuition becomes dulled and can no longer
be relied upon to provide effective safeguards.”
Efforts to codify geotechnical practice were the subject of
several articles during the period reviewed. Malcolm Bolton
(1982) emphasised that, “Construction failures claim relatively
few lives. Most accidents that do occur are related to human
error, not faulty calculation. Most human error is related to weaknesses in organisation and communication, such as arise from
having complex rule-books. Surely accidents will increase rather
than decrease if apparently authoritative safety factors remove
the necessity to think. And surely we will diminish further
respect for our profession if we hide behind metaphysical rules
[subject to political change] instead of being willing to accept
objective responsibilities.” Eric Steger (1979), quoting Sir Harold
Harding’s 1952 James Forrest lecture, similarly highlighted: “It is
well that such Codes are only permissive, for much damage can
be caused to the profession and to industry by ill-formed lesser
officials relying blindly upon a Code without knowledge to apply

“Construction failures claim relatively few lives. Most
accidents that do occur are related to human error,
not faulty calculation. Most human error is related
to weaknesses in organisation and communication,
such as arise from having complex rule-books.
Surely accidents will increase rather than decrease
if apparently authoritative safety factors remove
the necessity to think. And surely we will diminish
further respect for our profession if we hide behind
metaphysical rules [subject to political change] instead
of being willing to accept objective responsibilities.”
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it with discretion.” Thinking and knowledge therefore remain
fundamental even if codification suggests that design is becoming
routine.
While the role of human intuition has been emphasised,
it must be stated that intuition alone is insufficient. As Eric
Steger (1979) rightly pointed out, failures are “due to the virtual
impossibility of understanding all the relevant ground properties,
including ground water conditions.” Modern analytical methods
coupled with computers make it possible to consider the interrelationship between several factors. The symbiotic relationship
between “… the engineer using his judgement, [and] the micro
taking over the mundane and repetitive calculations” predicted by
Ian Pyrah (1982) is now a reality. We can agree with Peter Wroth
(1975) who concluded: “No longer is hard-earned experience
a necessary and sufficient condition for successful foundation
engineering – although it will always remain a necessary condition. Computers and analytical methods are able to help us solve
well-posed problems, but experience will remain paramount in
solving the ill-posed problems of tomorrow.”

CONSTRUCTION
The need for experience is perhaps greatest during construction.
As Geoffrey Holland (1976) pointed out, designers often have considerably more time to make plans relative to construction periods.
The fast-paced nature of construction requires contractors to
think on their feet, with little time to consult analytical methods.
As Elio D’Appolonia (1979) pointed out, “… the impact of passive
uncertainty [lack of knowledge] on site conditions and effects of
construction transcend engineering considerations such as stresses
and strains and interact with larger socio-economic uncertainty.”
Myles O’Reilly (1977), considering the practice of tunnelling,
stated that, “The tunneller pushes forward with more or less
assurance depending on his experience in the situation but never
with absolute knowledge of what lies ahead.” As with any geotechnical construction activity, only small snapshots of the ground
conditions are known accurately during design. While this
provides some assurance, the likelihood of unexpected conditions
arising during construction remains.
Unexpected conditions can lead to disputes. This can unfortunately lead to parties focusing on contractual obligations to
the detriment of project goals (D’Appolonia 1979). The situation
can be worsened when parties emphasise opinion over facts
(Blake 1975). D’Appolonia suggested that in order to address
tensions, parties should not see themselves as distinct but rather
as builders: owners should be regarded as builders of economic
capacity, designers as builders of ideas and concepts, and contractors as builders of earth resources to meet needs.
Problems during construction do not come only from unexpected conditions, but can arise from simple misconceptions
such as not thinking about piling rig logistics. Delays can occur
quickly when inexperienced contractors overlook how large and
cumbersome equipment is to move (Miller 1982). Other problems
arise from issues that are much harder to solve, such as communication; Allan Fawcett (1980) concluded that “In many cases the
common problem remains one of ineffective communication.”

ACADEMIA
Harry Poulos’s (1982) observation that “The enormous developments in measurements and computing capacities … [have] …
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drawn many researchers into a vortex of ever-increasing
sophistication and complexity” remains applicable today. As
Bruce Menzies (1982) mused, “the busy engineer … who flips
through a learned geotechnical journal … is left with the
distinct impression that soil is not made up of mineralogical
particles after all, but is actually a highly uniform matrix of tiny
mathematical symbols.”
Poulos and Menzies both emphasised the need for research
to be made accessible to the practising engineer. Menzies (1982)
stated this as “providing the busy engineer with design charts
which enhance his back-of-the-envelope calculations and do not
replace them.” Similarly, Poulos (1982) suggested “present[ing]
the results of research in a form suitable for use by the practising
engineer, e.g. as a series of charts or tables showing the influence
of the major variables of the problem.” Consideration of the
current state of practice suggests that much research remains
inaccessible. Making research accessible requires careful thinking
about the practical implications.
Much work remains and as Graham Plant (1981) noted fundamental research must be pursued “for the long-term health
and credibility of geotechnical engineering in any country.”
Those pursuing research would do well to consider the words of
Myles O’Reilly (1977), “One important part of the researcher’s
role is to explain, to rationalise and to quantify what talented,
but unfortunately rare, tunnellers have been doing intuitively
for years and so enable imaginative solutions to the generality of
tunnelling problems.” This is equally applicable to all geotechnical disciplines.
Academia must grapple not only with research, but also how
to teach an often-distracted audience. While much thought
needs to go into developing effective means of communication,
the question of updating curricula is also important. This is
not a new quandary and over 45 years ago Peter Wroth (1975)
tackled this by suggesting that advances should be covered
mainly at a postgraduate level. Wroth considered a solid base in
classic soil mechanics suitable for undergraduate students, particularly as little specialisation within civil engineering occurs
at this stage, although he advocated teaching the relationship
between shear strength and consolidation using critical state
soil mechanics.
Effective teaching also requires that students understand the
context of taught material. Chin Fung Kee (1980) pointed out this
comes from “academic staff … spend[ing] specific periods within
industry.” Academics need to consult and carry out practiceoriented research to teach both professional practice and the art
of engineering. Academics can then present material confidently,
aware of limitations. The sharing of personal experiences helps
to build the rapport between lecturer and student necessary for
effective learning.

CONCLUSION
Although digital methods will undoubtedly play an increasing
role in geotechnical engineering practice, judgement will retain a
key role. Experience and thinking are required to plan, implement
and interpret site investigations within the specific context of
a project. Likewise, design requires intuition and judgement to
understand the interaction between a myriad of variables, some
non-technical, in producing a safe solution. Computers can solve
problems only once we have made suitable simplifications and
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posed them correctly. Many ill-posed problems still exist, and
judgement will be required to solve these complex problems.
Construction will always require human interaction,
both between parties and the ground. Experience plays a key
role in ensuring successful interaction between personnel,
equipment and geomaterials at the construction stage. Within
academia, researchers need to consider how best to present
the information spewed out by computers so that it is useful
to the practising engineer. While much has been said about
computer-aided teaching, it is undeniable that the trust
between student and teacher is best established by in-person
interaction.
As digital processes increasingly impact practice, each
individual within the geotechnical (and wider civil) engineering
fraternity needs to ask how he or she will respond. As we have
seen, computerised methods are not a substitute for thinking,
judgement, intuition and experience. Our response should not
be simply to become adept at digital process, but should include
exploring the limitations of new methods, gaining practical
experience and coming face-to-face with the socio-economic
uncertainties that often control projects.
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We do not fear the unknown.
We fear what we think we
know about the unknown.


– Teal Swan

Glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP)
has been used in many applications in
engineering and civil engineering. These
materials were first developed and used
in the 1930s in the USA in boats and in
aeronautical fields. Glass fibre reinforced
polymer (GFRP) bars have high strengths,
are light in weight, flexible and can be
produced more cheaply than carbon fibre.
They are also more durable than steel,
as they do not corrode. Figure 1 shows
a construction worker carrying GFRP
soil nails for the MTR Shatin Central
Link in Hong Kong. FRP has been used
in mining and tunnelling for many years
and is now being used in soil nails and
tieback ground anchor applications due
to the durability concerns associated with
conventional steel reinforcement.
No guidelines could be found that
assist the designer of soil-nailed retaining
structures in the use of FRP bars. This
article therefore aims to combine various
sources and provide guidance on the design of lateral support systems using FRP
bars as soil nails or ground anchors.
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Figure 1 MTR Shatin Central Link, Hong Kong

Figure 2 Dextra GFRP rebar with FRP fibres wrapped around the longitudinal bar together
with sand coating to enhance bond strength

It is well known that steel soil nails
are normally designed for tension only,
although shear forces and associated
bending moments might develop at the
interface with the failure plane. FRP is
normally considered to have small shear
capacities and therefore shear forces
might influence the performance when
they are used in a soil nail application.

CURRENT PRACTICE IN THE DESIGN
OF SOIL-NAILED WALLS AND
ANCHORED RETAINING STRUCTURES
Current practice in southern Africa for
soil-nailed or multi-anchored embedded
retaining walls includes the use of either

high-yield threadbar, self-drilling anchors
(SDA) or multiwire high-tensile steel
strands. These elements, when used in a
permanent scenario, require significant
corrosion prevention measures. Often
high-yield threadbar and SDAs are
designed using a sacrificial corrosion
thickness allowance. This is highly
questionable over the couplers applied to
SDAs and when read in conjunction with
international codes of practice.
The performance of a steel soil nail is
normally assessed by evaluating its unidirectional tensile capacity, and simple empirical calculation methods (wedge analysis
or triangular resultant earth pressure).
April 2020 Civil Engineering

Service life
< 2 years
(temporary)

> 2 years
(permanent)

Need to be removed
or cut at a later stage
Yes

Corrosive
environment
No

Moderately

Highly

FRP

Single corrosive
protection (SCP)

Double corrosion
protection (DCP)

FRP

GFRP active
anchor

HTS strands
(SCP)

HTS strands
(DCP)

Active CFRP

Passive soil
nail (DCP)

GFRP soil nail
(consider alkali
resistance)

Excavation (active anchoring)

GFRP soil nail

Passive soil
nail (SCP)

Slope stabilisation (passive anchoring)

Figure 3 Reinforcement selection based on corrosive environment

Although these elements also experience
shear forces and bending moments where
they intersect with the shear plane, these
checks are generally disregarded, as it is
considered that steel reinforcement in
combination with grout is much stronger
than the shear force and bending moment
requirements. These structural forces can,
however, be assessed by using geotechnical
finite element packages.
Glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP)
and carbon fibre reinforced polymer
(CFRP) are durable elements but come with
other complications, such as long-term
creep (similar to geosynthetic materials),
susceptibility to alkali attack, temperature
variations and ultraviolet light exposure,
and reduced shear capacity. Fibrereinforced bars are anisotropic in nature
and are manufactured by a pultrusion
process embedded in either a polyester,
vinylester or epoxy resin matrix, and
therefore have a high tensile strength in
the longitudinal direction. These resins are
designed to transfer load between the fibres
that provide the required strength. CIRIA
(2005) states that polyester resin provides
good mechanical resistance and electrical
properties with reasonable chemical
resistance. Epoxy resin provides better resistance to alkalis and solvents with slightly
less weathering resistance. Vinylester
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together with electrical and chemical resistant (ECR) glass is often the chosen resin
and fibre combination due to its ability
to resist degradation. One of the main
concerns about the performance of FRP is
the potential to degrade in the long term
in the high-pH environment of the grout
body itself. Steel, in comparison, is isotropic
in nature. The shear and bond capacity
and the thread of bars can be controlled
by the addition of FRP fibres wrapped at
45° to the longitudinal direction (Cheng
et al 2009), as shown in Figure 2. GFRP is
more economical than CFRP (twice the
price of conventional strand anchors) and
will typically be the preferred option from
a cost perspective, despite CFRP having
superior stiffness and creep performance
properties. In active application (stressed
ground anchors), however, CFRP is the
preferred choice, as will be discussed under
Mechanical Behaviour later in this article.
GFRP and CFRP weigh roughly 20 and 25%
of steel respectively.

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE
The current SAICE Lateral Support to
Surface Excavation Code of Practice (1989)
recommends the use of double corrosion
protection (DCP) in permanent applications, although many practitioners rather
use sacrificial thickness design methods

on soil nails. It appears from a review of
international standards that, when working
in a highly aggressive environment, DCP
needs to be used to ensure the lifespan
of steel soil nails. The selection tree in
Figure 3 is provided to assess when FRP
would be advantageous to a project in
comparison with steel elements, and shows
that in a highly corrosive environment FRP
will be the preferred solution. In addition,
when the reinforcement needs to be cut by
a TBM or piling rig, FRP is ideal.

MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR
Figure 4 shows the stress-strain behaviour
of various FRPs compared with steel.
It can be seen that FRPs are generally
much stronger, with a higher ultimate
strength for bars of the same diameter
when compared with conventional steel
reinforcement.
CFRP exhibits slightly lower elastic
moduli (66–100%) compared with steel,
while GFRP exhibits much lower elastic
moduli when compared with steel
(20–25% of steel). ASTEC GFRP has
elastic moduli of up to 60 GPa.
Tables 1 and 2 are provided to compare
the design and working tensile load capacity derived in accordance with ACI440
(2015 and 2022 (to be released)) for GFRP
solid bars and SANS 10162 for high-yield
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Figure 4 Stress-strain properties of GFRP, CFRP and conventional steel

threadbar. GFRP also comes in hollow bar
sections that can be used as self-drilling
anchors (SDA) in collapsible profiles.
From these tables it can be established
that, although GFRP is considerably
stronger than steel, depending on its
manufacturing process, the factored
design capacities are much smaller. This
can be attributed to the creep properties
of the FRP bars. Thomas (2019) states that
the working load for a GFRP and steel bolt
(assumed to be a high-yield threadbar) is
the same, and that a steel bar can therefore typically be replaced by a GFRP bar
of the same diameter. However, the tables
show that, typically, use of a GFRP might
require a bar slightly larger in diameter
than a high-yield threadbar to ensure
that the same tensile load can be achieved
under working load conditions (SLS),

Table 1 Design ultimate tensile loads and working tensile loads of GFRP
GFRP bar diameter
(mm)

Unfactored ultimate
tensile load (kN)

Design ultimate tensile
load (kN)

Working tensile capacity (kN)
ACI440 (2015/2022) at 100 years

Axial stiffness EA
(MPa.m2)

19

300

114

42/62

14

25

428

161

60/89

24

32

631

239

88/132

40

41

990

375

138/207

66

Table 2 Design ultimate tensile loads and working tensile loads of high-yield threadbar
High-yield threadbar

Unfactored ultimate
tensile load (kN)

Design ultimate tensile
load (kN)

Working tensile capacity
(kN)

Axial stiffness
EA (MPa.m2)

20

172

110

73

62

25

269

172

114

98

32

442

281

187

160

40

691

440

293

251

Bearing plate
Anchor head

Free len
g

Individual
sheathing

Splicing system
Grease and
heat shrink
sleeve
Swaged
sleeve

th – 6 m
Fixed b

ond len

gth – 6

m

Trumpet
(1) PT strand to
CFRP rebar covered
with grease
and heat‑shrink
(splicing system

Threaded
stud
(2) PT strand to CFRP rebar
covered with grease and
heat‑shrink (splicing system)

12.7 mm CFRP bar

Spacer
(1)

(2)

Figure 5 Prestressed CFRP rods
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Table 3 Design ultimate tensile loads and working tensile loads of both HTS strands and GFRP strands
Strand/bar

Unfactored
ultimate tensile
load (kN)

Design ultimate
tensile load (kN)

Tensile capacity
(kN) at 2 years

Working tensile
capacity (kN) at
100 years

Axial stiffness EA
(MPa.m2)

15.2 (HTS low-relaxation strand)

260

210

168

140

36

19 (GFRP)

300

114

100*

42

14

12.7 (CFRP)

250

123

123

16

* Below 30% unfactored ultimate tensile load to prevent significant relaxation and increased displacement of embedded retaining wall

120

Load ratio (%)

100
80
60
40
20
0
0.01

0.10
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1 000
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CFRP

10 000

100 000 1 000 000

GFRP

Figure 6 Creep rupture curves for GFRP and CFRP

which will be most critical for FRP when
considering ACI440 (2022).
The axial stiffness of a GFRP bar,
even with an increase in diameter, is still
lower than that of a high-yield threadbar
of one size smaller. The different material
properties indicate that larger deformation should occur in a GFRP soil-nail wall
compared with a soil-nail wall reinforced
with high-yield threadbar. No case studies
could be found to prove this.
GFRP or CFRP can also be used to
replace HTS stressed tiebacks which might
cause significant problems in a permanent
scenario with double corrosion protection requirements. It should, however,
be remembered that ground anchors are
typically made of high-tensile steel (3 to 4
times stronger than conventional steel) and
that this plays a major role in determining
the number of “equivalent” GFRP or CFRP
bars. Typical CFRP anchor configuration
details are provided in Figure 5. The
CFRP is spliced with a swaged sleeve and
threaded stud, as shown in the figure.
Table 3 compares the conventional
15.2 mm HTS low-relaxation strand with
a 19 mm GFRP rod. The table shows that
Civil Engineering April 2020

3 × 19 mm GFRP bars may be required to
replace one 15.2 mm HTS strand effectively for a long-term (100-year) application. This also implies that the combined
axial stiffness will be larger than that
of one 15.2 mm HTS strand, and that
smaller additional deflection could result
with additional load attracted during
excavation in a multi-anchored piled wall.
Also, a larger-diameter borehole will be
required to house the additional number
of GFRP bars, but a larger diameter will
result in an increased bond resistance.
Today, however, it is standard practice to
only use CFRP bars in permanent active
applications (stressed ground anchors), as
the differences between HTS and CFRP
are less pronounced. The significant
reduction in short-term ultimate strength
can be attributed to the long-term creep

behaviour of GFRP bars, which is similar
to that of geogrids.
Conventionally, for geogrids in the
serviceability limit state, the timedependent constant tensile force-versusstrain behaviour, at various magnitudes
of working loads, is very important. This
is normally reported as an isochronous
curve, and a post-construction strain limit
of 0.5–1.0% for MSEW structures governs
the SLS. If an additional strain from postconstruction of 1% occurs on an 8 m free
length, additional movement of 80 mm
can occur. This would be detrimental to
the behaviour of an embedded retaining
wall and therefore the aim is to design for
close to 0% post-construction strain with
GFRP and CFRP.
Although it does not seem to be
common practice to provide isochronous
curves, or plots of creep strain versus time
at various stress levels for particular fibre
reinforced bars as detailed in ACI440, this
is considered crucial to assess.
Youssef and Benmokrane (2014)
undertook creep tests on six commercially
available GFRP bars in Canada, at tensile
loads of 15 and 30% of the ultimate tensile
strength. These tensile force ratios are
close to the SLS tensile capacity derived
in Tables 1–3, and are in accordance with
ACI440. The bars loaded to 15% of the
short-term ultimate tensile strength had
almost no creep during the constant load
test, while the bars stressed to 30% crept
slightly, but within acceptable limits,
with time.
The creep rupture of GFRP and CFRP
is important for the ULS design strength
and is provided in Figure 6. The figure

The axial stiffness of a GFRP bar, even with an increase in diameter, is
still lower than that of a high-yield threadbar of one size smaller. The
different material properties indicate that larger deformation should
occur in a GFRP soil-nail wall compared with a soil-nail wall reinforced
with high-yield threadbar. No case studies could be found to prove this.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7 Double shear test on GFRP bar

shows the strength retention of CFRP and
GFRP with the reduced tensile capacity.
For a 100-year period the retention due to
creep is 45% and 70% for GFRP and CFRP
respectively.
To avoid failure of an FRP-reinforced
member due to creep rupture, safe design
stress levels below TULS should be maintained, and to prevent significant creep
movements, safe stress levels less than
TSLS must be maintained. Table 1 already
factored the short-term ultimate strengths
of ASTEC bars accordingly. The equations
below are simplifications of the ACI440
recommendations:
For the serviceability limit state, the
following limits are applicable:
GFRP: TSLS = 0.2CEf fu*
= 0.2 × 0.7 f fu*A.
= 0.14f fu*A
CFRP: TSLS = 0.55CEf fu*
= 0.55 × 0.9 f fu*
= 0.495f fu*A
In the ultimate limit state, the following
limits are applicable:
φCEf fu*
GFRP: TULS =

= 0.55 × 0.7 f fu*A
= 0.385f fu*A
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φCEf fu*
CFRP: TULS =

= 0.55x0.9 f fu*
= 0.495f fu*A
ASTEC GFRPs were tested in shear
and performed well. The shear capacity
increases significantly if the angle being
tested at is smaller than 90° (Thomas
2019), as some of the shear load is transferred into a tensile load component. This
shear capacity can be higher than that of
steel. One should, however, also factor in
this contribution to shear capacity with
the applicable tensile factors provided
in ACI440.
Shear capacity can be calculated
empirically (Thomas 2019) or using actual
test results. Testing is typically undertaken in accordance with ASTM D7617
and can be done with either a single shear
test or a double shear test (Figure 7).
ASTEC recently undertook numerous
tests on GFRP, with both vinylester and
epoxy resin bars. The shear and moment
capacity were also calculated in accordance with ACI440. These results are
provided in Table 4.

BOND PERFORMANCE
Although the recommended formulae
typically given for the design of soil nails
and anchors assume that a uniform
increased capacity can be achieved with
an increase in fixed length, this is in
fact not correct, as was already shown
by Ostermayer in 1975 (Figure 8). This
uniform increase can be reasonably assumed for short nails, typically <2.5 m.
For lengths exceeding 2.5 m the achieved
bond strength between the soil and the
grout body typically decreases with an
increase in length; a significant increase in
length results in only a small increase in
capacity. For more elastic reinforcement,
such as GFRP bars, the average bond
strength achieved is lower than that for
HTS. Figure 9 by Barley and Graham for
London Clays (taken from Bridges 2015)
shows that the stiffer (EA) the tendon,
the more uniform the stress distribution
along its length, and the more efficient
the system is in increasing tensile resistance with an increase in fixed length.
The guaranteed grout–GFRP bar bond
strength for Dextra bars is 9 600 kPa.

Shear capacity can be calculated empirically or using actual test results.
Testing is typically undertaken in accordance with ASTM D7617 and
can be done with either a single shear test or a double shear test.
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Table 4 Shear and moment capacity of ASTEC GFRP bars
GFRP
bar

Unfactored ultimate 90° shear
capacity assuming 150 MPa (kN)

Design ultimate bending moment
capacity (kN.m)

SLS bending moment capacity (kN.m)
(ACI440 (2015/2022))

19

42

0.23

0.09/0.135

25

73

0.525

0.19/0.285

32

120

1.113

0.40/0.60

41

198

2.34

0.84/1.26

It is, however, always recommended
that the bond capacity be confirmed by
undertaking pull-out tests, and that the
above reduction with an increase in bond
length be considered if testing short nails.
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Soil nails work predominately in tension, but due to relative displacement on
the failure plane, shear forces will also
develop in soil nails. These shear loads
will induce a bending moment in the soil
nail at a small distance inside the failure
wedge and behind the failure plane, as
shown in Figure 10. The behaviour is
similar to that of a free-headed pile. These
structural forces are normally not critical
under serviceability conditions, as only
small shear movements normally occur,
but they could be problematic in the ultimate limit state. The mobilisation of shear
forces and bending moments in soil nails
is affected by the thickness of the shear
zone. The wider the shear zone, the lower
the shear forces and bending moments.
Conventionally for high-yield
threadbar, this phenomenon can be
reviewed using the equations provided
in SANS 10162 for combined shear and
tensile load, and for combined tensile load
and bending moment, namely:
Tu

+

200

Tr

150

and
Tu

100

Tr

50

0

0

5
GFRP 22 mm bar

10

15
Fixed length (m)

GFRP strands

20

Steel 50 mm bar

25

30

Steel 20 mm bar

Figure 9 D
 ecrease in bond strength with an increase in fixed length (after Barley & Graham
for London Clays, Bridges 2015)
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≤ 1.0

≤ 1.4

This phenomenon was assessed using
both 2D and 3D geotechnical finite
element software, modelling the nails as
beam elements to ensure that shear forces
and bending moments could develop.
The example consists of a 5 m soil-nail
wall in a silty sandy material. A typical
manual calculation will assume a redistribution of a triangular pressure for a
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The nails need to be angled to
intercept the failure plane at
an angle larger than normal to
ensure that tensile loads develop
and that the nails do not go
into compression. This will also
ensure that bending moments
in the soil nails are smaller.

Mmax V

Mmax

Figure 10 Development of bending moment due to shear load intercept at failure plane

5 m high wall, i.e. 0.5γKaH2sFoS = 0.5(18)
(0.33)(52)1.5(1.5) = 167 kN. For a three-nail
vertical spacing, 55 kN ultimate capacity
and 37 kN serviceability capacity would
normally be designed for. According to
ACI440 (2020), this would require the use
of a GFRP bar of 19 mm governed by the
SLS, and a 16 mm high-yield threadbar
governed by the ULS in accordance
with SANS 10162 (ignoring sacrificial
thickness allowances) when considering
tensile load only. In addition to the above
calculation, it is assumed the excavation
has sufficient “cohesion” to stand up vertically during excavation without support
before the application of shotcrete and
mesh, as described by Van der Merwe

(a)

and Schulz-Poblete (2019). Also, the nails
need to be angled to intercept the failure
plane at an angle larger than normal to
ensure that tensile loads develop and that
the nails do not go into compression. This
will also ensure that bending moments in
the soil nails are smaller.
The new guidelines on numerical
modelling using EN1997 (2022+) were
followed to assess the structural forces in
the soil nails:
1. Input/Material Factoring Approach
(MFA) using:
QQ factors of actions γ for GEO limit
F
states
QQ factors on material properties γ
M
from set EQU/GEO.

There are two MFA checks, one where
material properties are factored before
all the stages from Stage 1, and the other
after every stage to assess the structural
forces.
2. Output/Effects Factoring Approach
(EFA)
QQ factors of actions γ and effects-ofF
action γE for STR-P limit states as
given in SANS 10160-1
QQ factors on material properties γ
M
from set STR/STR-P.
The soil nails were modelled in a staged
excavation in RS2 and RS3 (Rocscience
2019), as shown in Figures 11(a) and 11(b).
Table 5 summarises the structural
forces derived in the nails from the FE
analysis, assuming the bending stiffness
with an uncracked grout body.
It can be seen from the structural
forces in Table 5 that the shear forces are
small, contrary to what was believed, but
that large moments (relative to the bars’
moment capacities) develop. Therefore the
nail should be sized as follows to prevent

(b)

Figure 11 (a) RS2 model of soil nail wall example and (b) RS3 model of soil nail wall example
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exceeding the SLS or ULS stress limits in
the fibres furthest from the neutral axis
(ignoring tensile and compressive capacity
from the grout body):
σ uls or σsls>

T
A

+

My
I

where σuls or σsls is the design ultimate tensile load or the working tensile load divided
by the cross-sectional area respectively.
This check is undertaken as follows:
239
32

2

2 000

π

>

77
32

0 . 27
2

2 000

π

+
π

32
2 000
32 4

1 000

a 32 mm GFRP bar in the ULS.
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For the SLS:
88
32
2 000

2

π

>

31
32
2 000

0.19
2

π

+
π

32
2 000
32 4

1 000
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a 32 mm GFRP bar is required using
ACI440 (2022) recommendations.
For an equivalent high-yield threadbar, and
allowing for sacrificial thickness, the ULS
will require the use of a 25 mm bar. Under
the above SLS loading conditions the grout
section will, however, crack due to the large
tensile stresses that develop in the grout
body, and perhaps the structural properties
(EA and EI) of only the GFRP bar should be
used as input in the FE model.

Table 5 Nail forces from EFA, MFA (from first stage) and MFA (after every stage)
Axial (kN)

Shear force (kN)

Bending moment
(kN.m)

EFA (unfactored SLS)

31.5

0.18

0.19

EFA (factored by 1.35)

42.5

0.25

0.26

MFA (all stages factored)

77

0.3

0.27

MFA (final stage factored)

69

1.2

0.225

Method

Therefore, when a cracked grout body
is assumed (as by Shiu & Chang 2005),
and assuming only the bending stiffness
of the bar in the FE analysis, the diameters
can be decreased by one size for high-yield
threadbar and two sizes for GFRP due to
the reduced bending moments developing
in the GFRP soil nails. Large shearbox test
studies with GFRP soil nails would prove
valuable in assessing the behaviour of
more brittle GFRP soil nails.

COST COMPARISON
When a high-yield threadbar is compared
with a GFRP bar of the same diameter,
the cost of the GFRP will be 1 to 1.5
times the cost of the high-yield threadbar,
depending on the number of couplers required. However, when allowance is made
for DCP HDPE sheathing to protect the
high-yield threadbar from corrosion, the
GFRP bar will become more economical.
CFRP typically costs two to three times
the price of a comparable GFRP bar.

CONCLUSIONS
GFRP soil nails and CFRP stressed
anchors are recognised technology
with excellent durability for design lives

exceeding 100 years. The long-term
creep properties of GFRP and CFRP
significantly affect the design working
loads of these elements and eliminate
the requirement for double corrosion
protection. Although the contribution of
the bending moment and shear capacity
of soil nails is typically ignored in the
design of conventional soil nails, it is
recommended that these structural
forces should be assessed and the element designed accordingly to ensure
that brittle nail failures do not occur.
Typically, a GFRP bar, for Dextra products, of one diameter larger needs to be
used in comparison with a conventional
high-yield threadbar solution, as shown
in this study. Pull-out resistance might
be lower than for conventional soil nails
and needs to be tested to ensure that
there is sufficient length behind the
failure plane. The costs of these GFRP
bars should be comparable to those of
high-yield threadbar when the need for
DCP sheathing is eliminated.

NOTE
Reference details are available from the
authors.

Invitation to all history-minded SAICE members

50th Anniversary of the Orange River Project
The Orange River Project was one the largest water projects
ever undertaken in South Africa.
To commemorate the 50th anniversary of the completion
of this major project, the SAICE History and Heritage Panel and
SAICE Water Division are planning to release a commemorative
booklet. It will probably be in A4 softcover format, similar to the
Water Division’s 50th anniversary booklet of a few years ago.
As the technical aspects of the project have already been
covered in detail over many years, the intention is to concentrate more on the reminiscences and experiences of people
who worked on the project.
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The writing of the booklet is still in the preliminary phase,
and we are looking for people who would like to contribute
or become involved. Debbie Besseling, who acts as administrator for a number of the SAICE Divisions, has agreed to help
with editing the content.
Anyone who is interested in contributing or becoming
involved should please contact Chris Roth, chairman of the
History and Heritage Panel, at the following address:

chris.roth@up.ac.za

We look forward to hearing from you!
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Quo Vadis Geotechnical
Engineering South Africa?
Dr Philip Stott PrEng
Soil Mechanics Research Group
Central University of Technology
stott.philip@gmail.com

INTRODUCTION
For many years geotechnical engineering
based its design methods on the working
load philosophy. One sought the most
probable, average or “representative”
value for soil properties, loads, etc, based
one’s design on these representative
values and applied a safety factor. Years
of trial and error led to fairly wellstandardised values for safety factors
which were found to give a low chance
of failure. But there have certainly
been failures.
Throughout the civil engineering
disciplines, it has been recognised that
applying a safety factor to a design is
not the most satisfactory way to go. The
uncertainties involved in design are
best handled by probability theory and
statistical analysis, in which estimates
of uncertainties about various aspects of
the design are carried through to assess
a degree of reliability for the design as
a whole. Limit states design, a highly
simplified form of reliability-based
design, is being adopted worldwide as a
practicable method which is potentially
far superior to working load design. The
world leader concerning standards for
this design approach is widely recognised
to be Eurocode 7. Many books, commentaries and explanatory texts have

been written on it and many countries
have adopted or adapted it. South Africa
is in the process of following the same
route. Under the leadership of Frans van
der Merwe, a South African Appendix is
being prepared which should lead to the
adoption of Eurocode 7 in the not-toodistant future.
A key feature of Eurocode’s design procedure is that one must choose “characteristic” values for “actions” (loads, applied
displacements, etc) and for “resistances”
(items that resist the actions, notably
the reactions developed in soils). These
characteristic values must be such that
there is at most a 5% chance of failure due
to a less favourable value of the parameter
concerned. Partial factors are applied to
the characteristic values of actions and/or
resistances to ensure a very small chance
of failure.

THE NEED FOR PROBABILITY
DENSITY FUNCTIONS
This raises the obvious question: “How
does one find the value of a soil property
which will lead to at most a 5% chance
of failure?” The only way to do that is to
construct a probability density function
for measured values of the parameter
for the soil in question. From this one
reads off the value below which only 5%
of observed values lie. But here we have
a problem. Our tests for obtaining the
values of our soil parameters are aimed
specifically at working load design, which
requires only a “representative” value
from our soil sample. Our soil preparation

Throughout the civil engineering disciplines, it has been recognised
that applying a safety factor to a design is not the most satisfactory
way to go. The uncertainties involved in design are best handled
by probability theory and statistical analysis, in which estimates
of uncertainties about various aspects of the design are carried
through to assess a degree of reliability for the design as a whole.
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before starting most tests entails riffling,
mixing, breaking up clods and agglomerations, re-combining and mixing to end
up with as uniform and “representative” a
sample as possible. The procedure deliberately hides any variability that may be
present in our soil. In fact, this has been
going on for so long that engineers have
paid very little attention to variability, and
when they have looked into it, they have
usually looked at the values of parameters
found in databases covering soils from a
wide range of locations which may bear
no similarity to that of a particular sample
at hand.
Soil scientists, on the other hand, have
been concerned with variability in soils
for many years. They have found that the
variability in soils follows fractal patterns,
patterns that repeat at different scales,
scales that range from the minute to the
huge or, as Pachepski, Crawford and Rawls
(2000) put it, “from the microscopic to the
landscape”.
But variability has been calling out for
the attention of engineers for many years.
It is a very common experience to find the
values of properties of one soil tested by
different laboratories to be significantly
different from each other. It is usual to
assume that the laboratories must have
taken short-cuts, not prepared the samples according to the specification, been
slipshod in their testing, etc. One thing
that is rarely, if ever, considered is the possibility that our sample size may be one
of the fractal scales on which variability
reveals itself.
A more obvious possibility for a fractal
scale is that at which soil peds naturally
break into smaller peds. Perhaps the
most obvious natural breaks are those
that show up as slickensides. It is widely
taken that slickensides represent planes
on which polishing takes place by the
movement of one part of the soil against
another. A likely reason for the relative
movement across the two sides of the
April 2020 Civil Engineering

Variability is best handled by
statistical methods. Many statistical
procedures are available. Most
engineers are familiar with such
useful techniques as the Student’s
t-test. Not so many are aware,
however, that the t-test, like many
other standard techniques, applies
only to a normal distribution,
and then only to a distribution
that is normal to a high degree of
reliability and whose coefficient
of variation is known to a
similar degree of certainty.
plane is that they have different properties. Perhaps one changes volume more
than the other as wetting and drying take
place. But slickensides are not the only
planes of weakness that can be observed
in soil peds, and a possible, if not probable,
reason for those planes of weakness is also
a difference in properties for the soil on
either side of the plane. If this is indeed
the case, then the scale at which soils tend
to dissociate into small peds may be a very
convenient one for assessing the intrinsic
variability of the particular soil.
Variability is best handled by
statistical methods. Many statistical
procedures are available. Most engineers
are familiar with such useful techniques
as the Student’s t-test. Not so many are
aware, however, that the t-test, like many
other standard techniques, applies only
to a normal distribution, and then only
to a distribution that is normal to a high
degree of reliability and whose coefficient
of variation is known to a similar degree
of certainty. In fact, to establish an appropriate degree of reliability requires 636
tests. Establishing Eurocode 7’s fifth percentile for a soil property would therefore
appear to be unattainable for many soil
tests on the grounds of expense and time.
The usual way around this problem is to
assume the form of the probability density
function and assume its coefficient of
variation. The form of the density function is usually chosen purely on grounds
of convenience. It is chosen to be lognormal in form for two reasons. Firstly, it
cannot give negative values, whereas most
Civil Engineering April 2020

(a)

(b)

Figure 1 (a) Samples in climate chamber – temperature and humidity can be controlled to
give a wide range of suction; (b) samples in a readily obtainable storage container
with an air-tight lid – sample bottles stand on a perforated platform above a
solution of which the vapour pressure is known at various temperatures

distributions, such as the normal, can give
negative values (with possible disastrous
results for analysis). Secondly, there is a
one-to-one relationship between points
on the lognormal curve and the normal
curve, so results can be transformed to
perform statistical analysis. Of course, if
the actual distribution is not lognormal,
the statistical analysis is worthless
Eurocode 7 specifies a lognormal
curve for all “resistances” (soils are almost
always resistance components) and gives
the options for choice of coefficient of
variation as either 10, 15, 20 or 25%. It
gives no indication of which value to
choose, although it concedes that if the
real probability density function is not
known, then the engineer should make a
“cautious estimate”.

MEASUREMENT OF PROBABILITY
DENSITY FUNCTIONS
How to make this cautious estimate is
a point of some confusion. There have

been attempts to assess a real probability
density function by cone penetrometer
with pore pressure measurement. The
cone is pressed into the ground and readings of cone pressure, side friction and
pore pressure can be measured at about
100 mm intervals. This allows about 10
test results per metre. Unfortunately, this
procedure is only suitable for very soft
soils – typically marine clays – and soil
strata are not usually thick enough to
allow anything close to 636 test results,
so Bayesian analysis is almost always used
to make up for the small number of test
results. Bayesian analysis starts with an
assumed distribution (predictably lognormal), and unless the measured values
are numerous enough to swamp the initial
assumption, the assumption swamps the
measured values.
Techniques for assessing the heave
potential of soils by measuring water
retention against a standard suction have
been developed by the Soil Mechanics
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Figure 2 Measured probability density functions for ten soils

Research Group (SMRG) at the Central
University of Technology (CUT) (Figure 1
refers). By selecting samples divided by
planes of weakness and testing many
samples at the same time it has been
possible to measure the suction potential
for more than 636 samples of a number of
soils. Eurocode 7 (like most authorities)
assumes that all soils properties have lognormal distribution. These tests should
therefore give an indication of the reliability of this assumption. Figure 2 (Stott
& Theron 2019) shows the measured
probability density functions for the first
ten soils so tested. It appears that none
of them is a good approximation to a
lognormal curve, and some are extremely
poor approximations to a lognormal
curve. Three of the density functions are
bimodal. This result was so unexpected

A series of tests was done to explore
this possibility at an excavation
for a mass concrete foundation
block. Eighty field vane shear
tests, 150 fall cone shear tests and
240 suction tests were done on
a stratum of medium-soft sandy
clay. Equal percentile values for
each type of test were plotted and
a relation between the suction
values and the shear values
showed an R2 value of 0.997.
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that in each case samples that had yielded
the lowest and highest values were
examined and photographed. In each
case no obvious difference could be detected. Figure 3 shows a typical example.
Subsequent tests have yielded one density
function approximating a lognormal distribution, two approximating a Weibull
distribution and the remainder dissimilar
to any standard distribution (including
more extreme bimodal distributions).
These results raise the question
of whether such distributions for

suction potential are indicative of
probability density functions for other
soil properties. It might be expected
that there could be a relationship,
since suction potential is considered
the key to unsaturated soil mechanics,
and the suction curve is the link that
unites saturated and unsaturated soil
mechanics. A series of tests was done to
explore this possibility at an excavation
for a mass concrete foundation block.
Eighty field vane shear tests, 150 fall
cone shear tests and 240 suction tests
were done on a stratum of medium-soft
sandy clay. Equal percentile values for
each type of test were plotted and a
relation between the suction values and
the shear values showed an R 2 value of
0.997. Values from the vane shear, the
fall cone and those deduced from the
suction results are shown in Figure 4
(Stott 2020). This suggests that there
may be a relationship between suction
values and other soil properties. In this
case each of the three tests suggests a
characteristic value of about 20 kPa.
Division by the usual material factor
of 1.25 gives a design value of 16 kPa,
which appears to hold a reasonably small
probability of failure due to this property.
It should be noted that the coefficient
of variation (COV) is very large and the
assumption of a lognormal distribution
would require the assumption of an even

Figure 3 Highest and lowest water retention samples from a bimodal distribution
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its own individual probability density
function which can only be assessed by
tests on that soil alone. Bayesian analysis
is therefore also likely to be unhelpful.
If, on the other hand, we choose to stick
with our traditional testing methods, we
will have to face the same problem that
our British and European counterparts
are still grappling with: “How do we
make a conservative estimate of the
characteristic value?”
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Figure 4 Rudimentary probability density functions for one soil tested in three different ways
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larger COV to give a fair chance of a safe
design value.

CONCLUSION
It appears that it is possible to follow
Eurocode 7’s recommendations and
obtain design values that could be
used with a reasonably high degree of
confidence. However, this would require
abandoning current testing methods
Civil Engineering April 2020

which are locked into the mentality
of load factor design. Instead, testing
procedures that seek to actually measure
the variability intrinsic to a soil need to
be used. It appears to be unhelpful to
seek guidance from database mining.
The individuality of the density curves
for each soil is obvious from Figure 2,
and subsequent tests have only served
to reinforce the fact that each soil has

soil properties on characteristic values
for geotechnical design. Proceedings, 4th
International Conference on Geotechnical
Engineering, March 2020, Tunisia.
Stott, P R & Theron, E 2019. Investigation
of the probability density functions of
suction potential of soils. Proceedings,
17th African Regional Conference on Soil
Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering,
Cape Town.
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INTRODUCTION
Following on Golder’s significant local
investment in 2018 towards the establishment of an advanced tailings laboratory, a
student training programme was initiated
between Wits University and Golder
Associates in 2019 to promote better
collaboration between academia and
industry. The main objective of this initiative was to mentor two undergraduate
Wits students in Golder’s laboratory in
advanced laboratory tests, particularly
in critical state line determination. This
would then also provide the students
with the practical skills and background
knowledge to complete their final year
investigational projects (IP).

HOW WERE THE STUDENTS SELECTED?
The training programme was designed
around searching for individuals who
demonstrated commitment towards their
careers and a passion for geotechnical engineering. As a first step the students had
to apply with a letter explaining why they
would like to participate in the training
programme, followed by a vigorous
selection process to choose the best two
students to attend the five-week training
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programme. This process advanced from
preliminary interviews to assess the
students’ understanding of soil mechanics,
to a final one-day practical session for the
four students who demonstrated the most
potential. During the practical session
the students were tested at various levels
on both their practical skills and their
capacity to handle challenging scenarios.
Each student had to reconstitute a triaxial
specimen and overcome the sample preparation challenges, with some additional
curveballs along the way to evaluate his
or her problem-solving skills. Candidates
were assessed on a variety of qualities, such
as teamwork, precision in measurements,
care taken during sample preparation and
their appreciation for the quality of results.
All four students proved to be competent
and hardworking, making the selection
of the top two students a very difficult
one. Eventually, the top two students
participated successfully in the training
programme over the December holidays.

WHY SEND STUDENTS TO
A LABORATORY?
This training programme provides
students with an overall understanding
of geotechnical laboratory testing, with a
focus on critical state line (CSL) triaxial
testing on tailings. The programme further teaches the students how to approach
triaxial testing and the different factors
affecting the results. The training starts
with the basics, such as moisture content
and specific gravity testing, and advances
to the more complex CSL triaxial testing
performed with state-of-the-art equipment. The training also focuses on how
to verify and calibrate testing equipment
to ensure reliable and accurate results.
Ultimately the purpose is to give future
engineers a suitable appreciation for
geotechnical laboratory testing that will
allow them to serve the industry better by
asking the right questions when setting

up a testing programme. It is vital to take
the necessary care when conducting and
interpreting laboratory tests, enabling
engineers to obtain invaluable insights.

HOW DID THE STUDENTS BENEFIT
FROM THIS INITIATIVE?
Final year IP students typically begin
working on their projects towards the end
of February, after deciding on a supervisor
and a research topic. Students must then
familiarise themselves with the equipment
and procedures that they will be using
in their project. As the collaboration described here took place before the start of
the academic year, the two students gained
a head start in preparing their IP projects.
Exposure of the students to the Golder
lab has also highlighted the relevance of
the IP topic and the equipment adjustments that will be required for the experiments. It became clear to the students that
triaxial testing for CSL evaluation is not an
esoteric topic that is the exclusive domain
of research laboratories. Instead, it is a test
in which geotechnical practitioners also
have considerable interest. Furthermore,
the training programme fostered a ”payit-forward” culture since the two students
who completed training had to choose
project partners and teach them in turn.
The first two students were enthusiastic
about their experience:
“The value I’ve gained at Golder’s
lab does not only fall under the
realm of knowledge; I’ve also learned
a fresh and adaptive method of
thinking. I feel that Golder’s lab
offers a different level of safety and
in its own way is making the world
we live in safer for people and the
natural environment. I have been
given a head start on the research I
will be conducting for our investigational project.” 
 – Naqeeb Emeran, Wits student.
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“The experience that I had at the
Golder lab is one that has swayed
me into considering a career in
geotechnical engineering. The knowledge that was passed on during the
training was very precious and will
help steer our final year investigational project in the right direction.”
 – Phetole Rasetelo, Wits student.

WHAT IS THE RESEARCH ALL ABOUT?
The experimental research programme
looks into void ratio measurement
methods used in triaxial tests aimed at
CSL determination. There is great interest
in the use of critical state soil mechanics
frameworks to address geotechnical
problems. The frameworks are anchored
on the CSL, the determination of which
depends heavily on reliable void ratio
measurements during triaxial testing.

Since there is no standard method to
determine critical state lines, it is essential
to understand which laboratory practices
lead to the most realistic results.
Because specimens undergo unknown
volume changes during saturation,
void ratio determinations cannot rely
on the dimensions of the “as-formed”
specimen. Furthermore, as it is generally
not possible to measure the diameter
of the post-consolidation specimen,
void ratio measurements cannot rely on
post-consolidation dimensions either.
Accordingly, the void ratio is typically
determined at the end of the triaxial
test. Two methods are commonly
used, one of which involves specimen
freezing (Jefferies & Been 2006), and the
other specimen squeezing (Verdugo &
Ishihara 1996). The testing programme
will compare these two methods to

gain insight into which one of them,
if any, yields a better-defined critical
state line.

CLOSING REMARKS
This collaboration highlights why
teamwork is critical to finding solutions
in our challenging world. The authors
hope that this initiative will spark similar
programmes in the geotechnical field that
will give students and young engineers
the opportunities to develop into our
future leaders.
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The 17th African Regional Conference on Soil Mechanics
and Geotechnical Engineering held in Cape Town
The 17th African Regional Conference on Soil
Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering
(XVII ARCSMGE), with the theme Innovation
and Sustainability in Geotechnics for Developing
Africa, was held in Cape Town from 7 to 9
October 2019 at the Century City Conference
Centre. This prestigious event was organised
by SAICE’s Geotechnical Division, in conjunction with the International Society for Soil
Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering
(ISSMGE). SAICE’s Geotechnical Division is the
largest geotechnical society in Africa with a
membership of around 880 individuals, constituting approximately 68% of Africa’s 1 289
members of the international society. The conference was preceded by the African Young
Geotechnical Engineers Conference that took
place on 6 October. The ISSMGE Board and
Council meetings, as well as the International
Geosynthetics Society Board meeting, were
also held during the conference.
More than 250 delegates and 28 exhibitors representing 39 different countries from
across the globe attended the conference,
consequently fulfilling the aim of bringing together a wide range of engineers, scientists
and academics to exchange knowledge in
the field of geotechnics and its engineering
and environmental applications. The top six
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countries in terms of number of participants
were South Africa, the United Kingdom,
Germany, Uganda, Nigeria and Sudan.
Besides parallel sessions, workshops and
short courses, the three-day conference also
hosted the 17th Jennings Lecture presented
by the world-renowned unsaturated soils
expert Prof Delwyn Fredlund (Canada)
and the Mercer Lecture delivered by
Prof Kerry Rowe (Canada). Prof Fredlund’s
Jennings Lecture focused on the determination of unsaturated soil property
functions for engineering practice, showing
how unsaturated soil mechanics can be
applied in everyday geotechnical design
and analysis, while Prof Rowe’s Mercer
Lecture was on the use of geosynthetics
for construction on soft soils. Additionally,
two special lectures by Prof Buddhima
Indraratna (Australia) and Prof Antonio Gens
(Spain) were presented, as well as a Bright
Spark Lecture by Dr Charles MacRobert
(South Africa). Prof Indraratna spoke about
the latest research in geotechnical aspects
of railway track geomechanics, while
Prof Gens presented on the liquefaction
of hydraulically placed fills. The Bright
Spark lecture was instituted by the current
ISSMGE President, Prof Charles Ng, to

provide upcoming young geotechnical
engineers with an opportunity to compete
for a prestigious forum where they can
showcase their work.
The XVII ARCSMGE proceedings
comprised 130 papers, and all the published
papers are available as open-access
papers on the ISSMGE Online Library
(https://www.issmge.org/publications/
online-library).
The 18th African Regional Conference
on Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical
Engineering (XVIII ARCSMGE) will be held in
Algeria in 2023.
Denis Kalumba
Chair, XVII ARCSMGE Organising Committee
University of Cape Town
denis.kalumba@uct.ac.za
SW Jacobsz
Chair, XVII ARCSMGE Scientific Committee
University of Pretoria
sw.jacobsz@up.ac.za
Solly Phalanndwa
Immediate Past Chair
SAICE Geotechnical Engineering Division
Mukona Group
sollyp@mukonagroup.com
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Soil Mechanics Research
Group – CiviLab @ CUT
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INTRODUCTION
The Soil Mechanics Research Group
(SMRG) operates as part of CiviLab in the
Department of Civil Engineering in the
Faculty of Engineering, Built Environment
and Information Technology at the
Central University of Technology, Free
State (CUT). The SMRG was set up
specifically to look into the problem of
damage to light structures (particularly
RDP houses) caused by founding on
expansive soil. This is a very common
problem in the semi-arid area of central
South Africa.

ASSESSING PROCEDURE RELIABILITY
The first thrust of the SMRG’s research
effort was to assess the reliability of
the procedures currently used to assess
heave potential. It was found that there
are a number of major flaws in current
assessments. By far the most commonly
used method is that proposed by Van derMerwe (1964). It is the method which the

Bond test for flexible mortar mix –
WIL students Hendrik (left) and Johno

Bricks after 7-day curing, being prepared for
bond – WIL students Hendrik (back) and Johno

NHBRC requires for heave classification.
Van der Merwe’s method relies on laboratory testing to provide plasticity index
(PI) and clay fraction. The SMRG very
quickly came to the conclusion that there
are serious weaknesses in the method
itself and in the tests to establish its two
essential parameters. Van der Merwe
justified his method based on the results

of field tests on four houses. At one house
there was excellent agreement between
his predicted and observed heave. At two
houses there was reasonable agreement,
and at the fourth house (where heave was
more severe) his method predicted only
half of that which had occurred. This
hardly seems to be adequate grounds for
the method to have become the standard

Control room where suction tests
are conducted – WIL student Pieter
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State-of-the-art triaxial testing equipment
sponsored by Letaba Lab – WIL student Yannis
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which thousands of buildings depend on
for satisfactory performance.
In 1963, when Van der Merwe put
forward his method, the liquid limit (LL)
used to establish the PI was determined
by the three-point flow-curve method.
Sample preparation involved adequate
time for moisture to become evenly distributed throughout the soil (typically 24
hours). The current soils testing standard,
SANS 103001, calls for a one-point procedure with a preparation time from dry
powder to test completion of 10 minutes.
Extensive testing at the SMRG has shown
that for high-plasticity clays 10 minutes
are totally inadequate for absorption of
water, and that PI for many high-plasticity
clays rises quite rapidly in the first hour
after imbibing water, and continues rising
slowly for many hours thereafter. Also,
SANS 103001 only recommends a threepoint flow curve LL determination where
it is expected that the PI may be greater
than 20. This is practically never done.
An even more serious challenge to the
usefulness of Van der Merwe’s method was
discovered with the hydrometer’s value of
clay fraction. In two RDP housing projects,
where a very large proportion of the houses
had to be demolished as unsafe within five
years of completion, it was discovered that
hydrometer analysis had drastically underestimated the clay fraction, and therefore
the heave potential. It was found that some
soils do not respond to the dispersion
procedure specified in SANS 103001, and
their high cation exchange capacity (CEC)
clay particles remain tightly bound to silt
and fine sand particles despite chemical
and mechanical dispersion – resulting in
misleading hydrometer values. Further
tests on a wide variety of soils, in which the
sediment in the hydrometer was extracted
and examined, showed that it is common
for agglomerations of high CEC clay and
silt to be found at any level in the sediment.
Other tests observed such agglomeration
taking place rapidly under the influence
of highly charged clay particles within
minutes of the start of the hydrometer
settlement procedure. It appears that the
hydrometer may be far less reliable than
has long been thought.

IMPORTANCE OF SOIL SUCTION
A rapid increase in the understanding of
unsaturated soil mechanics over the last
few decades has led to an appreciation
of the importance of soil suction and
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Construction phase of retaining wall –
WIL students Dewald (left) and Johno

Applying a dynamic load during retaining
wall test (competition by Geo Institute, ASCE)

its influence on many soil properties,
including expansive potential. Several
methods of assessing heave potential using
suction values have been proposed, but
do not appear to have become popular,
probably because of a shortage of expertise
and apparatus required for suction measurement. The SMRG has been working on
procedures for assessing suction potential
of soils quickly, easily and economically.
These procedures not only appear to give
good estimates of heave potential, but also
of variability. Comparisons between soils
from construction projects which have
failed and others which have not failed
suggest that variability is a very significant
contributor to failure.

of the masonry code, and hence cannot
even produce mortar with an acceptable
water-cement ratio. The SMRG is working
on mortar mix design which can meet the
requirements of the masonry code, give
good bond strength and flexibility, and
which can be integrated with geotechnical
design to optimise the solution to the
problem of heave damage.

ADDRESSING HEAVE DAMAGE
The SMRG is also looking into addressing
the problem of heave damage by combining
structural and geotechnical design. The
normal method of solving the problem of
heave damage is to provide a foundation
stiff enough to limit distortions imposed
on the superstructure to very small values.
This may require raft foundations with
deep and heavily reinforced stiffening
beams. A more economical solution may
be to use mortar which is flexible enough
to allow significant distortion in the
masonry before cracking. This flexibility
needs to be combined with sufficient
bonding strength to the masonry units
to limit separation of bricks from mortar.
Unfortunately, the quality of masonry in
South Africa has reached a very low level.
Over-attention to minimising cost has led
to extremely poor standards of brickwork
in general and mortar in particular. Tests
at the SMRG have found that practically
none of the sand currently used for
masonry in the Free State comes close to
meeting the water-demand requirements

INDUSTRY AND INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION
The research group currently consists
of several staff members, WIL (workintegrated learning) students, postgraduate students and one research fellow.
The group works closely with industry to
ensure that practical and relevant problems
are addressed in order to enhance quality
of life. Current industry partners are
GeoCaliber, Letaba Lab, Protsurv, Cembric
and SC Consult. We are extremely grateful
for the financial and human resource
inputs from our industry partners.
Protsurv, for example, sponsored a training
workshop to Chicago, USA, which led
to a follow-up workshop presented by a
member of our group. Kevin Coertzen
from Geocaliber is investing a great
amount of time to ensure our students are
aware of the importance of geotechnical
investigations. Letaba Lab has sponsored
all our advanced geotech equipment (stateof-the-art oedometers, shearboxes and triaxials) in order to provide an environment
to test at the level required by the South
African National Accreditation System
(SANAS). International collaboration
includes an MoU with the University of
East London (UK) and the Royal Academy
of Engineering (UK). The research group
also collaborates with the civil and structural engineering unit at Szecheyni Istvan
University in Hungary.
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Site investigation training of WIL students on site by GeoCaliber

Profile logging in test pits – training by GeoCaliber

Site investigation training of WIL students in class by GeoCaliber

WIL students busy with GR30 testing in
laboratory – Alungile (left), Lucky and Thaupelo

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact the author for queries related to:
QQ WIL opportunities
QQ Research opportunities (M Eng, D Eng,
Postdoc: Civil)
QQ Geotechnical engineering testing
related to research and/or duplicate
testing (industry)
QQ Online training/workshops
QQ Industry in need of WIL students on a
short-term (1–3 months) basis.
The following email addresses can be
used for industry-related queries:
QQ GeoCaliber (geotechnical services and
site investigations):
kevin@geocalibre.co.za
QQ Letaba Lab (material testing):
jayson@letabalab.co.za
QQ Protsurv (equipment and calibration):
tiaan@protsurv.co.za
dc@protsurv.co.za

Variable testing of soil – degree students Limpho (left) and Courage
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Development of soil database and subsurface profiles – post-graduates Sam (left) and Tiaan
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Training in Cone Penetration Testing
The Cone Penetration Test (CPT) is used
in geotechnical engineering to determine
soil properties. Initially developed in the
1950s, this is one of the most widely used
methods for soil investigation worldwide.
This practice is, however, not generally
used in South Africa, a situation which
Mukona In Situ, part of the Mukona
Group, is gradually changing through its
CPT training schedule, in partnership
with UK-based In Situ Site Investigation
Company.
Established in 2017, the Group (an
accredited Level 1 South African owned
engineering company) has established
itself as a player with proven specialist
knowledge and best-practice application.
In support of its consulting, construction
and in situ testing services, the CPT
training course forms part of Mukona In
Situ’s commitment to provide knowledge
and thought leadership in the geotechnical
engineering sector.
In February this year the company
hosted three training courses on
Advanced uses of Cone Penetration
Testing (CPT) data at the Universities of
the Witwatersrand, KwaZulu-Natal and
Cape Town. The courses were aimed at
practitioners in geotechnics who already
had a basic understanding of CPT, but
wished to further their knowledge about
the application and use of this test.
The training course, presented by
renowned experts and authors of CPT
in Geotechnical Practice, Dr John Powell
from BRE/Geolabs and Dr Tom Lunne

from the Norwegian Geotechnical
Institute (NGI), was attended by over 100
industry players and focused on:
QQ The importance of CPT as an integral
part of quality site investigation
QQ Practical demonstrations of available
CPT equipment
QQ Exploration of the advanced uses of
CPT data
QQ The history of CPT, as well as case
studies.
Dr Luis Alberto Torres-Cruz, senior
lecturer in geotechnical engineering at
the University of the Witwatersrand, also
presented a session on CPT in tailings and
coal ash, enhanced by some South African
case studies.
Based on the resounding success
and positive feedback from this series of
courses, Mukona In Situ will be running
more CPT and Lab Testing courses.
The company is well positioned in this
regard as, in partnership with In Situ Site
Investigation Company (UK), it specialises
in the use of CPT techniques and pressuremeter testing to characterise the in situ
state of the ground condition. The benefits
of in situ testing include the provision
of highly detailed measurements of soil
characteristics, obtained more quickly and
cost-effectively than drilling and sampling,
and with consistent reliability due to the
negligible levels of ground disturbance.
For more information on the
CPT courses, contact Solly Phalanndwa,
Group Managing Director, at:
sollyp@mukonagroup.com

CPT pressuremeter testing in progress

CPT training course delegates,
University of Cape Town

Solly Phalanndwa (MD Mukona Group)
with the white shirt, flanked by (from left)
presenters Dr John Powell, Dr Luis TorresCruz and Dr Tom Lunne at the University of
the Witwatersrand
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SAICE Training Calendar 2020
Course Name
Adjudication and Arbitration: How to
deal with Challenges to Jurisdiction
General Conditions of Contract for
Construction Works (Simplified Form)
– First Edition (2018) SGCC (2018)

Course Dates

Location

4 August 2020

Midrand

25 August 2020

Cape Town

12 June 2020

Cape Town

7 July 2020

Durban

27 July 2020

Cape Town

17 August 2020

Port Elizabeth

4–5 June 2020

East London

9–10 July 2020

Midrand

23–24 July 2020

Polokwane

6–7 August 2020

Durban

20–21 August 2020

Pretoria

17 July 2020

Port Elizabeth

14 August 2020

Pietermaritzburg

2–3 June 2020

Nelspruit

28–29 July 2020

Bloemfontein

4–5 August 2020

East London

25–26 August 2020

Port Elizabeth

Structural Steel Design to
SANS 10162‑1-2005

28 July 2020

Midrand

22 September 2020

Durban

Reinforced Concrete Design to
SANS 10100-1-2000

29 July 2020

Midrand

23 September 2020

Durban

22–26 June 2020

Cape Town

28 Sept–2 Oct 2020

Durban

9–13 November 2020

Midrand

19–20 August 2020

Cape Town

9–10 September 2020

Durban

14–15 October 2020

Midrand

9–10 June 2020

Midrand

7–8 July 2020

Cape Town

21–22 July 2020

Cape Town

18–19 August 2020

Bloemfontein

6–7 October 2020

East London

20–21 October 2020

Midrand

28–30 October 2020

Midrand

1 June 2020

Port Elizabeth

6 July 2020

Midrand

17 August 2020

Cape Town

7 September 2020

Bloemfontein

28 September 2020

Polokwane

2–3 June 2020

Port Elizabeth

7–8 July 2020

Midrand

18–19 August 2020

Cape Town

8–9 September 2020

Bloemfontein

29–30 September 2020

Polokwane

General Conditions of Subcontract
for Construction Works – First Edition
(2018) GCSC 2018

SAICE Suite of General Conditions of
Contract: GCC 2015, SGCC 2018 and
GCCSF 2018

Introduction to the SAICE General
Conditions of Contract for
Construction Works Third Edition
(2015)

Project Management of Construction
Projects

Practical Geometric Design

Leadership and Project Management
in Engineering

Water Law of South Africa

The Legal Process dealing with
Construction Disputes

Earthmoving Equipment, Technology
and Management for Civil Engineering
and Infrastructure Projects

Legal Liability Occupational Health
and Safety Act (OHSA)

Construction Regulations from a
Legal Perspective

CPD Accreditation No

Course Presenter

Contact

SAICEcon18/02268/21
Credits: 1 ECSA
SACPCMP/CPD/18/009
5 hours SACPCMP

Hubert Thompson

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEcon18/02270/21
Credits: 1 ECSA
SACPCMP/CPD/18/030
6 Hours SACPCMP

Benti Czanik

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICEcon18/02254/21
Credits: 1 ECSA
SACPCMP/CPD/18/032
6 Hours SACPCMP

Benti Czanik

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEcon19/02451/22
Credits: 2 ECSA
SACPCMP/CPD/19/016
12 Hours SACPCMP

Benti Czanik

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEcon19/02450/22
Credits: 1 ECSA
SACPCMP/CPD/19/017
6 Hours SACPCMP

Benti Czanik

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICEcon18/02375/21
Credits: 2 ECSA

Neville Gurry

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICEstr18/02396/21
Credits: 1 ECSA

Greg Parrott

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICEstr18/02395/21
Credits: 1 ECSA

Greg Parrott

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICEtr19/02561/22
Credits: 5 ECSA

Tom Mckune

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEbus19/02507/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

David Ramsay

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEwat19/02516/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Hubert Thompson

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEcon19/02517/22
Credits: 2 ECSA
SACPCMP/CPD/15/010/RV
12 hours SACPCMP

Hubert Thompson

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEcon19/02447/22
Credits: 3 ECSA

Prof Zvi Borowitsh

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEcon17/02038/20
Credits: 1 ECSA

Cecil Townsend Naude

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEcon17/02037/20
Credits: 2 ECSA

Cecil Townsend Naude

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Register online: www. saice.org.za
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SAICE Training Calendar 2020
Course Name

Course Dates

Location

4–5 June 2020

Port Elizabeth

9–10 July 2020

Midrand

20–21 August 2020

Cape Town

10–11 September 2020

Bloemfontein

1–2 October 2020

Polokwane

Report Writing for Individuals and
Teams

8–9 September 2020

Durban

22–23 September 2020

Port Elizabeth

Water Security and Governance

TBC

Legal Liability Mine Health and
Safety Act (MHSA) Act 29 of 1996

CPD Accreditation No

Course Presenter

Contact

SAICEcon18/02359/21
Credits: 2 ECSA

Cecil Townsend Naude

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEbus19/02456/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Elaine Matchett

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEwat19/02412/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Martin van Veelen

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICEwat19/02493/20
Credits: 1 ECSA

Peter Telle

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICEcon19/02464/22
Credits: 4 ECSA

Mile Sofijanic
Andrew Baird
Mahdi Goodarzi

helen@saice.org.za
mile.s@ecs.co.za

SAICEcon19/02557/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Mile Sofijanic

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEcon17/02301/20
Credits: 1 ECSA

Mile Sofijanic

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEcon19/02505/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Mile Sofijanic

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICEcon19/02522/22
Credits: 1 ECSA

Mile Sofijanic

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

11 June 2020

Durban

17 June 2020

Nelspruit

22 July 2020

Bloemfontein

19 August 2020

Polokwane

6–9 October 2020

Midrand

24–25 June 2010

Cape Town

22–23 July 2020

Durban

2–3 September 2020

Midrand

26 June 2020

Cape Town

24 July 2020

Durban

4 September 2020

Midrand

29–30 July 2020

Durban

14–15 September 2020

Midrand

31 July 2020

Durban

16 September 2020

Midrand

Basic Design of Reinforced and
Prestressed Concrete

25–26 June 2020

Midrand

CESA-1505-09/2021
Credits: 2 ECSA

Bruce Raath

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Specification for Structural Concrete
(Concrete for Contractors and
Consultants)

20–21 August 2020

Midrand

CESA-1434-05/2021
Credits: 2 ECSA

Bruce Raath

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

9–10 June 2020

Cape Town

23–24 June 2020

Midrand

6–7 October 2020

Durban

SAICEbus19/02457/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Elaine Matchett

dawn@saice.org.za

13–14 October 2020

Port Elizabeth

Equipment Options to reduce
Hammer Water

NEC3 Project Manager Accreditation
Programme
Introduction to the NEC3 family
and the NEC3 Engineering and
Construction Contract (ECC3)
Introduction to the NEC 3
Professional Services Contracts
(PSC3 and PSSC3)
Introduction to the NEC4 and the
ECC4
Introduction to the NEC4 PSC4

Project Presentation Skills

SAICE / Computational Hydraulics Int (CHI)
Surface Water and Integrated 1D-2D
Modelling with EPA SWMM5 and
PCSWMM – 1 Day

15 September 2020

Stellenbosch

27 October 2020

Johannesburg

Surface Water and Integrated 1D-2D
Modelling with EPA SWMM5 and
PCSWMM – 2 Days

15–16 September 2020

Stellenbosch

27–28 October 2020

Johannesburg

Surface Water and Integrated 1D-2D
Modelling with EPA SWMM5 and
PCSWMM – 3 Days

15–17 September 2020

Stellenbosch

27–29 October 2020

Johannesburg

SAICEwat17/02197/20
Credits: 1 ECSA

Chris Brooker
Onno Fortuin
Robert Fortuin

Meghan Korman
meghan@chiwater.com

SAICEwat17/02198/20
Credits: 2 ECSA

Chris Brooker
Onno Fortuin
Robert Fortuin

Meghan Korman
meghan@chiwater.com

SAICEwat17/02199/20
Credits: 3 ECSA

Chris Brooker
Onno Fortuin
Robert Fortuin

Meghan Korman
meghan@chiwater.com

SAICE / South African Road Federation (SARF)
Asphalt: An Overview of Best Practice

23–24 June 2020

Gauteng

SAICEtr19/02471/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

J Onraet

sybul@sarf.org.za
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Assessment and Analysis of Test Data

TBC

TBC

SAICEtr20/02606/23
Credits: 2 ECSA

R Berkers

sybul@sarf.org.za
tshidi@sarf.org.za

3 June 2020

Cape Town

19 August 2020

Durban

7 October 2020

Midrand

SAICEtr19/02472/22
Credits: 1 ECSA

B Perrie
Dr P Strauss

sybul@sarf.org.za
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Concrete Road Design and
Construction

Register online: www. saice.org.za
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SAICE / South African Road Federation (SARF)
Course Name

Course Dates

Location

CPD Accreditation No

Course Presenter

Contact

Successful G1 Crushed Stone
Construction

12 May 2020

Gauteng

SAICEtr20/02609/23
Credits: 1 ECSA

D Rossmann

sybul@sarf.org.za
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Stormwater Drainage

TBC

TBC

SAICEtr20/02608/23
Credits: 4.5 ECSA

C Brooker
Dingaan Mahlangu
Alaster Goyns

sybul@sarf.org.za
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Traffic Signals Design and Intesection
Optimisation

TBC

TBC

SAICEtr20/02607/23
Credits: 2 ECSA

Dr John Sampson

sybul@sarf.org.za
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Traffic Impact Studies: A Complete
Step by Step Training Course on How
to Prepare Traffic Impact Studies

19–21 May 2020

Cape Town

SARF19/TIS-01/22
Credits: 3 ECSA

Ravash Dookhi

sybul@sarf.org.za
tshidi@sarf.org.za

HDM4 (The Highway Development
and Management)

TBC

TBC

SARF20/HDM4-2/23
Credits: 3 ECSA

Prof Alex Visser

sybul@sarf.org.za
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Perspective on Traffic Impact
Assessment

TBC

TBC

SARF17/TIA01/20

Steven Sutcliffe
Prof Mark Zuidgeest

sybul@sarf.org.za
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Understanding and Investigation of
Road Traffic Accidents

22–24 July 2020

Durban

SARF20/TIA02/23
Credits: 3 ECSA

Craig Proctor-Parker

sybul@sarf.org.za
tshidi@sarf.org.za

SAICE / Classic Seminars
Project Management Foundations

TBC

TBC

SAICEproj18/02374/21
Credits: 3 ECSA

Susan Russell
Martin Bundred
Elridge Ntini

admin@classic-sa.co.za

Earned Value Management

TBC

TBC

SAICEproj18/02259/21
Credits: 1 ECSA

Philip Russell
Andrew Holden

admin@classic-sa.co.za

Advanced Project Risk Management

TBC

TBC

SAICEproj18/02360/21
Credits: 2 ECSA

Elmar Roberg

admin@classic-sa.co.za

SAICE / Candidate Acadamy
Getting Acquainted with Basic
Contract Administration and Quality
Control

28–29 July 2020

Midrand

25–26 May 2020

Midrand

24–25 August 2020

East London

19–20 October 2020

Durban

14–15 July 2020

Durban

13–14 October 2020

Cape Town

8–9 June 2020

Midrand

3–4 August 2020

Bloemfontein

16–17 November 2020

Durban

1–2 June 2020

Midrand

27–28 July 2020

Port Elizabeth

2–3 September 2020

Durban

7–8 October 2020

Bloemfontein

4–5 November 2020

Cape Town

12–13 May 2020

Midrand

10–11 June 2020

Cape Town

26–27 August 2020

Durban

Planning, Scheduling and
Programming for Construction Works

6–7 July 2020

Durban

26–27 October 2020

Midrand

Pressure Pipeline and Pump Station
Design and Specification – a Practical
Overview

14–15 July 2020

Durban

21–22 September 2020

Cape Town

2 June 2020

Durban

9 June 2020

Port Elizabeth

8 July 2020

Midrand

22 July 2020

East London

9 September 2020

Cape Town

Getting Acquainted with General
Conditions of Contract (GCC2015)
Getting Acquainted with
Geosynthetics in Soil Reinforcement
Getting Acquainted with Road
Construction and Maintenance

Getting Acquainted with Sewer
Design

Getting Acquainted with Water
Resource Management

Road to Registration for Candidate
Engineers, Technologist and
Technicians

CESA-1574-04/2022
Credits: 2 ECSA

Theuns Eloff

lizelle@ally.co.za
dawn@saice.org.za

CESA-1575-04/2022
Credits: 2 ECSA

Theuns Eloff

lizelle@ally.co.za
dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEgeo18/02216/21
Credits: 2 ECSA

Edoardo Zannoni

lizelle@ally.co.za
dawn@saice.org.za

CESA-1576-04/2022
Credits: 2 ECSA

Theuns Eloff

lizelle@ally.co.za
dawn@saice.org.za

CESA-1577-04/2022
Credits: 2 ECSA

Andrew Brodie

lizelle@ally.co.za
dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEwat18/02328/21
Credits: 2 ECSA

Stephen Mallory

lizelle@ally.co.za
dawn@saice.org.za

TBA
Credits: 2 ECSA

Theuns Eloff

lizelle@ally.co.za
dawn@saice.org.za

CESA-1578-04/2022
Credits: 2 ECSA

Dup van Renen

lizelle@ally.co.za
dawn@saice.org.za

Allyson Lawless
CESA-1579-04/2022
Credits: 1 ECSA

Stewart Gibson
Allyson Lawless
Stewart Gibson

lizelle@ally.co.za
dawn@saice.org.za

Allyson Lawless

Register online: www. saice.org.za
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SAICE / Candidate Acadamy
Course Name

Course Dates

Road to Registration for Mature
Engineers, Technologist and
Technicians
Road to Registration for Mentors,
Supervisors and HR Practitioners

Location

17 September 2020

Durban

1 October 2020

Midrand

24 November 2020

Cape Town

18 May 2020

Midrand

8 September 2020

Cape Town

CPD Accreditation No

Course Presenter

Contact

CESA-1641-10/2022
Credits: 1 ECSA

Stewart Gibson

lizelle@ally.co.za
dawn@saice.org.za

CESA-1580-04/2022
Credits: 1 ECSA

Allyson Lawless

lizelle@ally.co.za
dawn@saice.org.za

In-house courses are available. To arrange, please contact:
Cheryl-Lee Williams (cheryl-lee@saice.org.za) or Dawn Hermanus (dawn@saice.org.za) on 011 805 5947.
For SAICE-hosted Candidate Academy in-house courses, please contact:
Dawn Hermanus (dawn@saice.org.za) on 011 805 5947 or Lizélle du Preez (lizelle@ally.co.za) on 011 476 4100.
Register online: www. saice.org.za

Scan the QR code alongside to access previous editions of Civil Engineering.

Civillain by Jonah Ptak: Self-isolation
For more engineering humour, please visit “Unreal Bridges” on Facebook and “@TheUnrealBridge” on Twitter.
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HERE’S TO
THE BUILDER
IN YOU.

www.afrisam.com

Creating Concrete Possibilities

PROMISE_13397/E

IT TAKES MORE
THAN CONCRETE
TO BUILD
YOUR VISION.

